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In Culture and Anarchy Matthew Arnold wrote in support of a culture and, by extension, of an 
education in which “all the voices of human experience,... of art, science, poetry, philosophy, 
history as well as of religion”, are heard. Matthew Arnold was, of course, building on the legacy of 
his father Dr Thomas Arnold, Rugby’s greatest Head Master and primary advocate of what today is 
referred to as ‘character education’, an approach summed up in Rugby’s modern ethos of Whole 
Person, Whole Point.  COVID-19 loomed large in the last academic year, presenting significant 
challenges, but our students and staff responded superbly, showing that we could still provide an 
education, albeit in modified form, which reflected the myriad voices of human experience and 
which was true to our aim of developing the whole person.   

The School had two periods of prolonged online learning - in the Trinity Term of 2020 and the Lent 
Term of 2021.  Lessons, of course, moved online, but so too did Chapel, Sport, Music, Drama and 
many aspects of our community outreach programme, Rugby 360. In recognition of these efforts, 
TES (formerly The Times Education Supplement) gave us the accolade of ‘Best use of technology’ in 
their Independent School Awards. And the sheer range of online activity that our resourceful staff 
managed to produce under these unprecedented circumstances emerges from these pages.

In many ways, though, the most challenging period was the Advent Term of 2020 when there were 
strict restrictions to mitigate against the spread and effects of COVID. House groups were separated 
from each other in lessons. Fixtures could not take place. Choir, play, and music rehearsals were 
conducted with two-metre gaps between students.  Our House singing competition moved 
online, with some highly entertaining videos produced by each House. Half-term was shortened. 
Exeats were cancelled. Inevitably, this resulted in a term like no other and few of us would choose 
to repeat the experience.  Nevertheless, the School remained in good heart and much effective 
learning took place. This was reflected in the outstanding results of last year’s leaving students, 
almost 80% of whom have progressed to universities ranked in the top 20 in the UK. 

However, the last academic year was not all about COVID and I am delighted that we managed 
to continue moving forward with ambitious strategic plans. Most notably, teaching staff worked 
exceptionally hard to prepare for the start of the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme 
(IBDP). The first cohort of students have started the IB and I am pleased to see how much they 
are getting out of an education which is true to the principles outlined by the Arnolds. Our IB 
students study the major academic disciplines to the age of 18 and through the excellent Theory 
of Knowledge (ToK) course are encouraged to make connections between their different subjects. 
The Creativity, Action and Service (CAS) dimension of the IB is in alignment with the values of the 
School, and very much in keeping with the development of the ‘whole person’. 

Happily, as I write this piece towards the end of the Advent term, COVID still affects but no longer 
dominates the life of the School. Consequently, we can now enjoy more fully the many things 
which make Rugby such a special place and which emerge in such variety from this edition of  
The Meteor.

Gareth Parker-Jones
Head of Rugby School

FOREWORD FROM THE HEAD 

Artwork by: Natasha Powell
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The Arnold Foundation

In September 2020 we were excited 
to welcome nine new students into 
the Arnold Foundation ‘family’: seven 
into the Sixth Form, including a Music 
Scholar, and two into the F Block. Little 
did we know quite how challenging 
this new departure would be for them! 
More good news came in the shape 
of leaving exhibitions for two of our 
students who had left us in the summer 
post-CAGs. The Advent Term was like no 
other; with social distancing measures 
in place we could not bring everyone 
together to grow the sense of family 
that we so cherish. Nevertheless, we 
met in year groups to keep abreast of 
news and hear how people were settling 
and progressing. Christmas celebrations 
before heading home for the holidays 
were muted, and subsequently came 
January’s bombshell that we were back 
to online learning. Contact with our  
AF students became even more 
important as we tried to ensure everyone 
had what they needed to continue 
engaging with Rugby’s academic 
programme; we were able to enhance 
broadband connection in a number 
of cases, and Amazon also facilitated 
delivery of some essential items! 

Our vibrant and inspiring interview day 
in January, one we always relish, was 
also reduced to an online event, though 
thankfully the quality of the interviewees 
was in no way diminished, generating 
great excitement at the prospect of 
September 2021. Tutoring and support 
took on extra importance, including 
guiding our ‘new’ Sixth Form entrants 
through the application process for 
leadership positions, where they have 
traditionally been well represented. 
2021 was to be no exception as there 
were four AF appointments to the Levee, 
including one Head of House, and a 

further Deputy Head of House; thus 
half of our 10 members of the XX were 
appointed to positions of leadership.

Finally, cautiously, we returned to the 
classroom and the XX in particular were 
keen to meet the challenge of TAGs and 
ensure they met the requirements of 
their UCAS offers. Everyone was more 
determined than ever to make the end 
of the academic year count, and there 
was a flurry of activity which saw good 
numbers of AF students out of school 
on DofE expeditions, stepping up to do 
music exams and taking part in sporting 

activities, musical performances and art 
exhibitions. Truly fantastic! Particularly 
memorable was the victory of Dafydd 
Gimblett in the Crick Run at the end of 
June. All of our departing XX secured 
places at university in the summer.  
Well done! 

2021 was also an important year for the 
Arnold Foundation as we anticipated 
the celebration of our 18th birthday 
on 4 May. Circumstances dictated that 
we were not able to celebrate as we 
had planned and hoped. Nevertheless, 
celebratory lunches were held in 
boarding Houses across the School and 
an online evening event for those closely 
involved proved surprisingly uplifting. 
There will be more to come when we 
can once more hold more ambitious 
gatherings.

Suffice to say that despite the difficult 
circumstances in 2020-21 our Arnold 
Foundation students continued to thrive 
and make us proud.

CAO

TRADITIONS OF SERVICE

You are warmly invited to join 
the Chair of the Arnold Foundation

and Executive Head Master to celebrate

 

Tuesday 4 May at 7pm

A link to our online event will be sent via email shortly.

We are hugely grateful to The Uncommon for generously 
donating their award winning Wine of England, 

which is produced by Rugbeians, so we can 
enjoy our celebration even more!

‘Contact with our  
AF students became even 
more important as we tried 
to ensure everyone had what 
they needed to continue 
engaging with Rugby’s 
academic programme.’

https://youtu.be/VuzMOsAyCRg
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Combined Cadet Force (CCF)

Getting on with things, despite the problems facing you, is 
CCF core business. So the raft of COVID restrictions that have 
governed our training this year, whilst changing the rules of the 
game somewhat, have not entirely prevented play. Instead of 
our usual sections, the cadets formed into House groups, each 
with a number of NCOs assigned for the duration. Cap-badges 
were dispensed with and a more general training programme 
drawn up, emphasising opportunities to develop qualities such 
as leadership, self-confidence and teamwork. Teamwork without 
coming within two metres of each other. And where you might 
reasonably expect half of your team to be in isolation at any 
given time.

The aim of the training was to give everyone a taster of as many 
activities as possible, encompassing aspects of the green, mean 
and light blue syllabi. From week to week, an EB cadet might 
find themselves dressed as a tree and hiding in a field, piloting a 
fast jet on a flight simulator or building a somewhat haphazard 
bridge over an unpleasant smelling pond at Springhill. Some of 
the events were universally popular, like improvised fire lighting 
or shooting on the indoor range. Others split opinion. Some 
cadets thrived on the challenge of the Close Quarters Battle 
lane, paintball gun in hand, peering through a heavily sanitised 
mask for the next target. Others found being knee deep in 
muddy water and wrestling with the undergrowth a little closer 
to hard work than they expected. But, as Rugby students always 
do, everyone got stuck into everything and then had a good 
moan about it afterwards. Some were even overheard saying 
they had enjoyed themselves.

Probably the biggest area of success that emerged from the 
necessary restructuring was the sustained opportunities for 
the NCOs to lead and instruct. Which meant they were pretty 
good at it by the end. The CCF is all about giving senior cadets 
the chance to lead their peers and develop the soft skills that 
normal school might not otherwise allow. There was plenty of 
organisation to be done before Wednesday afternoons, to get 
their charges to the right place at the right time and wearing 
the right things. There was often the need to improvise on the 
day, when maybe it was raining or the promised equipment 
hadn’t arrived. But the biggest challenge, as always, was 
standing up, in front of 20 others and teaching them something 

new. For an hour and a half, each week. It’s fair to say that in 
week one, they might not have passed an OFSTED inspection. 
But with the guidance of the supervising staff (who usually 
understand less about the actual lesson content than the NCO 
delivering it) and a little bit of prior planning, they were soon 
holding their own. And many stood out as shining examples 
of what student leadership should look like. I hope we can 
replicate this in future years.

All of our off-site events were cancelled, some for the second 
year in a row. No field weekend, no Pringle Trophy, no range 
days, no flying and gliding, no adventurous training, no 
summer camp. We did manage a few trips to the indoor 
climbing wall in the Trinity Term, but for many the true CCF 
experience was lost for the year. We hope next year will bring  
a return to the many exciting and unique activities that the  
CCF offers. And that we can all have a lot of fun, without too 
much disruption.

BJW

Rugby 360

In September 2020, despite the challenges of COVID-19, Rugby 
360 - Rugby’s enterprising new service programme that normally 
takes place on a Wednesday afternoon - was launched. It aims 
to embody the Whole Person Whole Point ethos, with a refined 
focus and understanding of the altruistic behaviours associated 
with service provision. The new programme not only sees 
students working within the community, as before, but will put 
new emphasis on the wider community visiting our campus and 
using our facilities and expertise, thus creating a perfect circle of 
service. The more involved a student is in the 360 programme, 
the greater their sphere of influence will be. A student’s Rugby 
360 experience will be a cyclical journey that starts with 
themselves and returns to themselves, connecting with a range of 
stakeholders on their way. With more than 50 different activities 
for students to choose from, this really is a flagship programme.

Learning Recovery & Online Partnerships
Over the summer of 2020, Rugby School Warwickshire teamed 
up with the Rugby Portobello Trust in Kensington, London, 
to help develop a student-to-student homework platform on 
Microsoft Teams. Twice weekly, pupils from Rugby School would 
log on to Teams to remotely tutor disadvantaged pupils in North 
Kensington, an area synonymous with the Grenfell disaster. 
Rugby School students would deliver 1:1 sessions or small group 
tutorials in Literacy and Numeracy courses at KS2 level. Tilly 
Christopher commented, “Giving 1:1 Maths and English support 
was very rewarding - just by seeing the satisfaction on the child’s 
face when something finally clicked for them.” 

Throughout the academic year, pupils worked with the EDClub 
Movement to deliver online workshops and conversation pieces, 
connecting with children in the Huruma slum in Kenya. This 

continued despite pupils being away from Rugby for part of the 
academic year, with George Whitelaw commenting, “It is an 
incredible opportunity to be able to share our luck with others 
less fortunate, and it is very rewarding to be able to watch 
their progress each week.” Harriet Anthony said, “Personally, 
I have found skyping the children in Kenya a really rewarding 
experience as the sessions have allowed me to form relationships 
with children who are a lot less fortunate. I feel that these 
sessions are valuable by putting our own lives in perspective and 
it has been gratifying to help them improve their English.” 

Through the new Rugby 360 programme, Rugby School was 
one of the first schools nationally to enter into a gratifying 
partnership with the NHS charity Kissing it Better. It even made 
the national news. As well as throwing one of the residents a 
virtual birthday party, handmade cards were sent to the resident 
in her care home. Lisa Gorelik saw her handmade card sitting in 
pride of place on the resident’s bedside table when a news piece 
on the initiative aired on BBC Midlands Today. Lisa commented, 
“I felt overwhelmed with pride and warmth when I saw my 
card on Mary’s bedside table. It was so nice to feel that she had 
recognised my wishes to her and it reminded me why Kissing It 
Better is such an important programme - connecting the future 
generation with the elderly and supporting them through these 
tough times.”

As the Rugby 360 programme grows, it is hoped that Rugby 
School students will deliver enrichment clubs to pupils at Bilton 
Grange. This was the order of the day when lockdown three 
struck in January 2021, when a group of students stepped out 
of their comfort zone and delivered online courses. When asked 
why they decided to offer these clubs, Mima Bantoft, who 
launched the ‘Online Bake Off’ commented, “At the moment, 
when times are so tricky, it’s lovely to still be able to meet new 
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Emily’s Rugby 360

As soon as I joined Rugby School in 
September 2020, I knew that I was not only 
coming to be academically challenged, 
but also challenged as a person, to engage 
positively and enthusiastically with the 
whole spectrum of opportunities and 
relationships that Rugby has to offer. 
Rugby 360 fully encapsulates this strong 
spirit of not only investment in and giving 
back to the community, but also investing 
in ourselves, encouraging students to 
challenge themselves in new environments, 
developing vital life skills found nowhere 
else in the curriculum. Rugby School has 
always historically played a strong role in 
the community, and Rugby 360 continues 
this spirit of outreach into the incredibly 
diverse community that is Rugby. The 
beauty of this programme is that within 
the student cohort, we are given the 

opportunity to work with elderly people in 
care homes, with primary school children 
in schools, with inmates in Rainsbrook; we 
build relationships with every aspect of our 
community. I also fully believe that Rugby 
360 is a point in the week which many 
students, including myself, and the people 
we work with, look forward to. It is our 
main chance in the week to reach outside 
the School bubble, to be challenged to 
work and engage in a completely different 
way from in the classroom. 

My first engagement with the Rugby 
360 programme was participating in a 
student-led drama workshop programme. 
This group consisted of mainly, but not 
exclusively, Drama Scholars and we would 
go to local primary schools and teach them 
drama skills that they would accumulate 
and eventually build into a performance. 
Partaking in this activity, and coming from 

a local primary school myself, I know how 
valuable these workshops are to the nine 
and ten year olds we were working with. 
In no other part of their week would they 
be participating in any form of drama 
like this. So I felt a sense of fulfilment 
and pride watching these children grow 
in enthusiasm and excitement about 
something that I too love to do. We were 
often thrown in at the deep end, with 
three Rugby students to 30 ten-year-olds, 
but this made it even more fulfilling. We 
were the sole leaders for an hour and in 
charge of inspiring and nurturing a love for 
drama. The real beauty of this Rugby 360 
programme is that you develop a bond by 
working with often the same group over 
a period of weeks; to watch the children 
develop and grow in confidence is a 
pleasure to behold.

Emily Browning (S)

people and have a break from the normal school routine.” 
Emily Godber, co-founder with Beth Davies of the ‘Wellness and 
Wellbeing club’, said, “I volunteered to offer my wellbeing club 
as it is such an excellent way to connect with the younger pupils 
and I believe it is a calming way to wrap up their day after online 
lessons.” Ted Pryke, who launched his Quiz club alongside Lucy 
Gribben, said, “I saw it as a great opportunity to get involved in 
leading younger students in a fun activity knowing that when I 
was in Year 7-8 I would have loved to be in a club run by older 
students. I even think they did end up having a bit of fun!”

Foodbanks
Despite the challenges of mask wearing, social distancing, self-
isolation and remote learning, a group of Rugby School students 
collected food on a weekly basis for the local foodbank. The 
foodbank had been closed during lockdown one and moved into 
Council ownership, but this did not stop Rugby School students 
starting this relationship from scratch. Each Boarding House was 
given a ‘shopping list’ each week, of the items most needed by 
the foodbank, and the pupils rose to the challenge of bettering 
their efforts of the week before. The pinnacle of this event 
was being able to get into the foodbank in person prior to the 
Christmas Holiday to create over 100 hampers for local people. 
Alex Amsden, who volunteered her time, stated, “I did so to 
offer my help to the community, and it was rewarding because it 
helped people have a more enjoyable Christmas. I also found the 
afternoon interesting as I learned how food banks are run and 
organised.”

Service Day 
As the academic year drew to a close, and social distancing 
restrictions showed no sign of lifting, the Rugby 360 programme 
aimed to end the year with a bang. Over 150 primary school 
pupils were brought on site to engage in a series of creative, 
academic and sports workshops. To truly deliver that ‘festival 
feeling’ Rugby School students also went out into local primary 

and secondary schools to deliver workshops in music and dance 
to those unable to attend the sessions at School. This saw the 
event reach over 500 local pupils in one day!

Adhering to all government guidelines, with mask wearing 
indoors and lateral flow testing the night before, students spent 
two weeks planning workshops for the visiting primary school 
pupils. These included the ‘Veggie Olympics’, which looked 
at enzymes and catalysts in Biology, and ‘Physics Through the 
Looking Glass’, which encouraged primary pupils to delve deeper 
into a myriad Physics experiments. Beyond Science, ‘Languages 
of the Ancient World’ took the students to an altogether different 
time, while sessions in Modern Languages, Sport and Performing 
Arts proved incredibly popular. Primary pupils could be heard 
running out of the FLT shouting, ‘I cannot wait for French’, ‘I 
cannot wait for Design’. From speaking to local Heads after the 
event, it is clear they are already looking forward to next year. 

Not to miss out, the F Block were involved in their own ‘return 
the favour’ day. They worked in their own Boarding Houses 
under the watchful eye of matron to give back to their own 
House. Activities included working with the gardener to tidy an 
area of the House garden and working with the Chartwell staff 
to create afternoon scones for the House. They also helped the 
cleaners and handymen with domestic chores. The principle – 
and the practice - was to help build relationships in the House.

The members of the XX who had returned to participate in The 
Festival on The Close then left School to head to Rutland Water 
and a day of cycling or hiking. The challenge was set for them to 
walk one million steps in the day, which raised more than £800 
for local charities. 

The Rugby 360 journey is only just beginning  … 

LDS
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The Duke of  
Edinburgh’s Award

With the school being closed for parts of 
the 2020-21 academic year, there was a 
significant backlog of Duke of Edinburgh 
expeditions at all levels, from both 2019-20 
and 2020-21 cohorts. Not to be deterred, 
the leadership team set about making the 
second half of Trinity Term 2021 a term  
to remember. 

Week one saw the F Block set off for 
Springhill and a day of training. The sun 
was shining and temperatures were rising 
as they were put through their paces on 
a carousel of training activities. A 10km 
training walk was quickly followed by 
stove safety, route planning, tent erection 
and micro-navigation. The highlight of 

the day for many was planning the food 
that they would cook on expedition 
on the Tuesday and Wednesday. They 
were then taken to Sainsbury’s, having 
budgeted for their meals and counted 
their calories, to purchase their food for 
the impending expedition. They would 
be truly self-sufficient. 

Bright and early on Tuesday 8 July all the 
F Block departed Rugby School for the 
Cotswolds and their Bronze DofE assessed 
expedition. Two days of hard walking 
followed. Temperatures reached 28 
degrees Celsius, and gallons of water were 
consumed. The pupils showed impressive 
resolve and character to navigate around 
the countryside before descending on Far 
Peak campsite for the evening. Michell was 
the last House to reach camp, having been 

walking for 12 hours in some punishing 
conditions, but their spirit was not 
diminished. As the expedition ended and 
they returned to School, there was to be 
one final hurrah with the kit inspection on 
Thursday morning. Sporting blisters the size 
of golf balls, everyone made it out to The 
Close to put their tents up one last time, 
so that all of their equipment could be 
checked before being returned to stores. 

Following the F Block off site were 
the LXX and XX. With a suite of away 
fixtures on Saturday 12 September, there 
were some logistics to get right prior to 
reaching the Brecon Beacons. Minibuses 
left from Uppingham, Cheltenham, and 
Leamington, with coaches leaving direct 
from Rugby, so that by 23:00 all 75 pupils 
had safely arrived at Newcourt Farm, just 

outside Ross-on-Wye. Sunday was an 
orientation walk, involving one significant 
ascent and descent, prior to a quick recap 
on stove safety, and a good night’s sleep 
ahead of the tough walking to come. 
Due to the challenges of COVID-19, this 
expedition was taking multiple forms. It 
was both the Silver practice and assessed, 
as well as being a Gold practice for the LXX. 
For the XX it was both their Gold practice 
and assessed. Simply put, it was the 
longest DofE expedition that Rugby School 
has ever run, lasting six days and five 
nights! Students made their way between 
Newcourt Farm, Pen-y-Dre and Cwmdu 
campsites, across ridgelines and through 
valleys. The views were breathtaking and 
the students thoroughly appreciated the 
landscape and scenery that they were 
immersed in. With hot weather protocols 

in place, days started at 04:00 and pupils 
were safely back in camp by 13:00, with 
the mercury regularly tipping over 30 
degrees Celsius. As the LXX departed a 
night early, the XX headed to Pencelli to 
finish their Gold assessed, and they were 
all in a jubilant mood having covered over 
100km in the piercing heat.

The final expedition of the academic year 
saw more than 200 members of the E Block 
and D Block participate in their Bronze 
assessed expedition in the Cotswolds. Ably 
supported by 40 members of the teaching 
staff, six coaches, four minibuses and three 
support vehicles, the students were set. 
Starting from six different locations in the 
North Cotswolds, students had to navigate 
their way independently to the campsite 
prior to cooking themselves dinner. The 

heavens opened, and for the first time 
in the expedition season, rain was seen. 
The expedition was successful and, as the 
students went to return their equipment 
on Wednesday 23 June, the sun shone to 
ensure that all of the expedition equipment 
could be dried off successfully and returned 
to stores over the summer. 

Overall, 414 pupils participated in 
expeditions in the Trinity Term of 2021  
and over the course of the academic 
year, 108 pupils achieved their Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award at Bronze, Silver or 
Gold Level. Fifty of these students achieved 
the Certificate of Achievement, with 58 
achieving the full award. 

LDS
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Some team members reflected on the 
scheme as follows:

“I found EES very worthwhile and 
interesting. The teamwork component 
of the activity was particularly enjoyable 
as I enjoyed the process of sharing and 
discussing ideas with others. In addition, 
when it came to completing the final 
project, I liked the wide variety of skills 
that were used in the process, such as 
design, project write-up, experimentation 
and data analysis.” (Lucy Wang)

“We were constantly challenged and 
encouraged to think outside the box 
when designing our prototype and had 
great support from the company in 
accomplishing this. Looking back on the 
last year and how we had to adapt to 
the arrival of COVID, I think it helped the 
team to communicate better as we had 
to arrange calls across many time zones 
and become better organised individuals 
with the small amount of time left to 
complete the written summary. The 
scheme was a wonderful experience for 
me and the valuable skills I gained from 
it will continue to help me at school and 
in workplace environments in the future.” 
(Olivia McCoy)

“Our project could not have been 
achieved without every member of our 
team because we had to communicate 
with each other, discuss problems 
and share ideas. This increased our 
productivity substantially and made for a 
project with many creative innovations. 
Thus I realised the importance for an 
engineer of working in a team.  Secondly, 
by doing the practical work for the EES, I 
understood some physics concepts more 
in depth. It was my first time applying 
everything I have learnt from books in real 
life and hence I experienced the difference 
between book theory and reality. This 
will enable me to solve real-life problems 
faster in the future.” (Jimmy Zhang)

SCM1)

English

Poetry By Heart Final
The final of this year’s Poet Laureate By 
Heart Competition was held, as ever, 
in the Old Armoury studio, but with a 
unique twist: some students had their 
recitations beamed into the studio from 
their studies. In fact, the winner of the 
Senior Competition recited her poem 
from Paris! That was a first, but the high 
standard of the competition and the 
composure of the competitors remained 
very familiar to our judge, Mr Adam 
Naylor. You can watch the competition 
and hear the judge’s feedback online. In 
a high-calibre F Block Competition, three 
performances stood out: in third place, 
Louisa Roberts (S), performing Simon 
Armitage’s ‘It Ain’t What You Do, It’s 
What It Does to You’. In second place, 
Skye Malliot (S) performing Carol Ann 
Duffy’s ‘Stealing’. In first place, Torin 
Wyndham McCoy (SH) for his hilarious 
rendition of Duffy’s ‘Mrs Sisyphus’. The 
Senior Competition was won by Miranda 
Robertson (B) for her intelligent reciting 
of Duffy’s ‘Valentine’. Very well done to all 
our competitors! 

Click here to watch the final

TEM

Poet Laureate By Heart –  
A competitor’s reflections
Participating in the Poet Laureate 
competition in November 2020 and 
going through the stages to perform in 
the final was an amazing experience, 
where I could work on and study a poem 
in depth, and then perform it. Watching 
other people perform was also a great 
way to experience many different styles 
and ways of portraying a poem. Overall, 
the challenge was to learn a poem off 
by heart by either Carol Ann Duffy or 
Simon Armitage, which we learned over 
Exeat. I chose one of Carol Ann Duffy’s 
poems called ‘Stealing’. This poem 
instantly caught my eye because of all the 

expressive words involved, and as I read 
it I thought it was a really emotionally 
filled piece, therefore an opportunity to 
involve many actions and expressions in 
the performance. It was ultimately a very 
captivating piece.

First of all, I competed in my class, 
which I have to admit was a little nerve-
wracking as it was my first time properly 
performing in front of my classmates. 
Two students from each class then 
went forward to the final, which was on 
Monday 9 November at 7.30 and judged 
by Mr Naylor, a former member of the 
English Department. 

Performing in the final was exciting  
for all of us and I thoroughly enjoyed 
being there with my friends and watching 
them recite their poems. Because of 
COVID of course some people were 
performing live on Teams, which 
definitely was never going to be as good 
as a face-to-face performance, but it was 
interesting to see the differences between 
performances on-screen and off, and how 
that had an effect.

Skye Maillot (S)

Shakespeare to Camera Competition

The Shakespeare to Camera Competition 
once again provided an assortment of 
approaches as the F Block attempted to 
capture in the can the Bard’s sonnets 
and speeches. Skye Maillot (S) gave a 
brilliant and lively rendition as Lady Percy 
reproaching Northumberland in Henry 
IV Part 2. Louisa Roberts (S) was also 
on fine form delivering Mark Antony’s 
oration in Julius Caesar. There was a more 
playful approach by Elena Newbould (S) 
as Titania in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
complete with woods and fairies, and an 
intimate and intense Iago from Shaqira 
Shamah (S). The Best Direction Award 
went to Adrian Yang for his creative 
and elegant visualisation of ‘All The 
World’s a Stage’, and Hamish Newton 
(Sh) was runner-up for John of Gaunt’s 
famous speech in Richard II, a series of 
beautiful summer evening shots of English 
countryside providing evidence that ‘this 
sceptred isle’ still exists. A wonderful, 
eclectic collection of some of the most 
famous lines in the English language.

TEM

All The World’s a Stage
O Yet for God’s Sake
Out of This Wood
And What’s He Then
Friends, Romans, Countrymen
This Sceptred Isle

Art

Art, Textiles, Graphics and Photography 
students had the pleasure of visiting 
Stanford Hall for our Sixth Form induction 
trip. Despite the weather, we were able to 
enjoy the beautiful landscapes and get to 
know about the history behind it thanks 
to the very accommodating Mr Fothergill, 
who showed us around the grounds.  
We were supplied with cameras to go and 
take photos of whatever caught our eye. 
This ranged from big, winding rivers to 
the smallest details on a leaf, giving us a 
lot of freedom to create, which is what 
Art students do best! We were also able to 
talk to other students who share the same 
passion for Art. Although short, the trip 
was very successful, full of laughter and 
furthered our interest in whatever next 
year brings.

Lily Smyth (D)

Debating

Some LXX and XX students (Lochie 
Bruneau, Julia Anna Filip, Libby Rowntree, 
and Hope Stoney) led F Block debating for 
their Wednesday afternoon enrichment. 
We heard passionate and often funny 
speeches on why celebrities such as Charli 
D’Amelio, James Cordon and Harry, Duke 
of Sussex, deserve to stay in the “balloon”.  
Among other motions, we discussed 
whether social media does more harm 
than good and whether we would prefer 
a world without religion. Over the few 
weeks each group was with us, we focused 
on fully elaborating each line of argument 
and ensuring we used a diverse range of 
examples, so that our points applied to 
everyone, everywhere, rather than getting 

caught up on how the motion affects us in 
our Rugby School bubble. 

E Block Debating this year was very 
successful, with a committed team of 
LXX students (Yagna Aravindan, Femi 
Arunga, Issy Cunliffe, Charlie Jacklin, and 
Rose Wang) delivering the sessions every 
week on a rota. The LXX team selected 
a wide range of topics to enthuse the EB 
students about Debating, with motions 
dealing with everything from science 
to ethics. The EB were introduced to 
British Parliamentary Debating and had 
an opportunity to practise their general 

technique via balloon debates. In both FB 
and EB debating, it was encouraging to 
see significant improvement in delivery, 
reasoning, and response to opposition. 
We hope to see many of these students 
join the team in the coming years.
o performing another poem next year.

Hope Stoney (Tu)

Engineering  
Education Scheme

This year’s team consisted of Jimmy 
Zhang, Olivia McCoy, Lucy Wang, Sean 
McKibbin, Aneel Stevens and Tinius 
Mosvold. They worked with our industrial 
partner CEMEX on a project to construct 
a Climafuel Filter. Their aim was to build a 
model of a machine that had the means 
to separate light and heavy substances in 
the Climafuel.
 
The project was affected by the 
coronavirus pandemic so completion 
took much longer than in previous years. 
However, the team managed to continue 
working on the project online even after 
lockdown of School (and country) and all 
the members were rewarded with Gold 
Level Industrial Cadets accreditation. 
The Rugby School team must be 
congratulated on receiving this highly 
commended award.

ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT

‘The teamwork component of the activity was particularly 
enjoyable as I enjoyed the process of sharing and 
discussing ideas with others.’

‘We were constantly challenged and encouraged to think 
outside the box when designing our prototype and had 
great support from the company in accomplishing this.’

https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/oauth2/authorize?client_id=cf53fce8-def6-4aeb-8d30-b158e7b1cf83&response_mode=form_post&response_type=code+id_token&scope=openid+profile&state=OpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%3dAQAAAAIAAAAJLnJlZGlyZWN0Wmh0dHBzOi8vd2ViLm1pY3Jvc29mdHN0cmVhbS5jb20vdmlkZW8vNjhkODgyMmEtMDQ0MC00NDIwLTk0NTUtMWY2MDBiMDM1MjNhP25vU2lnblVwQ2hlY2s9MQhub25jZUtleZsBRmVQQWRVQ3g2eFlNZnZyTmg1VURpM3ZyenBpNXR4SWJCc3JKWE9raHllWEVkcGJnOC1FaVRfejNmWkRsTFJEamFsTU13VFUwa1VyQnBCamM5cjNZYXhVTGRkSTJ5VmtOVG00TVRwOS1ldTJLNjRZb25tWkpUS0ZxVW5VdXFGeU05WENBb1dBZ203RzRQUkxpaEhOWkZTZGllRkE&nonce=637768945588444221.OTA4MmY1NzAtZDU2MS00NDAyLWEyYTktMmYwMjhjNjZlYWE5OGJmN2ViNzEtNTM0NC00NmQ5LTljZTktYjk5Zjg1ZTEzNGJl&nonceKey=OpenIdConnect.nonce.Lw%2bqymNBCooIl6ghqIblmtPYsEkrcmCnJq8zLtYuFSU%3d&site_id=500453&redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fweb.microsoftstream.com%2f&post_logout_redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fproducts.office.com%2fmicrosoft-stream&msafed=0
https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/oauth2/authorize?client_id=cf53fce8-def6-4aeb-8d30-b158e7b1cf83&response_mode=form_post&response_type=code+id_token&scope=openid+profile&state=OpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%3dAQAAAAIAAAAJLnJlZGlyZWN0Wmh0dHBzOi8vd2ViLm1pY3Jvc29mdHN0cmVhbS5jb20vdmlkZW8vN2Q1OWU5MWMtYTYxMS00NzRhLWJkNGMtYjhlYTYyOWRjMzUzP25vU2lnblVwQ2hlY2s9MQhub25jZUtleZsBeDE5cWU2U0JaeEVvMHN4M3dKZkZGdUZKTGxncVlBSms0ZVZXbFJhdWs4aDFZUTZvVXpfc1V0Y0V2UFQ1aEdqUDAybG9aMTQ4X0JzeHR6eFVjWDBGa09ZLS12UklLMEhZZzQzaWxERF9ZRWdBUkRXVHhQU1NtMW9SWFVwWWJQVWRnTW1KTzBjUXVHd3JFQ1VHV1RFZlQ1UjZmdEU&nonce=637768948379984144.MDEzN2RhYWYtNzliYi00NTU0LTlkMDgtMmRmNzFlOGJhNTQ4YTA3MDdlYzctNTI2Mi00OTU4LTk0NWItZGRjYjg2NDVhZmQ1&nonceKey=OpenIdConnect.nonce.weOJjptGvP76K8KAsGyXtBIwNLju8pfRYmobR9llsUg%3d&site_id=500453&redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fweb.microsoftstream.com%2f&post_logout_redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fproducts.office.com%2fmicrosoft-stream&msafed=0
https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/oauth2/authorize?client_id=cf53fce8-def6-4aeb-8d30-b158e7b1cf83&response_mode=form_post&response_type=code+id_token&scope=openid+profile&state=OpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%3dAQAAAAIAAAAJLnJlZGlyZWN0Wmh0dHBzOi8vd2ViLm1pY3Jvc29mdHN0cmVhbS5jb20vdmlkZW8vZTEzYmQ0MDItM2FjMi00NjNkLWIxMmQtOTNiMzc5MmFhZDJiP25vU2lnblVwQ2hlY2s9MQhub25jZUtleZsBb3c0a2w3NmxBcHpXbVc3U3k5YXN5NkQyUTNvb2ZZb3U0RE5BcTBhUVpOSmdHckEzVGpjNERDd1Foem02U09vQVNCUm1MWGZmMEFjY1FPTnRRM1dlVy1sYXZYQVJ2TkpBSFRyamk3LVFyU3pGYXB0MnRvdlU1R0E1cVFIYzhzNThRTjdhRUJiQms0MWw1eTdpbmlYSUMwblFCcFU&nonce=637768948680340764.NDJiZjY5YTItOWViNy00NTI0LWI4Y2UtMGUxYzI5OGE1MGJmYjFjNzBmZjktYjU5YS00MzZiLWEyZTctMDA5YTJkNWQ0ZDRi&nonceKey=OpenIdConnect.nonce.%2fhAERkunl2X0E2Q5rpyuci0wJxGqJUa3TobeU%2fQu7qY%3d&site_id=500453&redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fweb.microsoftstream.com%2f&post_logout_redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fproducts.office.com%2fmicrosoft-stream&msafed=0
https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/oauth2/authorize?client_id=cf53fce8-def6-4aeb-8d30-b158e7b1cf83&response_mode=form_post&response_type=code+id_token&scope=openid+profile&state=OpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%3dAQAAAAIAAAAJLnJlZGlyZWN0Wmh0dHBzOi8vd2ViLm1pY3Jvc29mdHN0cmVhbS5jb20vdmlkZW8vNWE5NmE0YmQtYjQ1My00NDk5LWE1ZDctNDg5YjAyMzU1OTUwP25vU2lnblVwQ2hlY2s9MQhub25jZUtleZsBa0RSNlB2MHA2aGhscFVxb2E4cWh5ZVZkZTlfMDI0Q2V1ajVuUldic1dLb1N0WEVhWDlTMl9Wd0I3Qk5iclduTTF2Q3Y1cDFvZF83M3JOVkd2cU5mYl9raEZYcy1ma0JXc0MycXhZdTVpZXJvY2hKTzg0cmtINFdldnVod2tad2dTYmhiSFhOM19Hamd3ZzlZWGFicEYyYmtISVE&nonce=637768948800681398.NTIxMTYxNzktZjIwZS00MmNiLWI1ODAtN2FlYzlmN2IzYWRjZDg1MzQyZTQtZjVjNS00YmQwLTkxZWYtZWJhODZkZWE2ODZk&nonceKey=OpenIdConnect.nonce.DQySTCsS78dl%2bQGe2nyQ3GatKYl2DIPu38LEG9PT2ko%3d&site_id=500453&redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fweb.microsoftstream.com%2f&post_logout_redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fproducts.office.com%2fmicrosoft-stream&msafed=0
https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/oauth2/authorize?client_id=cf53fce8-def6-4aeb-8d30-b158e7b1cf83&response_mode=form_post&response_type=code+id_token&scope=openid+profile&state=OpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%3dAQAAAAIAAAAJLnJlZGlyZWN0Wmh0dHBzOi8vd2ViLm1pY3Jvc29mdHN0cmVhbS5jb20vdmlkZW8vNGNiYzFlMzktMzdjOC00YzAyLWFmYTAtZTRhNWI2YjYxNDg3P25vU2lnblVwQ2hlY2s9MQhub25jZUtleZsBNGVJWTBVOTBpS3ZOd0tTcm1ab2tQM21rVW1PR2RQV1RBVFprcWkyNGVTLUZsa3d1X2RhaDhaM1N5U2ZWX1Q5U1BMZDlMN0IxUDNtVHRPWDA3MHpEbTZ0eFMxaXh3WS1NdUZINm5kWWVNTnhld1lfdHAxY1F0dS0wa3dJamswQWtFaVUyNDQ3blhqelRLY2daVmIwcERVWV8yVU0&nonce=637768948894933672.ZTMwZGRjMGMtM2E4Yi00M2UzLThhNzMtZTM2ODMzMTAzYWVkMTU2MGNjMDMtMmE5Yi00YmEwLWJjNjMtMThmNTU1NDc3YTJj&nonceKey=OpenIdConnect.nonce.7Ty6aUw0QXsmFvwomdOR2SUD2dCaJG9m6HW2NOxWV4k%3d&site_id=500453&redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fweb.microsoftstream.com%2f&post_logout_redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fproducts.office.com%2fmicrosoft-stream&msafed=0
https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/oauth2/authorize?client_id=cf53fce8-def6-4aeb-8d30-b158e7b1cf83&response_mode=form_post&response_type=code+id_token&scope=openid+profile&state=OpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%3dAQAAAAIAAAAJLnJlZGlyZWN0Wmh0dHBzOi8vd2ViLm1pY3Jvc29mdHN0cmVhbS5jb20vdmlkZW8vNWViYzBhOGEtY2E1OS00ZDY1LTgwNTgtNzc3MTYwYTRjNzYwP25vU2lnblVwQ2hlY2s9MQhub25jZUtleZsBemUyMHJtcFYxeERMZHRhMDVyQlllb0VMQUFGSUhVS0p4M1NxeTRRcVhSb1cwODVUN1MwR3VpMndxY2toaTFKZ3R1OUlraFpJeDRoU2JOdmNMQ0FMbmVRQkJxUEU5WF9ySDZQTXJvNFhSNDR4WU50NmZOYTRBNkM4OC0zLVhEODZxVUtEaDIxbm9iR1lnOUtPRXd2TGZlN2JYMFU&nonce=637768948999489115.MGQxYTA3NDAtZTZmOC00YmZiLWEzMDAtZmYzZWY0ZTQ1NTE2YzlhODBkMTYtODgwMC00MDZkLWFjM2QtMzAyYTA1YThiZjhm&nonceKey=OpenIdConnect.nonce.xKP3LkYKyLwu9l9p%2b%2ba9Sr8iF%2fO8Xr81noESgbZYIVE%3d&site_id=500453&redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fweb.microsoftstream.com%2f&post_logout_redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fproducts.office.com%2fmicrosoft-stream&msafed=0
https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/oauth2/authorize?client_id=cf53fce8-def6-4aeb-8d30-b158e7b1cf83&response_mode=form_post&response_type=code+id_token&scope=openid+profile&state=OpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%3dAQAAAAIAAAAJLnJlZGlyZWN0Wmh0dHBzOi8vd2ViLm1pY3Jvc29mdHN0cmVhbS5jb20vdmlkZW8vZjIyMzFiZjEtNTUzYS00YmFiLTliN2ItNzRkMjg0M2VlNzAyP25vU2lnblVwQ2hlY2s9MQhub25jZUtleZsBTWlTZ05QTU16WVBOTloyc00yZEhPMklTbDh6VHRJcEhYeWtRMDIzTFJFRjY4bDhVUGdTS3ZfbnlXYjhsd1dZQm5aWDBnTTZVTHZxem13NWhHdlFwNGQ0U2F3VmNDcF92Z2R6Z0VteWNFWWVBaGt6YWxPM2J6WUxpZXJpbGd5NkU5MXJ4SGhTREowYXVrMHNuRVVGRUt6azI4cUk&nonce=637768949152784484.ZDY3MTVhNDQtY2FhMS00MmNmLWIzNDQtODliOWIwNmU5YzZmMDRjMzAyMDQtZWNmMi00NjkyLTlhZTYtMjViNGRiZTAzZjIz&nonceKey=OpenIdConnect.nonce.47C6MRguW%2f46aEOzPQlSkBNQdMUbP8KzP4Tolo6TKQQ%3d&site_id=500453&redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fweb.microsoftstream.com%2f&post_logout_redirect_uri=https%3a%2f%2fproducts.office.com%2fmicrosoft-stream&msafed=0
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SOCIETIES

Debating

Debating at Rugby School thrived this year! 
Across the year groups, there were plenty 
of opportunities to get involved, with 
dozens of students doing so for the first 
time. 

In line with the times, the Senior Debating 
Team (Emily Browning, Julia Anna Filip, 
Hope Stoney, Jess Wallace and Jenny 
Wilson) participated in the English-Speaking 
Union’s Mace competition over the screen. 
In the first round, we proposed the motion 
‘This House would ban job applicants 
from disclosing the names of educational 
institutions that they have attended’. After 
an interesting debate where we discussed 
the themes of social mobility, cognitive 
biases, and diversity in the workplace, we 
qualified for the regional finals. Charlotte 
Mayhew and Rose Wang helped us prepare 
for the next round; we tried to be more 
spontaneous and better integrate our 
rebuttals. In this round, we were assigned 
to oppose the motion ‘This House regrets 
the glorification of the “Genius” narrative’. 
Initially, we were thrown by this ambiguous 
motion, but, having consulted the English 
Department and discussed at length what 
the genius narrative could mean, we 
constructed some impressive arguments. 
However, we decided to disagree with the 
Government’s definition of the “Genius” 
narrative, arguing it is not limited to only 
intelligent individuals, a risk that annoyed 
the Chairperson and lost us the debate. 
Well done to all who participated. A 
particular mention must go to Jess Wallace 
who, having had no competitive debating 
experience, joined an all-XX team to give 
an excellent speech at the regional finals.

The Senior House Debating Competition 
was won by Southfield’s team of Yagna 
Aravindan and Emily Browning. The 
runners-up were Tudor with a team of 
Rosie McKelvie and Hope Stoney. Motions 
included ‘This House believes that countries 
should not suspend all elections in times of 
severe health crises’ and ‘This House would 
ban essential service workers from striking’.

The Junior House Debating Competition 
was won by a mixed-house team, 
consisting of Praan Moodley (Town) and 
Arthur Noble (Kilbracken). The runners-
up were Laurie Guard and Rupert Sneath 
from Town House. Motions ranged from 
Donald Trump’s social media ban to the UK 
abolishing the monarchy.

Six LXX volunteers (Issy Cunliffe, Isabel 
Howe, Cookie Leadsom, Maya Patel, Linny 

Teh, and Ellie Vallis) judged the inter-house 
debates each week, alongside Mr Dhesi as 
the initial Chairperson. Towards the end 
of the competitions, each of the six LXX 
volunteers took a turn to chair a debate of 
their own. Mr Dhesi was impressed by the 
high standard of this year’s competitions 
and commends many students’ 
sophisticated use of vocabulary and strong 
implementation of POIs. Many thanks to 
everyone who participated or contributed 
in some way.

Many thanks must go to Mr Dhesi, Mr Lam 
and Mr Locke for the time and hard work 
they poured into making debating such 
a success this year. Huge congratulations 
should go to Mr Lam and Mr Locke for 
reviving debating at Rugby School; we wish 
them all the best as they move on from 
Rugby.

Hope Stoney (Tu)

The Pursuit of Dispute – Reflections 
on winning the House Debating 
Competition 
Kilbracken, Cotton, Stanley and Southfield 
competed in the preliminary round of 
this online debating competition. The 
motion: ‘Mainstream search engines 
should refuse to list results with sexist, 
racist or otherwise offensive content’. 
Southfield were to act as proposition. 
Beads of sweat gleamed from Mr Foulds’ 
forehead as Miss Agar ordered her 
notes. Mr Dhesi, and his anonymous 
adjudicating associates, entered the Teams 
call. The brief and dramatic interlude 
saw backs straighten and papers shift out 
of view. Southfield spoke first, tugging 
on heartstrings with the trope of the 
innocent child, the defencelessness of the 
unassuming elderly, the terrible triumph 
of evil. Points of interjections were brutally 
denied (it is worth noting at this point, 
all POIs were posed by Southfield and 
all were callously refused). Mr Dhesi and  
the three unnamed coloured rectangles 
disappeared to deliberate. After the token 
“It was a close competition...” Mr Dhesi 
announced our victory: my Housemistress 
broke into rapturous applause and Miss 
Emily Browning graciously thanked our 
opponents. 

After our triumph in the prelims, we 
had fought to the final. Each of the 
four factions awaited the motion in all-
consuming apprehension and hopeful 
anticipation. There was Town House, 
the erudite scholars, sharp and shrewd 
in judgment but dull in charm. Rupert 

Brooke, the rookies of the comp, their 
youthful gleam not to be underestimated; 
these girls were going for gold. Tudor, 
the rose with thorns, the veterans in 
the game and the ones to watch. And 
finally, Southfield: the elite, with no need 
for an introduction, our performance 
speaks for itself. It is a crisp morning 
on 21 January, and the inbox pings the 
lengthy message: “on the 25th”: four 
days to prepare. We dredge through the 
never-ending list of rules and regulations, 
searching for one thing - the motion. 
‘This House would ban essential service 
workers from striking’, Southfield to 
act as opposition. This was a fight for 
the metaphorical trophy, our names 
emblazoned on a poster at the beginning 
of Mrs Hampton’s weekly ‘What’s On’ 
email. Dramatic monologues rivalling 
those of Browning begin to take form. 
“The proposition is fear-mongering,” 
Emily begins her statement (an A level 
Drama and Politics student with perfect 
intonation) and we have this in the 
bag. Final statements conclude and 
the adjudicators disappear from the 
screen for what seems like hours. We 
sit in limbo, trying to steady our hand 
and heartbeats. They return. This is the 
denouement that would triumph over all 
doubt: Southfield has won. 
 

Yagna Aravindan (S)

Engineering

Starting in the first lockdown, the 
challenge was to come up with an activity 
that would be easy to do wherever you 
lived, that would be fair to judge, and 
where the winner could be crowned 
without the adjudicator being present 
in person. After much deliberation, we 
settled on a self-powered car contest 
to see who would be able to produce a 
mechanical four-wheeler that could travel 
the furthest distance without human 
assistance. Expecting balloon-powered 
and rubber band assisted contraptions, 
we were most surprised when Lucas 
Marshall came in, having conceptualised, 
developed and refined a form of rocket 
fuel to power his car, easily taking the 
prize and winning bonus points for 
ingenuity and execution.

Our next meeting, whilst back at School, 
was still under the limitations of virtual 
learning. It was decided that the contest 
would be to see who could make the 
tallest freestanding tower made solely of 
A4 paper and paperclips – challenging and 

restrictive limitations. Beating off some 
tough competition, the winner was Tom 
Jenkins, who had settled on the principle 
of using circular beams for support and 
enabled his tower to rest on a single 
base made up of a rolled-up sheet of 
A4, thus distinguishing it from the more 
‘Eiffel Tower’ three-foot designs of his 
competitors.

Next up was a talk given by OR Ben 
Wirth. Ben spoke excellently about what 
an aerospace engineering degree would 
look like and how you might expect the 
course to be structured. A great turnout 
and some excellent questions proved how 
engaging the talk was.

Our final meeting was a talk by Neil 
Wallace, the CEO of a sewage engineering 
start-up. Neil gave an exceptional talk, 
taking the audience through the ups and 
downs of running a start-up and some 
of the challenges you might face along 
the way if you choose a career in civil 
engineering. The highest turnout of the 
year was much appreciated by Neil, whilst 
some excellent feedback proved it was a 
most engaging delivery.

Imran Hoosenally (W)  
and Blessing Iwuchukwu (St)

English

Dr Nini on Forensic Linguistics
Dr Nini is a lecturer in Linguistics and 
English Language at the University 
of Manchester. He was invited on 10 
November to give an introduction 
to investigative ‘Forensic Linguistics’. 
The talk was presented on Teams to 
students studying English Language at 
A-level. LXX and XX listened in separate 
classrooms; some students isolating 
in Houses also tuned in via Teams to 
hear him talk. Having explained how 
Forensic Linguistics, a branch of applied 
linguistics associated with language and 
the law, is linked to English Language, 
he demonstrated how he applied his 
linguistic knowledge and methods to the 
recent Ayia Napa rape case. 

In 2019 an educated British woman 
on holiday in Ayia Napa was alleged 
to have been gang-raped by 12 Israeli 
tourists. Dr Nini shared his involvement 
in the case, informing us exactly how 
he analysed the police statement of the 
British woman convicted of a false rape 
claim, where she withdrew the original 
allegation. He showed us the linguistic 
evidence why it was highly unlikely that 
the statement was written by a native 
English speaker, but instead was likely 
written by someone who speaks English 
as their second language. This was 

because of its use of irregular phrases 
such as ‘I discovered them recording me 
doing sexual intercourse’. Dr Nini argued 
a native English speaker would have said 
‘having sexual intercourse’ instead of 
‘doing sexual intercourse’. Furthermore, 
a native English speaker would more 
likely have used the word ‘flat’ instead 
of ‘apartment’, given she was from a 
middle-class educated background. 
Currently, the young woman is detained 
in prison awaiting trial.

Learning from a renowned Forensic 
Linguist made it a very special occasion 
for us all. Personally, I found the talk to 
be extremely inspiring. Presenting key 
evidence and subsequently analysing the 
evidence is a key skill we are learning in 
our English Language course. It showed 
us that using evidence to support 
your opinion is crucial when arguing 
your point of view. Dr Nini’s talk gave 
us an insight into how we can apply 
knowledge and techniques we are using 
at A-level to important cases such as 
this one. Importantly, his involvement 
in this case will help reveal the truth. 
The relevance to English Language 
encourages all of us to engage seriously 
with the texts we read and think about 
who has written them. 

Louise Porritt (St)

Matt Dickinson on writing up 
Everest
Matt Dickinson, an award-winning 
author and filmmaker, did his A-levels 
at Gresham’s School in Norfolk before 
joining the BBC in 1984, training as a 
researcher and production manager 
before leaving in 1988 to pursue a 
freelance career as a production-director. 
Currently he is Patron of Reading at the 
Sidney Stringer Academy in Coventry 
whilst also climbing and exploring. 
On 26 May the LXX English Language 
and Literature students were given an 
inspiring talk on his work, his unique 
hobbies and career choice. 

Not many people can say they have 
conquered the 8,850-metre mountain 
that is Everest; 5,788 people as of 
January 2021, to be exact. Yet Matt 
Dickinson has, inspiring his writing 
and fueling his passion for adventure. 
His books orbit around the themes of 
mountains and climbing, particularly 
Everest. His 1997 novel The Death Zone 
details the true story of his experience 
in the 1996 Mount Everest disaster, 
whereby eight climbers lost their lives. 
His series The Everest Files is a fictional 
tale about an 18-year-old boy on his gap 
year investigating a missing Nepalese 
16-year-old lost on the hills. Dickinson 

has become one of the first British 
filmmakers to film on the summi, and 
return alive, yet his talk was laced with 
modesty at his exceptional achievements; 
his film Summit Fever, based on his novel 
The Death Zone, has now been seen by 
more than 20 million people worldwide.

After an afternoon of talks on personal 
statements and university courses, 
Dickinson gave us a clear message. No 
matter what area you go into, you can 
choose your own career path, inclusive of 
various interests and hobbies; who would 
have thought writing and mountains 
would combine to create something so 
unique? With videos of mountains, his 
own novels to hand and an assortment 
of diverse career choice stories from 
those he knows, the talk offered an 
insight into the multitude of job areas 
out there. For those who, like me, are 
considering a career option in writing, 
Dickinson gave us direct and insightful 
knowledge into the best routes forward, 
the prime way to put a foot in the door 
of this area of work, and how to gain the 
contacts necessary. It didn’t stop there; 
he touched on film, journalism, acting, 
blogging, to name a few, appealing to 
every one of us.

A few of us stayed behind after the talk 
to hear his ‘two-minute power class to 
writing your own novel’ masterclass; 
whilst it was slightly over the two 
minutes we were promised, it was an 
incredibly engaging and interesting 
look into how he begins to construct 
his novels, involving just eight pieces of 
paper and a pen.

Whilst to many of those who listened to 
the talk, Everest is, and may always be, 
encapsulated in pictures or read about in 
novels (perhaps even one of Dickinson’s 
own), Matt pointed us to the many 
different choices out there for each of us. 

Eliza Bruce-Jones (RB)

 
Landor Society

Throughout the last year, despite the 
instability of the pandemic, Landor 
maintained a slight sense of solidity thanks 
to a regular turnout as well as a few 
irregulars coming and going each week. 
The varied nature of the talks allowed 
for a mixture of audiences to attend, 
all with different interests and ideas to 
share, which was enjoyable to listen to 
and discuss. The topics ranged from 
Roman satire, with Dr Houghton leading 
a session on Catullus, to Dr Sutcliffe’s talk 
on the political and social significance of 
American singer-songwriter Bob Dylan and 
McCarthyism in 1960s America. 
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One of the talks I particularly enjoyed was 
Dr Parolin’s talk on Dante and The Divine 
Comedy, in which she explained the 
concept of Hell having multiple divisions 
depending on the severity of the sins 
that occurred on Earth – a concept that 
also applied to Purgatorio and Paradiso. 
Interestingly, Dante is known as the 
‘supreme poet’ in Italy since he chose 
to write his poems in Italian vernacular 
as opposed to Latin, meaning that he 
essentially laid the foundations for the 
modern Italian language and for Italian 
literature after his death. 

Whilst in lockdown, Landor continued 
online and embraced the challenges of 
technology, with a slightly different format 
of studying novels instead of short poems 
or extracts, and having online seminar 
discussions based on these novels. These 
sessions included classics such as Salinger’s 
Catcher in the Rye, Brontë’s Jane Eyre 
and Kafka’s allegorical Metamorphosis, 
which many found to be not only helpful, 
but also provided some sort of normality 
during the uncertainty of lockdown. 

The return of face-to-face learning in 
Trinity term allowed for a few of our 
own Landor Society members to run 
their own sessions. I ran one on the late 
c19th French poet Charles Baudelaire, 

Abi Monteith led a fascinating session 
on the renowned Virginia Woolf and her 
modernist legacy, whilst Yagna Aravindan 
ran one on the witty contemporary poet 
Lemn Sissay, whose back story of growing 
up in various children’s care homes and 
only discovering his birth name and 
meeting his birth mother around the age 
of 21, arguably allowed him to explore 
the theme of identity in a different way 
to other poets. All in all, Landor Society 
thrived in the past academic year, even in 
the face of the pandemic. 

Holly Goodier (S)

Modern Foreign Languages

Camilla Byk on the importance of 
networking in an inclusive world
This enlightening and engaging talk 
explored the importance of learning 
languages, telling the truth, and daring 
to dream. Camilla successfully conveyed 
her passion for adapting to contrasting 
cultures and her appetite for meeting 
new people by describing her richly 
spent early life. She lived in Romania 
for a year at 18, working in a school, 
having never studied the language. 
Her initial attraction was due to her 
zeal to step out of her comfort zone. 

She then involved the audience in her 
talk by asking which one word they 
would associate with their experience 
of learning languages, and which career 
paths they were likely to take. She then 
showed a conversation (the benefits of 
online presentation!) she had had with a 
former colleague, Olivia, who described 
the journey she had been on learning 
Spanish and Portuguese, and how vital 
these skills were in obtaining a wide 
range of jobs, at just 25. Olivia described 
her initial battle with languages, which 
nevertheless turned into enthusiasm. A 
key message from this conversation was 
the salience of studying and pursuing 
what you really enjoy; a language should 
not be a forced chore, but instead an 
enjoyable practice. Moreover, Camilla 
alluded to the possibilities of networking, 
and what it can achieve in the world 
today. Camilla’s mantra is ‘to say yes to 
opportunities’ and thus she imparted the 
importance of risk-taking, such as when 
she gave a Ted Talk, which can be found 
online. The main message of the talk was 
that, whatever is going on in the world 
around you, it is imperative that you 
take your chances, remain spontaneous, 
seek the truth in every situation, and also 
learn a language along the way. 

Stella Spens (RB)
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CREATIVE ARTS

Drama 
The Arts at  Rugby School 
– Creativity in a time of 
COVID

As I write, the country is panic-buying 
petrol. This crisis is widely understood 
to be directly linked to the HGV driver 
shortage since Brexit restrictions came 
into place. There is enough petrol, just 
no way of getting it to the pumps. What 
we didn’t see coming in 2016 when the 
country decided to leave the EU, was that 
this decision might affect the recruitment 
of drivers in the UK; that this might lead 
to petrol delivery issues; and that this 
might, in turn, affect the care our parents 
and grandparents might receive when in 
2021 the nurse who looks after your Nan 
fails to arrive at work because they ran out 
of petrol on the way to the care home or 
hospital. Of course, we couldn’t see that 
coming in 2016.

There is an eco-system at work in the 
care industry; it depends on a series of 
inter-connected elements all working 
harmoniously. If you tinker with one 
element in the eco-system (like how many 
care workers travel by car to work) then 
the impact further down the line may be 
catastrophic.

The same logic can be applied to the 
creative industries as to the care industry. 
Here, the eco-system is similarly in a 
perpetual state of tentative balance. And 
the impact not only of Brexit but - more 
significantly of course - of COVID on the 
industry has been huge. For many highly 
trained freelance musicians, dancers, 
actors, directors, writers, artists, etc., the 
lack of financial security has been tough 
on a personal level. But what can be really 
hard on a personal level – like the impact 
petrol shortages might have on the care 
our grandparents receive in their care 
homes – when opened out to a national/
international level, can sometimes 
become cataclysmic.

There are winners and losers when a 
complex eco-system starts to come 
undone. In the creative industries, for 
instance, Netflix, you might argue, are 
winners. The producers, actors, writers, 
composers, crew and hundreds of other 
creative professionals made hay over 
the past two years. We, as consumers 
of on-demand entertainment, lined 
the pockets of Netflix bosses without a 
second thought. But if we stop to think, 
and consider the eco-system, then we 

should look at the grassroots future of 
that very industry that we have come to 
rely on to get us through the long, lonely 
hours of isolation over the past two years 
and begin to wonder: how can Netflix 
sustain the level of creative production it 
currently enjoys?

What if the supply chain of talent to 
Netflix were cut, as the supply chain to 
the petrol pumps is being cut today? 
Right now, we are living in a blissful state 
of talent-abundance, with more than 
enough creatives necessary to make a 
Netflix series kicking around the corridors 
of Netflix HQ ready to turn the offspring 
of their imaginations into box office 
smash hits. 

Our education system churned out those 
brilliant writers, composers, actors and 
visionaries in the 80s, 90s and 00s - 
creatives who now bring us the next best 
binge watch each month. We valued their 
creative education back then and reap the 
rewards of their expert training at every 
level from primary school to university 
every time we switch on our smart TVs. 
So, that was the 80s, 90s and 00s. 
Let’s fast-forward to now. This year, the 
government announced cuts to the 
funding of arts courses at universities by 
50% along with plans to make further 
cuts in the future. Schools continue to 
systematically remove creative subjects 
(and specialist staff) from the lives of 
children as the focus on ‘core’ and STEM 
subjects intensifies (and as catch-up from 
COVID becomes a priority). Already, we 
have seen a 38% decline in the number 
of entries in arts subjects nationally since 
2010. This situation is grave and is set  
to worsen.

It’s a contradiction though, isn’t it? We 
demand arts and entertainment as a 
basic commodity; we expect it to be 
freely available to us along with plentiful 
cushioned loo roll and infinite gallons of 
petrol. We demand Netflix, but we don’t 
want to educate our children creatively as 
a country, because according to what we 
are being told, the arts are less valuable 
than maths and literacy. 

But to make Netflix, we need creatives.  
It doesn’t add up.

So here’s the rub. Where are these 
creatives going to come from in the 
future? What if one day we wake up 
and find Netflix is offline because they 

couldn’t find enough trained writers 
to develop their scripts? Or enough 
musicians to compose the scores? Or 
enough artists to animate the characters, 
or actors to voice the animations … or … 
or …

Here at Rugby School, we refuse to 
downgrade the arts and, even through 
times of adversity and the significant 
practical challenges of the past two 
years, we continue to make and teach 
creativity as a discipline which has 
as much value as maths and science. 
Interestingly, according to the university 
careers advice website www.prospects.
ac.uk you are actually more employable 
if you have a drama or music degree 
than if you have degrees in history, 
modern languages or maths, with 70.5% 
of drama graduates in employment 15 
months after graduating, compared to 
only 59.5 – 65.5% of graduates in those 
other subjects. That statistic is probably 
something of a surprise for most readers 
of this magazine. It’s not just Netflix that 
employs arts graduates either; the skills 
that creatives possess put them in the 
strongest possible position to interview 
well, to communicate and express 
themselves with style, and to impress with 
a balance of analytical and organisational 
skills. Who wouldn’t want to get ahead by 
developing those skills? 

We understand the intrinsic value of art, 
creativity and culture both for society but 
also for the individual. At the same time, 
we are also pragmatic and understand the 
value of the arts to our economy. The arts 
make us more empathetic, more resilient, 
more creative… more employable. The 
arts are as central to modern human 
flourishing as maths and literacy. And this 
section of The Meteor is a celebration 
of those children who, each day in the 
Macready, boldly take those creative 
leaps and bounds towards sharing the 
fruits of their imaginations with us. From 
our National Theatre’s Connections play 
performed at the Derby Theatre, to 
our new live-streamed Performing Arts 
Scholars’ Showcase, this is a record of 
the next generation of Netflix movers 
and shakers; the influencers of our future 
consumption habits who, despite the 
times they find themselves in, continue 
to relish opportunities to become more 
creative. 

Dr Tim Coker
Artistic Director
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‘The arts make us  
more empathetic, more 
resilient, more creative… 
more employable.’
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Our flagship The Festival on The 
Close annually demonstrates our 
commitment to creativity, especially in 
this extraordinary year. As our Executive 
Head Master, Peter Green, says in his 
introduction to the Festival programme: 
‘At Rugby, we believe the arts are a 
crucial part of the school curriculum. 
We are committed not only to teaching 
them, but to sharing them.’ An extract 
from the programme highlighting this 
spirit of sharing is an account of  
Service Day.

Service Day is a wonderful opportunity 
for all members of the School 
community to give something back to 
either the local area, a charity or their 
House. Service education is wholly 
important in a school like Rugby, as it 
keeps everyone grounded and helps 
to give a sense of perspective on the 
world in which we live. It is the aim, 
as part of the Rugby 360 programme, 
that we foster an understanding of the 
importance of giving back to others. 
This does not have to be a financial 
commitment; it can be a good quality 
offering of time and conversation. The 
ideas and notion of altruism should live 
with Rugbeians long after they leave 
school, and it is days like Service Day 
where we shine the light on service 
within our community. 

This was the first year in which Service 
Day has teamed up with The Festival 

on The Close; and with all year groups 
participating in different activities and 
events on the day, it show how varied 
the ways in which we engage with 
the principle of service can be. In this 
exciting new partnership, ten primary 
schools will work with Rugby School 
students and external partner workshops 
to deliver a series of activities and 
learning experiences for over 800  
local primary school children. Some 
primary school pupils will visit us here  
at Rugby and experience workshops  
on campus, whereas other schools will 
see Rugby School students visit them in 
their schools to deliver some once in a 
lifetime workshops! It was exciting to  
see the day taking shape, with 
workshops in Performing Arts, 
Languages, Design, Sports, Humanities 
and Science being delivered. 

Service Day Outline 
Each year group at Rugby will engage 
in a different type of Service activity, the 
idea being that by the time a student 
leaves Rugby, they will have engaged 
with all of the different pathways on 
the different Service Days that they will 
experience. The F Block will be involved 
in a day where they are ‘giving back’ to 
their House. They will work alongside 
the O & A staff who look after them on 
a daily basis, getting to know them a 
little better and assisting them in their 
daily duties. For example, they may 
work alongside the Chartwells chefs to 

clean the dining-room and prepare the 
afternoon snack. They could work with 
the laundry staff to learn how to sew on 
a button, deliver washing, and iron a 
shirt. They will be getting to know the 
different plants in their House gardens 
and working with their House gardener 
to tidy up parts of their garden, and 
others may work with their matron or 
handymen. In the E Block, at the end of 
their year of CCF adventures, they will 
participate in one last CCF expedition. 
They will head offsite to an unknown 
location to work on some field drills 
that they have been unable to do in 
their normal Wednesday afternoon 
sessions. Both the D Block and LXX will 
be working alongside the primary school 
pupils, be that at Rugby, or visiting the 
local schools. Students will have devised 
their own individual workshops, some 
alongside external companies, and they 
will then be deliver these to the local 
community. At lunchtime Motionhouse 
will perform as part of the Picnic on 
The Close with Rugby School students 
and primary school pupils enjoying the 
day side by side. Finally, the XX will be 
engaged with offsite charity challenges. 
They have the choice of a 17-mile walk, 
a 34-mile cycle, or a tough litter pick 
and paddleboard / kayak along the 
Oxford Canal. Monies will be raised to 
support local charities.

TDC

The Festival on The Close

‘At Rugby, we believe the arts are a crucial part of the school curriculum.  
We are committed not only to teaching them, but to sharing them.’
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A Series of Public Apologies
For the Middle School production 
Rugby School staged its first play for 
the National Theatre’s Connections 
youth festival; the largest of its kind in 
the world. Connections is the National 
Theatre’s nationwide youth theatre 
festival, founded in 1995, and each year 
the National Theatre commissions ten 
new plays for young people to perform, 
bringing together some of the UK’s most 
exciting writers with the theatre-makers 
of tomorrow. Every year, 300 youth 
theatre companies and over 6,000 young 
people from every corner of the UK 
produce a Connections play. 
 
We decided to produce A Series of Public 
Apologies in Response to an Unfortunate 

Incident in the School Lavatories, a satire 
examining the prevalence and nature 
of cancel culture. John Donnelly the 
playwright, said he wrote the play 
in 2019 in the wake of the MeToo 
movement. He was interested in the 
function of social media and how 
organisations used it to respond quickly 
to the spread of opinions on platforms 
such as Twitter. The world of the play 
seems a world without forgiveness; a 
world driven by opinions, judgements 
and a thirst for digital death. The values 
worth adhering to are the values of 
popularity and conformity. It is a moral 
vacuum. And so this world is worthy, 
as is theatre’s privilege, of examination, 
ridicule and reflection. 

 
I was delighted by the level of 
participation in the production, especially 
in the circumstances of the pandemic 
when rehearsals during the Lent term 
had to be held online. It was brilliant 
that 45 of our young people participated 
either as actors or as the supporting 
team of stage managers and technicians. 
The run of five excellent performances 
included our showpiece at Derby Theatre 
which was stunning. I was particularly 
impressed by our students’ commitment, 
resilience, creativity and sense of fun, 
which made our rehearsals, performances 
and time together such an enjoyable and 
rewarding process. 

CJB 

Rugby School at The National Theatre’s Connections Festival 

A stage manager’s reflections
Our Rugby School production of A Series 
of Public Apologies was an incredible and 
enriching experience, one I am very 
grateful to have been part of. I chose to 
be one of the stage managers as it was a 
role I had never taken before and I was 
intrigued by how plays run behind the 
scenes. Evidently, I learnt just how much 
commitment is required for a play to run 
and not just from the actors on stage: 
every member of the cast is a piece to 
a jigsaw puzzle. Everyone is required to 
have the correct work ethic for things 
to run smoothly and every cast member 
demonstrated this. 

Developing the play online posed some 
difficulties, but it didn’t affect my job too 
much as I was able to create numerous 
social media pages on my laptop 
and discuss how to thread the play 
together with Mr Browning and other 
staff members over Teams meetings. 
Thankfully, we were able to continue 
working in person and, as the cast 
developed their scenes together,  
we (myself, Emma, Mr Browning, Kyle 
and Chloe Langsley) worked hard on 
the set, costumes, make-up and the 
projections which appeared behind the 
actors on stage. 

Thanks to the immense dedication of the 
cast, staff and those who worked behind 
the scenes, we were able to pull off a 
thread of outstanding performances. 
Our achievements were even more 

profound as we produced the play 
whilst complying with tough COVID 
restrictions. Derby was certainly a  
surreal and slightly nerve-racking 
experience as the theatre was far 
more capacious than our school 
one and there were members of the 
public present in the audience, so the 
performance needed to be immaculate. 
But witnessing the show from backstage 
at Derby was unbelievable and the 
performance was amazing. 

Taking on the role of stage manager 
taught me some valuable lessons such 
as keeping one’s composure when 
things don’t go to plan and realising 
that sometimes you are required to 
negotiate with your peers. It was a tiring 
yet remarkable experience, one I would 
happily do again. 

Nia-Jayne Sutton (S)

An actor’s reflections
Last year, I had the incredible experience 
being a part of our production of John 
Donnelly’s A Series of Public Apologies 
for the National Theatre’s Connections. 
Although it was an extremely enjoyable 
play to be involved in, there was a 
slightly more challenging rehearsal 
process than usual due to COVID. It 
was harder to fully involve ourselves in 
the characters we portrayed when we 
were constantly thinking about social 
distancing and creating scenes that 

made sense without being near one 
another. Being online for some of the 
rehearsal process was also challenging 
as it was harder to imagine the play 
visually without being in the same room. 
However, we managed to get used to 
this different way of creating scenes 
and I feel it almost helped us add to the 
abstract quality of the play. 

These challenges in the rehearsal 
process also made me prouder of our 
final product because it was incredible 
despite these obstacles. I felt our 
scenes developed so much with every 
rehearsal, which added more comedy 
or more depth to the scene. Finally, 
after our performances in the Macready 
Theatre we were given the opportunity 
of performing our play in the Derby 
Theatre. I loved the experience of 
performing the play in two different 
venues and all the performances with 
live audiences were so much fun. I feel 
I learned so much about performance 
skills and rehearsing in more challenging 
circumstances. But I also learned from 
the message of the play itself about 
many of the issues surrounding cancel 
culture and being more open to 
understanding other people. I hope our 
performance encouraged members of 
the audience to take this message away 
with them too.

Louisa Roberts (S)
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After the summer of online music-making, 
highly successful though it was, we were 
all ready to return to face-to-face music-
making in September 2020, so much so 
that there were tears of joy at our first  
choir rehearsal. 
 
Even though there were restrictions in 
place to keep us all as safe as possible 
from COVID, with procedures skilfully 
masterminded in the Music Schools by 
Andy Davey, the academic year 2020/21 
saw a remarkable period of musical 

activity. We were very fortunate to be able 
to achieve this, given that group music-
making was not possible in most parts of 
the world. Students and staff were aware 
of this and were greatly appreciative. As a 
result, everybody seemed to approach  
their music-making with a new sense of 
respect and commitment, and the results 
were stunning.
 
A large and outstanding cohort of new 
Music Scholars arrived at the start of the 
academic year, making an immediate 

impact through their ensemble 
contributions and solo performances, 
including in the new Music Scholars’ 
Masterclasses. String ensembles were 
stronger than ever, thanks to increased 
numbers of violinists, particularly of Grade 
7 standard and above.
 
To share a comprehensive programme of 
events, a YouTube channel was created, 
including live-stream capability, meaning 
that parents could watch performances, 
wherever they were in the world. Events 
that in the past would have attracted 
around 15 people were now being enjoyed 
by over 500 people. They are still available 
to watch at: https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UCsGiNUF_kjSmGkw6ghh35EQ.
Highlights included Virtual CV22 Coffee 
Concerts and Open Mic performances, 
virtual St. Andrew’s Church lunchtime 
concerts, plus Blue Note and Chamber 
Concerts featuring Music Scholars. Solo 
recitals included Rob Colley playing 
Beethoven’s Appassionata Sonata and 
his own compositions on the piano, 
and Tom Sheldon performing Brahms’s 
Sonata for Violin No 2 in A Major and 
Czardas by Monti.
 
The enforced focus on small ensembles 
resulted in more incisive work, raising 
standards in all areas, as seen at the Winter 

The Musical Year Term, it was a great disappointment 
not to be able to return to School 
and continue our music-making in 
January. Even though our many virtual 
music video recordings had proved so 
successful in summer 2020, we took a 
different approach to Lent Term 2021. 
We decided to: i) continue all ensemble 
rehearsals and individual music lessons 
online, ii) focus on preparing new 
musical repertoire for when we returned 
to School, iii) encourage live musical 
interaction online as well as personal 
practice, and iv) enjoy music-making 
to relax and take a break from busy 
schedules and screens. 
 
Perhaps the most impressive outcome 
was the student-led music discussion 
group that was run by senior Music 
Scholars Ischia Gooda, Harry Sparke and 
Auriel Pawsey. The twice-weekly online 
meetings included balloon debates, 
‘book club’, and Q&A sessions with 
former Scholars about studying music at 
Oxbridge and conservatoires. 
 
Videos of individual performances 
were submitted for some excellent 
virtual St Andrew’s Church and CV22 
Coffee Concerts. We also released on to 
YouTube some chamber music that had 
been recorded in December, including 
the 2nd movement of Mendelssohn’s 
Piano Trio in D minor, 1st movement of 
Mozart’s Clarinet Quintet and movements 
from Haydn’s Quartets Op 33, No 2 & 
No 3.
 
Our return to School towards the end of 
the Lent Term gave the Temple Consort 
enough time to film some music for an 
online Good Friday chapel service and 
for an Easter service at the start of the 
Trinity Term. Once that term arrived, 
we were able to return to live-streamed 
musical performances, though sadly 
without live audiences to start with. 
These included a Guitar Concert, a 
stunning recital by Graduate Teaching 
Assistant (GTA) Vanessa White and Rob 
Colley with Beethoven’s Violin Sonata No 
8 in G Major, Op 30 No 3 and Prokofiev’s 
Violin Sonata No.1 in F major, Op 80. Our 
other GTA, Francesca Millar, gave an 
equally stunning recital, accompanied 
by Richard Tanner, with a programme 
of songs by female composers that 
included Amy Beach’s Three Shakespeare 
Songs, Op 37, Madeleine Dring’s 
Seven Shakespeare Songs and Cecilia 
McDowall’s Four Shakespeare Songs.
 
The vastly improved quality of our string 
playing was evident in an impressive 
concert of chamber music on 13 June. 
This included Beethoven’s String Quartet 
Op 18 No 4 (Town House Quartet: 
Samuel Lau, Arthur Shaw, Ben Tanner and 

Concert, which was viewed by over 800 
people. Senior Strings played Divertimento 
in F Major by Mozart, and a wide range of 
repertoire for groups of various levels was 
presented brilliantly by the ‘Cello group, 
Horn Quartet, Tuba Ensemble, Sax Group, 
Brass Academy, Percussion Ensemble, 
Wind Dectet, Trombone Quartet, Flute 
Choir, Brass Club, Clarinet Group and the 
Jazz Orchestra.

There were many outstanding choir 
performances in the online Chapel 
services, which were made possible due 
to the recording skills of James Williams, 
and were mostly performed by the 
Temple Consort. Despite distancing 
restrictions, the 90-strong Chapel Choir 
was seen in the Remembrance Sunday 
Service (which attracted 2,000+ views 
on the Chapel YouTube channel) singing 
John Ireland’s Greater Love, thanks 
to Mr Williams’s clever video editing 
tricks. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=srDcnOZdPFo.

Live-streaming of choral evensong, 
chamber concerts, masterclasses, 
coffee and lunchtime concerts 
routinely attracted up to 600 views. 
Fauré’s Requiem for Remembrance Day 

attracted 1000+ views and the Carol 
Service 4,000+. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=CbOoJKqjSY8. A carol 
composed by F Block Music Scholar Ben 
Tanner was discovered by a publisher 
on YouTube and has subsequently been 
published. https://www.fullscoremusic.
co.uk/product-page/what-child-is-this-
christmas-carol https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=K19PYqBGNrs.

Singing to a live audience - a carol 
service for XX in Chapel - was a special 
opportunity for the Temple Consort, 
though it must have been difficult for 
the congregation as they were forbidden 
to sing their favourite Christmas carols.
 
Mr Sandy, in charge of Sing-Off for the 
first time as newly appointed Head of 
Vocal Studies, adapted the competition 
by limiting numbers of singers, whilst 
enabling the whole House to film an 
accompanying video. The Eurovision- style 
Teams live-event, with its theme of 80s’ 

pop, was a fun occasion for the School to 
come together in a virtual context. 
 
Given the incredible progress that we 
had made in music during the Advent 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsGiNUF_kjSmGkw6ghh35EQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsGiNUF_kjSmGkw6ghh35EQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srDcnOZdPFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srDcnOZdPFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbOoJKqjSY8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbOoJKqjSY8
https://www.fullscoremusic.co.uk/product-page/what-child-is-this-christmas-carol
https://www.fullscoremusic.co.uk/product-page/what-child-is-this-christmas-carol
https://www.fullscoremusic.co.uk/product-page/what-child-is-this-christmas-carol
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K19PYqBGNrs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K19PYqBGNrs
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsGiNUF_kjSmGkw6ghh35EQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srDcnOZdPFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbOoJKqjSY8
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‘After the summer of  
online music-making, 
highly successful though 
it was, we were all ready 
to return to face-to-face 
music-making...’
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Freddie Sparke), Mendelssohn’s Piano Trio 
No 1 in D minor (Tom Sheldon, Sophia 
Middleton, Rose Wang), Beethoven’s 
Clarinet Trio in B flat major, Op 11 (Eileen 
Wong, Bernice Ng & Rob Colley), 
Haydn’s Quinten Quartet Op 76 No 2 
(Masaki Shinohara, Vanessa White, Lev 
Godar and Callum White) and Haydn’s 
Piano Trio No 39 in G major (Momoko 
Egashira, Chloe Wu and Yulun Wu).
 
Equally impressive were the Musical 
Theatre Showcase on 19 June and 
the String Orchestra concert on 20 
June, which included Handel’s Arrival 
of the Queen of Sheba (Junior Strings), 
Tchaikovsky’s Serenade for Strings  
(Senior Strings), Mendelssohn’s Octet 
and Patrick Doyle’s Non Nobis Domine  
(Cello Ensemble).
 
Not to be outdone by the strings, the 
Woodwind & Brass gave a brilliant 
concert five days later. The Wind Group 
played an arrangement of Grieg’s 
Peer Gynt Suite and there were also 
performances from the Trombone 

Quartet (Pirates of the Caribbean), Tuba 
Ensemble (The Godfather theme), Sax 
Group (St Louis Blues), Brass Academy 
(music by Gabrieli), Clarinet Group 
(arrangements of Mascagni’s Cavalleria 
Rusticana and Lennon/McCartney’s 
Yesterday), Brass Club (Tiawana Taxi) and 
Jazz Orchestra (My Funny Valentine and 
Coming Home Baby).
 
Choral music continued in online chapel 
services and the BBC visited in June to 
record three programmes. Sadly, James 
Williams, the choir’s brilliant regular 
organist, found himself having to self-
isolate, leaving him unable to play for 
the radio broadcasts. Fortunately, our 
newly appointed Head of Keyboard, Ian 
Wicks (not due to join us until November 
2021) was able to step in and play 
superbly for the services at short notice. 
These included two Choral Evensongs for 
BBC Radio 3, the first a pre-record that 
later aired on 11 August including Noble 
in B minor, Like as the Hart by Herbert 
Howells and Those who wait for the Lord 
- an introit by Ben Tanner composed 

for the Choir Schools Association’s 
Composition Competition in 2020. The 
second Evensong was a live broadcast in 
honour of the birth of John the Baptist, 
with Palestrina’s Fuit homo missus a Deo, 
Stanford’s Magnificat in G (soprano 
soloist, Ischia Gooda) and Stanford’s 
Benedictus in G. We also recorded Sunday 
Worship for broadcast on BBC Radio 4 
the following Sunday, with Ken Burton’s 
Rivers of Babylon, Stephen Paulus’s The 
Road Home and rousing hymns, such as 
Jerusalem and I vow to thee my country. 
It was good to have an opportunity 
to celebrate the life of Rugbeian and 
eminent church musician, Richard Lloyd, 
who had recently died, by including in 
the broadcast the Jubilate that he wrote 
for the launch of the Arnold Foundation 
18 years previously.
 
The BBC broadcasts were also used 
as an opportunity to announce a new 
Chorister Programme for Rugby School 
and Bilton Grange that will launch in 
September 2022. A series of music 
videos with singers Naomi Simon 
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and Philip Curtis were released on 
social media and an article about the 
programme appeared in The Times.
 
The year concluded with a great deal of 
superb music-making at The Festival on 
The Close. Having been forced to cancel 
the Concerto Concert in 2020 just after 
the first lockdown kicked in, it was a 
great joy to welcome the Bliss Sinfonia 
back for another Concerto Concert 
with fantastic performances from Julia 
Anna Filip (Agnus Dei from Mozart’s 
Coronation Mass), Harry Sparke and 
Philip Curtis (movements from Fauré’s 
Requiem), Rob Dobney (Prelude from 
Tuba Concerto in F minor by Vaughan 
Williams), Vanessa White (1st movement 
from Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto in E 
minor), Auriel Pawsey (Danses for Harp & 
Strings by Debussy), Ischia Gooda (2nd 
movement from Mozart’s Piano Concerto 
No 21), Rose Wang and Rob Colley 
(movements from Beethoven’s Emperor 
Piano Concerto).
 
Other musical highlights of the Festival 
included a Guitars Concert (a journey 
from Renaissance England to the 
contemporary carnival atmosphere of 
Rio de Janeiro) and GTAs & Friends, 
for which Francesca Millar and Vanessa 
White were joined by students and staff 
for a jazz and folk-inspired concert of 
strings and vocal chamber music.
 
The acclaimed baroque ensemble 
Canzona returned once again to the 
Festival, joining the Temple Consort 

for a performance of Purcell’s Come ye 
sons of art, Vivaldi’s Nulla in mundo pax 
sincera (soprano soloist, Ischia Gooda) 
and Handel’s Happy We from Acis and 
Galatea. Twilight Jazz in OBS saw 
student soloists performing a selection 
of classic jazz standards and popular 
tunes alongside a quintet band made 
up of members of Rugby School’s music 
staff. On 30 June, the Royal Birmingham 
Conservatoire’s LEAP Ensemble was 
joined in the TSR by talented orchestral 
musicians from Rugby School in 
an inspiring, fun, and interactive 
performance of specially commissioned 
arrangements of popular music, jazz, 
musical theatre, film music, TV themes 
and classical pieces. The following day 
these performances were taken out into 
local primary and secondary schools.
 
One of the world’s finest tenors, James 
Gilchrist, visited with brilliant Rugbeian 
pianist Nathan Williamson to give 
masterclasses to our vocal and piano 
students, followed by a recital in the 
Memorial Chapel, which included John 
Ireland’s Two songs to poems by Rupert 
Brooke and fellow Rugbeian William 
Denis Browne’s To Gratiana dancing 
and singing, plus works by Ivor Gurney, 
Gustav Holst, Nathan Williamson, 
Madeleine Dring and Peter Dickinson.
 
A Twilight Choral Concert gave the 
Arnold Singers, Temple Consort and 
A Cappella groups an opportunity to 
present a programme that included 
Stanford’s Three Latin Motets, Paulus’s 

The Road Home and two lively madrigals 
by Farmer and Passereau, as well as 
modern arrangements by Philip Lawson 
and Eleanor Daley.
 
Although we were not able to invite 500 
or so children to take part in the usual 
Voces8 Big Sing, members of Voces8 
joined some of Rugby School’s singers 
to lead outstanding vocal workshops in 
primary schools. 
 
The penultimate Festival event was the 
annual West End to Broadway Showcase, 
directed by Emily Browning, with solos, 
duets and group performances from 
musicals such as Les Misérables and We 
Will Rock You.
 
Rock on the Close brought the musical 
year to a close with rock bands, singer-
songwriters, and soloists from all year 
groups performing in a festival-style 
open-air event. This atmospheric 
finale to The Festival on The Close 
demonstrated the amazing Rock & Pop 
talent that we have at Rugby School 
and was a fitting way to celebrate an 
extraordinary year of music-making. The 
enormous success of the year was thanks 
both to the resilience of our wonderful 
musicians, both students and staff, and 
to the unwavering support that we all 
enjoy from the School’s leadership team, 
who made it possible for the community 
to enjoy live music-making despite very 
challenging circumstances.

RJT
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Creative Writing

Matt Dickinson writing seminar
 
One student’s report and imaginative response

On the morning of 27 May the E Block was visited by author, 
journalist, and explorer Matt Dickinson. He came to speak 
about the process of storytelling, the ways in which feelings, 
events and experiences can be recounted in the most thought-
provoking and attention-grabbing ways. 

Dickinson had spent time as the National Geographic’s resident 
documentarian at Everest’s base camp, a place which itself 
synechdochises adventure; the story which he went on to 
tell certainly lived up to this characterisation. Aided by first-
hand phone camera footage taken on one particular summit 
expedition, we followed his passage over precarious bridges 
and along uneven paths, his exodus from the safety of 
Kathmandu to the unknown which lay ahead. He spoke also  
of the inequality he saw, sherpas laden high with the bags  
of adventure-seekers, doing whatever they could to feed  
their families. 

Some weeks later, he found himself on the face of the mountain 
itself, night and storm approaching, unable to resist the 
enormity of their force. His tone altogether shifted: what once 
had seemed so invigorating had now become terrifying. The 
mountain threatened his very survival, his fate was uncertain.

Confined within the canvas of his tent, he endured the Everest 
disaster of 1996. However, despite the excitement of this tale, 
most striking to me was his story’s next detail. His expedition 
leader, the blizzards having waned, wandered over to his tent, 
swept away the feet-deep snow which had engulfed them, 
unzipped it, and simply asked ‘How are you?’ 

I realised then that this, the human element, was the most 
essential of all. What had once been the saga of a distant, snow-
capped mountain became a story about people.

Having heard his story and the advice he gave us, it was our 
turn. We imagined our story’s hero upon the mountainside, 
staring down at an approaching storm. How would they feel? 
How would they react? Following the guidance I had been 
given, the storm became an advancing army, snowflakes 
daggers of ice. My hero began to panic, to realise the severity 
of his situation. Only upon remembering his father’s advice did 
he calm himself and set up camp. As Matt Dickinson had done, 
I made my story not about the mountain, but about people, 
not about horror, but about hope.

For me, the morning was enormously interesting. Not only did I 
hear a story well told, but I learned how I might apply the same 
techniques to tell others well myself.

The sky noired into black before the winds began. Bitterly they 
grew, attacking me, perched beneath a small inconspicuous 
overhang which I’d found the night before. The air was thin. My 
lungs lurched trying desperately to suck in that invisible gold, which 
soon enough was mixed with blizzarding snow – not those gentle, 
twinkling flakes which children dream of, sat precariously on their 
windowsills, hiding from the dark of Christmas Eve effervescing in 
excitement. No, shards of ice, piercing, unforgiving, like the blades 
of enemy swords, sharpened just that morning, the cries of the 
wind their command to advance. Outnumbered, defenceless, I 
wept as I had not since I myself was a child. I pounded the stone 
beneath me until my fist began to bleed, begging to so much 
as scar that ancient stone. I needed to wound that indomitable 
mountain which stood so high, so unflinching. I chuckled then. It 
was strange, I know, and I imagine rather sinister to anyone who 
might have seen it, but I was reminded then, in my petulant rage, 
of my father, calming my nerves, cooling my blood as it boiled; 
it was usually about something insignificant, something out of 
my control. I laughed again when I glanced down at my blood, 
smeared on the ground like a fool’s first attempt at a cave painting. 
I stopped, and I breathed, and I waited.

Jimmy Scanlon (T)

I come from...
 
I come from the aroma of mixed spices in a silver bowl 
I come from salt lingering on your hair 
I come from the smell of rain, the market and caked mud rising in the air 
I come from birds of paradise, potted by my grandma on a Sunday 
I come from frozen lemons 
I come from beeping horns echoing around narrow streets 
and shouting and ringing and dancing monkeys on the road 
I come from rattan chairs and soft pillows 
I come from silk saris being fitted on my mother 
I come from ornate sculptures of golden elephants and wise owls 
I come from paprika and saffron 
I come from Mother Teresa 
I come from ancient kings of palaces now forgotten and left in the dust 
and motionless, infinite horizons across the Indian Ocean 
I come from marble floors and clay pots 
I come from jade ornaments and ivory piano keys 
I come from mangoes and sour apple tarts 
I come from golden nose rings and card games in the summer heat
I come from infinitely starry nights. 

I arrive in a world far away 
where people come from signet rings and lawns,
from small designer dogs and red sports cars 
from white picket fences and green wellies.

I wonder if the crows will remember me.
I think the stray kittens will remember me.
I hope the mangoes will remember me.

Nihal Kumar (K)

Selected Poetry and Prose

The Road
 
Love is like summer -
coming home to all the windows open,
like this hour will last for ever,
like tomorrow is a new country.
This is good and I think
one day we will be too.

You tell me about light. You say
Darling, I love you, don’t you know?
I cut up this apple for you.
I know how to lace up my shoes
I know how to keep quiet
I do, I do.

Love is like the Caspian Sea.
We get restless and we venture North
and the earth burns our toes
out of nothing to do, I suppose.
We can count the weeds now,
we can tell the birds apart now.

Tomorrow comes anyway and
we know more than we did before
dark. Don’t you love the sun? Don’t
you want to pretend time isn’t precious
again? September comes anyway
and they tell us we know nothing at all.

You tell me about snow, about how
this February is true and brilliant,
about how love is really a frozen lake,
distant and stable and beautiful even
and we’re still growing into our overcoats,
we’re still running out of time.

Love, after all, is running -
running and forgetting to count the turns,
slipping in the dirt and breathless,
getting to our feet again,
you say you think we’re lost again
and we know this to be true.

Lika Gorskaia (B)

Artwork by: Louise Porritt
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Washing my Hands of 2020 
 
These hands have baked 
 
These hands have written sentimental cards and letters 
 
These hands have nursed herbs on windowsills, whilst my aunt has nursed the sick 
 
These hands have lifted weights 
 
These hands have cut my father’s hair 
 
 
 
These hands have not felt my grandma’s hands for too long 
 
And have stroked a dog but not a person 
 
These hands have sprayed and wiped and cleaned 
 
And avoided doorknobs and rails like the plague 
 
These hands have looked up the daily numbers 
 
And shaken with fear 
 
These hands have not touched my face 
 
And are raw and bleeding 
 
These hands have stayed in their pockets and tried not to touch anything 
 
And felt rude when they were not allowed to shake 
 
These hands have cut but not shared birthday cakes on Zoom 
 
And nursed cups of tea 
 
These hands have turned the pages of books 
 
But not read them 
 
These hands have never been so clean. 

Mariella Satow (Tu)

Sirens on the Whale Road
 
A long time ago, when sea monsters roamed the whale roads, and my grandmother was a 
little girl, magical things were prone to happen. At the end of each day when she finished 
at school, small, sweet Irene strolled to the bottom of the street that I now live on. She 
often went to watch the fishermen bring in their spoils, and to see the glistening water 
in the early evening light. She felt serene sitting there watching the sea community busy 
around her. The fishermen waved at her, beckoned her to come over and watch as they 
chugged their old lobster boats into the harbour. 

As she strolled over to see the catch that day, she saw a scaled tail that was nothing like 
anything she had seen them catch before. All the fish and eels slithered over each other 
and, in the tangle, she caught flashes of red hair and pale, marbled skin. A mermaid. 

Her eyes stared up at them, burning into their skin as if made of tanzanite from Mount 
Kilimanjaro. She sat up in their net, and flexed her muscly tail. The sunlight shone on to 
her copper hair as she combed it. Her tail was long and her scales were turquoise, teal, 
emerald, aquamarine, silver and jade. She held a mirror inlaid with shells in her other hand, 
looking deeply into it and into the fishermen’s eyes reflected there. 

The fishermen watched her intently, afraid but unable to look away. She started to speak. 
Her name was Meriella. She told them beguiling tales of her wish to live on land, as she 
had only ever lived underwater. 

She lived deep in the ocean, in a watery crypt of an old galleon. Mermaids and mermen 
were her friends. They played their harps, and explored other ship carcasses at dusk. They 
found treasure chests and loved to count the gold and squabble over the jewels found 
inside. She told them of hours spent searching the whale road floor for oysters’ babies 
to make necklaces. She ate out of clam shells, and put coral in vases on windowsills. She 
told stories of battles, where sea knights came to duel sea dragons and win the beating 
hearts of the mermaids. She scared them with tales of the octopi and seaweed’s manacles 
gripping the legs of sea tourists, of riptides and currents that made them lose their way. 

She spun her tales and, last of all, she told them of other sailors she had met, and how they 
had fallen in love with her. She said she had tried to take them home, dragging them to 
the bottom of the whale road. She said they never found their sea legs. 

With this, she locked her alluring lilac eyes with the most handsome of the fishermen. 
His friend was not fooled - taking her by her sinewy tail, he threw her overboard. My 
grandmother walked home. It was Friday, and she was late: fish and chips for tea. 

Venetia Satow (Tu)

Love
 
Love smells of my grandmother’s tattered scarf on a Tuesday.
Love tastes of polystyrene cups, steaming away furiously.
Love sounds like that 15-foot waterfall, hidden amid the mountains of Devon.
Love feels like the charred bark of trees, crumbling feebly between my fingers.
Love looks like wicker baskets and tin foil and soil beneath your fingernails.
Love is elusive like mist, escalating from the onion field.

Charles Swinfen (T)

Artwork by: Skye Wu
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SPORT

RUGBY FOOTBALL

XV
P0  W0  D0  L0

Since the very first school rugby match between Cheltenham and 
Rugby School, this would appear to be the first time in history that 
no matches were played in the rugby season. Even during World 
War I, ten matches were played between 1914 and 1918, at least 
two in each year and one in 1918. In the 1957 flu pandemic, 
matches were cancelled until the end of October, but normality 
resumed after that. So, you can imagine the disappointment all 
our rugby-playing boys have endured this season. 

However, we can be thankful that we were able to spend the 
term at School, albeit under the strangest conditions. Training 
was not the usual warm-up, skills, games and contact sessions. 
We very quickly became accustomed to meeting in House Zones, 
hand sanitising and social-distanced training. With the hope that 
we might play some matches towards the end of the season, 
training continued in House Bubbles for the first two weeks of 
term. As term progressed, training moved to Training Squads in 
specific Training Zones, but the hope of matches against other 
schools vanished. It was then a matter of establishing our internal 
House competitions under very stringent conditions. 

The RFU had prescribed a form of touch rugby called Ready 4 
Rugby (R4R), which we adapted slightly to encompass ground 
skills. We set up a House R4R league which was played over 
the course of the term. There were challenging times as at 
various stages some House mini-tournaments took place while 
other Houses were in self-isolation. Thankfully, we managed to 
conclude our R4R House matches with all the boys’ houses in 
circulation. It was a closely contested competition in all year 
groups with two out of the three Finals going into extra time.

After some evenly matched Semi-Finals, the 3rd House final was 
a closely contested one between Sheriff and Town 1 with Town 
eventually narrowly outscoring Sheriff 3-2 to win the trophy. The 
2nd House competition saw a nail-biting final won by Michell 
in extra time over School Field. With a player exiting the match 

every 15 seconds and only two possessions allowed per attack, 
Michell managed to score in the corner after a well-executed pass 
into space, making them the winners.

The Senior House matches were a closely contested affair 
between Cotton, Sheriff, School Field and School House. 4-1 
semi-final wins for School Field over Sheriff and School House 
over Cotton set up a very exciting final. With scores level at full 
time, extra time produced some extraordinary events. With 
both sides reduced to five players and School Field needing 
a simple 2 vs. 1 pass to score, a superbly judged interception 
by Ben Ellis saw him run the length of the field to score a 
phenomenal try, snatching School House a victory from the 
jaws of defeat. It was decided that under the present COVID 
restrictions, this would be the official House match tournament 
for 2020 and so the Cock House Trophy for 1st House was 
awarded to School House.

Without fixtures, the second half of term saw the launch of the 
Rugby Touch League (RTL) to fill the competitive void. Eight 
teams of a similar standard were selected in each age group and 
named after former Head Masters. The teams were player-led, 
which gave many boys the opportunity of leadership, teamwork 
and the chance to feel part of a team outside their House. Arnold, 
Rees and Rees won the F, E and Senior competitions respectively.
An afternoon of Aussie Rules Touch and Senior Football House 
matches also added an element of fun and competitiveness to 
the second half of term. Sheriff House were dominant in the 
Aussie Rules Touch, winning the F, E and Senior competitions, 
while Town won in the D Block. Town ended up winners of the 
Senior Football House matches after a closely contested 2-0 
victory over Cotton.

Although it was a sadly disrupted rugby season, the boys are 
to be congratulated for their positive attitude towards all the 
training and various competitions that took place. The coaches 
have been exceptional - adaptable, creative and energetic 
throughout. A huge thank you to them and the ground staff for 
helping to making this challenging term an extraordinary one.

MAB
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‘It was a year that will go down in 
the history books and thank you 
to all the XI girls for the positive 
way they approached their hockey 
and made the most of such a 
challenging term.’

‘Having this chance to play 
together as a team was one of the 

best parts of the entire season as 
the team bonded and it was clear 
how each individual brought their 

own strength and contributed to 
the overall team standard.’

GIRLS’ HOCKEY

Due to the COVID pandemic, the vast majority of girls’ hockey 
fixtures unfortunately had to be cancelled. Instead, the girls took 
part in training, House matches and inter-squad and inter-year 
group tournaments and matches. House competitions took on 
extra significance with Bradley coming out victorious in the F and 
D Block, while Southfield won the E Block and Stanley won the 
Senior (1st House) competition. Great credit must go to the girls 
and staff for their effort, enthusiasm and creativity in making the 
most of a challenging term for all involved. 

Just before half-term, there was an opportunity for some inter-
school competitive hockey against Stowe. In the block fixture, 
Rugby won 7, drew 1 and lost 2 of the ten matches played with 
approximately 45 F Block girls able to make their sporting debuts 
for the school. Reports from these matches are included below.

JMS

XI
P2  W1  D0  L1
 
We coaches often wish we had more training time with the 
players in a busy, one-term-only sport. I can safely say that 
this was not the case for the 2020 XI squad who, due to the 
pandemic, played only two fixtures all term. Firstly, we hosted 
Repton, the reigning National Champions, and, despite holding 
them to only a couple of goals in the first 30 minutes, the 
wheels fell off a little in the second half as fatigue and lack of 
match practice began to show. In the end, we succumbed 
to a heavy defeat despite player of the match performances 
by goalkeeper Nafisa Atta and centre back Izzy Barber. The 
following week the girls responded with a 2-0 win over Stowe. 
Both goals came from well-worked short corners scored by 
Shona McGuinness and Emma D’Angibau, while player of 
the match was Emma Sleeman, who was at the heart of so 
much of the team’s good play from her deep-lying position in 
central midfield. It was a brilliant team performance and such a 
shame that the girls did not get the chance to experience more 
moments like this as the national lockdown after Christmas 
meant all planned inter-school and cup fixtures were cancelled 
and replaced by House matches and inter-squad tournaments 
in the final few weeks of term.

The girls were led this season by Alice Jackson, playing in the 
XI for the third year in a row. Alice’s silky skills in midfield, her 
passion for hockey and her voracious work ethic in training had 
a far-reaching effect on the whole squad, who followed in their 
Captain’s footsteps and gave everything in training and in extra 
1:1 training sessions to develop their skills and make the most of 
the situation they found themselves in. I would like to personally 
thank Alice for her five years of outstanding service to Rugby 
School hockey. 

Emma D’Angibau, along with Alice, was the team’s outstanding 
player, playing at full back. Her tenacity and athleticism were 
matched this year by her reading of the game and confidence 
on the ball. The Griffin quartet of Jackson, D’Angibau, Shona 
McGuinness and Iona Grahame were the real heartbeat and 
spine of this year’s team, while Vice-Captain Honor Richards as 
well as Lulu Hamwee, Caoimhe Tobin, Emma Sweeting, Jeanie 
Falconer and Izzy Barber all established themselves in the XI after 
mainly playing for the 2nds in their LXX year. I thank all the XX 
for being such brilliant role models this year and hope that they 
continue with their hockey at university and beyond. Looking to 
the future, with the likes of Emma Sleeman and Lucy Gribben 
(midfield), Eliza Bruce-Jones (defence), Jemima Barlow and Esther 

Barter (forwards) and Nafisa Atta (goalkeeper) still around next 
year, there is plenty to look forward to. The fact that the vast 
majority of the squad were from the XX leaves others with a 
great opportunity to fill these gaps next year. For both Mr Tester 
and me the girls were a pleasure to coach. It was a year that will 
go down in the history books and thank you to all the XI girls for 
the positive way they approached their hockey and made the 
most of such a challenging term.

JMS

XXII
P1  W1  D0  L0

The term started in an unusual fashion, with strict rules around 
training procedures to ensure that the sessions remained COVID 
safe. In addition, there was no possibility of fixtures in the early 
weeks of term. However, to the girls’ credit, they trained very well 
indeed, working both on their fitness and on their hockey skills. 
Therefore, it was with great anticipation that we approached 
the first fixture of term, against Stowe on Saturday 10 October. 
The girls were a little ‘match rusty’ and Stowe provided a very 
competitive opposition, such that the result was in the balance for 
much of the game. However, Rugby’s perseverance paid off with 
two goals in the closing stages to see off Stowe’s gutsy challenge 
with a 4-2 victory. The match was played in a great spirit and 
everyone was delighted to have participated in a competitive 
fixture. Unfortunately, it turned out to be the only fixture of the 
season. However, the girls remained enthusiastic in training and 
their skills certainly improved over the course of the term. They 
also played some great hockey in the intra-club competition 
during the second half of term. We were sad to say farewell, in a 
hockey sense, to a number of the XX, who have given tremendous 
service to Rugby School hockey over their time at the School. We 
hope that they continue to play hockey in the coming years. For 
the LXX who remain, we look forward to seeing many of them 
fighting for places in the 1st XI in what we all hope will be a more 
normal season next year.

PKB/EAR

3rd XI

The 3rd XI had a massively rewarding and enjoyable  
season despite the many obstacles COVID caused throughout 
the Advent Term. The team were lucky enough to play one 
match, but the season was still full of fun, hard work and 
development and it is clear the 3rd XI have hugely improved  
as hockey players. 

A highlight for the entire team was being able to play the 
match against Stowe towards the start of the term and posting 
a victory of 7-1. Having this chance to play together as a team 
was one of the best parts of the entire season as the team 
bonded and it was clear how each individual brought their 
own strength and contributed to the overall team standard. 
The match proved how strong the defensive line was, with a 
special mention to Meg Wells for leading, to Rebecca Cooper, 
Mimi Merritt, Anna Kelly and Hope Stoney, whose almost 
unbreakable defence only conceded one goal. The forward 
line, made up of Captain Louisa Hearne, Millie Freear and Bibi 
Parker, led the team invincibly and set a great example, scoring 
textbook goals that would have surely led to an unbeaten 
season if they had had the chance for more matches. 

During training the 3rd XI never saw a boring moment, with 
Mr Shepherd and Miss Burrows constantly coming up with 
new drills introducing new skills that each player benefitted 

from. This included mixing it up with some football every now 
and then to develop and improve footwork skills. Being highly 
determined and enthusiastic, the whole team thoroughly 
enjoyed these sessions despite the fact that most of the players 
were slightly incapable. Tuesday training session was the 
dreaded fitness day and no one was shy about expressing their 
dislike of it, but countless runs later it became clear to the entire 
team that cardiac had improved and the midfield, made up of 
Lily Brown, Lily King, Heath Rosselli, Amelia Wilson and Iona 
Rathbone, would have been running circles around any other 
team. Overall the 3rd XI had a brilliant season in which they 
were pushed hard but always persevered and had a lot of fun.

LDS/HVAB

U16A
P1  W0  D1  L0

It was certainly a very strange term for us in the hockey  
arena. Having been very excited for a pre-season, which  
never happened, and then excited for the build-up to getting  
at least a half term’s worth of competitive fixtures, which  
never happened, we tried to move forward, improve our skills 
and make progress in game sense and understanding patterns 
of play.

Our one inter-school fixture came just before Exeat, when we 
travelled to Stowe. This was a highly anticipated fixture, as the 
girls had lost by a single goal at both U14 and U15 level and 
we were aiming to turn things around. The game started in a 
scrappy fashion, as often in a first fixture of the season, and, 
whilst our passing improved over the course of the game, our 
finishing left a little to be desired! We created several good 
chances and defended very well as a team, which meant we 
felt that we were on top throughout the game. However, it 
was Stowe that scored first, with a textbook finish that beat our 
“on loan” goalkeeper Elisabeth by its precision. The team were 
undeterred, though, indeed spurred on to play better, faster, 
more precise hockey, playing with great attacking flow and 

superb defensive shape. We left it late to find our equaliser – 
with a wonderful through-ball to Clover, who was high on the 
shoulder of the last defender at the top of the D. Clover moved 
the ball left, then right, and found the most fantastic finish, 
to beat the goalie in the top right corner and equalise. Not 
satisfied with this, the girls continued to push for the winner 
that they deserved, but alas there was not enough time to find 
it and the game finished a 1-1 draw.

With the national lockdown following soon after the Exeat,  
we were not able to play any more competitive matches  
against other schools, so played a mix of House matches,  
intra-squad matches, and some exciting inventions of 11-a-side 
and 6-a-side games to continue to develop our skills. The girls 
were a pleasure to coach and they will make fantastic senior 
hockey players.

RD

U16B 
P1  W1  D0  L0

It is always great to see so many enthusiastic girls continue to 
play hockey in the D Block. This bunch had plenty to offer, both 
in terms of hockey skill but also bringing a sense of fun to each 
practice. Playing hockey in a term where fixtures were limited 
could have proved tricky but the girls continued to enjoy their 
training sessions and to develop their skills in preparation for the 
senior teams next year. Indeed, the U16B were lucky enough 
to get in one fixture this term and they put in an impressive 
performance against Stowe to win 4-2 and thus secure an 
unbeaten season. Particular praise should go to Bea Grieg who 
was drawn out of the hat to play as goalkeeper and actually 
secured Player of the Match. Our thanks go to the girls for their 
continued efforts and focus and we wish them all the best as they 
progress into the senior teams next year.

AA/KH

‘The girls were a pleasure to coach 
and they will make fantastic senior  
hockey players.’

‘Being highly determined  
and enthusiastic, the whole team 

thoroughly enjoyed these sessions.’
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U15A
P1  W1  D0  L0

What potential! This year’s U15A squad were undoubtedly one of 
the most exciting groups of hockey players to work with and so 
it was a delight to be asked to join the coaching team. There was 
the additional delight of seeing the girls back at Rugby after the 
first lockdown and being able to train and play on Hillbrow albeit 
with certain COVID restrictions. Technically each player had a level 
of skill befitting a senior player and part of the reason for their 
development was their hunger to improve. 

The main objective for the season was to improve the team’s 
approach to training. This was certainly achieved and in great part 
through the situation thrust upon us. The team committed to 
their technical sessions with the same intensity as to their strength 
and conditioning sessions and started to display a champion 
mind-set in each training session. Our season’s stats were COVID-
driven and we were, of course, unbeaten! We were delighted 
to be able to play one fixture, which was away at Stowe. For a 
highly competitive team this was their highlight. The 5–1 victory 
summed up the match with strong leadership both on and off the 
pitch shown by Ffion Purviss. 

Despite the frustration of not playing more fixtures, one 
advantage of COVID was that these girls focused more intensely 
on the technical and tactical elements of their game. Their next 
season as the U16A XI will be ameliorated by this intense period 
of development and they have time to bring home the silverware! 
This season’s U15A squad certainly was a vintage crop. I look 
forward to watching them return to a competitive season soon 
and wish each player well in their hockey careers. 

LMH

U15B
P1  W1  D0  L0

Five weeks of training under the new COVID protocols and the 
U15B team were ready to play their one match of the season 
against Stowe. They set off on two buses that allowed them 
more space than a premiership football team and arrived at the 
beautiful venue of Stowe. The game started very even and the 
ball remained in the middle of the pitch, until the U15B regained 
their confidence in holding a structure with width and height. Nia 
Sutton (Captain) was instrumental in her pursuit to gain possession 
and delivered the ball to the forwards Ella Pryke, Jemima Turner 
and Katrina Rosin. Nia worked relentlessly throughout the game 
showing no desire to slow down or give Stowe any breathing 
space to play fluid hockey. Ella Pryke proved vital in her composed 
ball skills that eliminated many of Stowe’s defence. She linked 
up well with Jemima Turner and Katrina Roisin to give us many 
chances on goal. Zoe Mann and Alex Ramsey were strong in 
defence and limited the amount of balls Stowe were able to shoot 
at goal. However, when they did, goalkeeper Kate Sale’s reactions 
frustrated any chance they had to score. Players’ Player was 
Athena Heeley, Coaches’ Player was Nia Sutton and the final score, 
fittingly, 5-0.

DLS

U14A
P1  W0  D0  L1

The U14A girls’ hockey team showed resilience and 
perseverance in what was a very different term of hockey.  
Due to COVID restrictions, they were only able to play one 
external competitive match, against Stowe, which came four 
weeks into term and was the first experience of 11-a-side 
hockey for many of the girls. The game started slowly and 
Rugby took the first half to find their feet and get to grips with 
the bigger pitch size. By half time, we were 4-0 down, but 
we showed excellent determination in the second half and 
significantly improved our performance. The second half saw a 
much more even-sided match with many opportunities for both 
sides. However, Stowe came away with an eventual 6-0 win. 
The match was a valuable learning experience for the team who 
had not played together before. Stand-out players included 
Holly Griffin, Laura Mossop and Jane Sigobodhla who defended 
tenaciously and showed good composure in possession of 
the ball. For the remainder of the term, the girls worked hard 
to improve their technical skills and tactical awareness. The 
extended period of training gave them additional time to 
master some advanced skills, such as reverse stick hitting and 
3D skills, which many of the team became confident to perform 
under pressure. Congratulations to all of the girls for their 
efforts in this challenging time.

EMW

U14B
P1  W1  D0  L0

With only one match played over the course of the term, this 
was certainly a unique hockey season for the U14B team. The 
match against Stowe was closely fought and Rugby came away 
with a well-deserved 1-0 win, resulting in an unbeaten season. 
Francesca Penman captained the team with enthusiasm and 
particular mention must also go to Cecily Harley for her first 
performance in goal, as well as to Lila Hoosenally for scoring the 
winning goal. In spite of the lack of matches, the girls worked 
hard in training sessions and made real progress over the term. I 
am sure the team looks forward to the next hockey season which 
will hopefully bring more wins! 

JH

NETBALL

In this year like no other, very little netball 
was played. We started optimistically with 
pre-season training through the Advent 
Term, but this was short-lived, with remote 
sessions taking place through the Lent 
Term. Thank you to all the students who 
took part in the online netball sessions 
and for the support from Miss Lowles 
and Miss Cross who helped make these 
sessions as fun and engaging as possible. 
With restrictions easing slightly in the 
Trinity Term, we were able to arrange some 
friendly fixtures against King’s High, Trent 
and Repton, principally for the XX leavers 
to play their last fixtures for the School. 

AC
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BOYS’ CRICKET

XI 
P13  W7  D1  L5

“Yesterday is not ours to recover, but tomorrow’s is ours to win or 
lose.” (Lyndon B Johnson)

The last two years have certainly been a challenge. Who would 
have thought in 2019 that the world would change so much, that 
teaching and coaching would be done for the best part of a year 
and a half online, and that we would be now used to having a 
pandemic in our lives? The question of a new normal was played 
out by Boris Johnson right at the start of our first lockdown, and 
we wondered at one point when normal sport would occur again. 
Luckily, for Rugby’s cricketers, this resumed earlier than the other 
sports, albeit with a new normal of hand sanitisations every six 
overs, no use of changing rooms (even when it was cold enough 
to wear gloves), and even finer rulings such as the banning of 
using saliva to shine the cricket ball. Indeed, cricket became, in the 
summer of 2021, an illuminated example of what was going on in 
society, and, in many ways, the XI’s season showed how important 
it was, and is, to focus forwards rather than backwards.

The first game of the season included a squad of 18 players, 
many of whom had not played a season of cricket, or, indeed, 
competitive sport, for two years. No one knew what to expect. 
However, the anticipation was high for the whole School, as 
they bundled around NBS to watch live sport being played at 
the School once again. Wins against Rugby CC and The Meteors 
created an excitement for the season, but there were underlying 
concerns appearing early. Challenges for the players were how to 
deal with not being selected, how to cope with not having the 
role in the team that they would like, and, more overtly, how to 
manage their own expectation of performance. The following 

results against St Edward’s Oxford and the MCC brought many of 
these questions to the fore and challenged staff and students alike 
to look forward to the processes rather than look back at mistakes. 

After the MCC match the squad started to regroup. Bowlers 
worked hard at adjusting their lines and lengths, batters worked 
tirelessly in the nets to regain confidence in the way they were 
hitting the ball and fielding work was undertaken in sessions. The 
players kept the coaches out for hours on end, catching more and 
more balls, and the work put in was gradually materialising into 
results on the pitch. A winning draw against Cheltenham College 
and a win against Uppingham created momentum, and the likes 
of Price and Bethell were starting to flow with runs, whilst Fowler 
and Joel Jacob, supported by Bethell, were looking increasingly 
dangerous with the ball. Emphasis was placed on batting and 
fielding with intent, a word which intrinsically meant that the team 
started to look forward more and more, and, after a tough loss 
to Shrewsbury, where different circumstances meant that we had 
fewer players to choose from, a run of fine wins against Stamford, 
Harrow and Leicestershire CCC U17s led us to the finale of the 
season against a Marlborough side who were also facing tough 
selection issues due to the rise and fall of COVID throughout the 
summer. Alongside this, the U17 team were flying through in the 
national cup, with Eddie King leading from behind the stump, 
and Jacob Bethell producing some remarkable displays alongside 
a young team, and beating some excellent sides such as Trent, 
King’s School, Worcester and Worksop College.

Jacob’s influence on school cricket was really starting to be seen. 
An incredible athlete, and a hardworking, driven trainer, Jacob 
always gave his best for the side during this season. The difficulty 
of managing a professional career and an academic career, and 
thriving on the pressures of both, cannot be estimated by many, 
mainly because not many have been able to reach these heights. 
Yet Jacob’s performance, alongside the many talented young 
players we had, showed how forward thinking and intent to be 

positive can lead to special moments. The leaving XX, Archie 
Gibbs (who also had to come back from a knee injury), Oscar 
Phillips (who over his years at Rugby School grew, both literally 
and metaphorically, into an absolute leader) and Alex Watson, 
who stood out by his work rate and empathetic care of all around 
him, also epitomised this spirit and drive. Indeed, the whole side 
showed all of the positives that the world needed (and needs) to 
focus on the future.

And so to Marlborough, the match which many of the squad 
focus on as being the end point of the season. It is difficult to 
chart how destructive Jacob Bethell’s 202 was in the first innings, 
but suffice it to say the Executive Head Master was sensible to 
move his car after the tenth six narrowly missed his bonnet. 
To bowl a team out twice in two innings showed a collective 
team effort in the field, and it was wonderful to see Tom 
Hortop getting back to his best alongside the bowling group 
of Fowler (who was by now bowling seriously quick), Price, Joel 
Jacob, Bethell and Gabe Downes. The shining point against 
Marlborough, however, was just watching, at the end of day one, 
two teams sit chatting together, before playing soccer together, 
and enjoying the fact that, collectively, they had moved forward, 
together, from such a difficult time in history. 

The historic win was made sweeter by its being Alex Thomson’s 
final game as MiC of cricket. A great man, Alex gave so much 
to the cricket at Rugby School, and it was delightful to toast the 
season with him afterwards. We value Alex’s contribution to School 
cricket greatly and wish him all the best in his new role in Oxford. 
A big thank you must also go to the ground staff, catering staff and 
all coaching staff of Rugby School cricket. The work that went into 
helping the youngsters move forward was undeniable, and they, 
and we, are thankful for this. Michael Powell’s work as Director of 
Cricket has pushed the sport forward, with 27 players now playing 
for counties and more young players than ever wanting to take 
part in cricket at all levels, both boys and girls.

Lyndon B Johnson spoke of tomorrow being ours to win or lose. 
For the XI cricketers in the squad, and anyone who represented the 
side, it was not the winning or losing of matches that made this 
season so wonderful, but the winning psychologically, socially, and 
emotionally against circumstances that have been very tough. Now 
onwards to the coming years! Standing still is moving backwards!

NJCT

XXII 
P5  W3  D0  L2

Having missed a season of cricket for obvious reasons, the XXII 
approached the 2021 season with great enthusiasm. Many 
players had been training over winter and working well with the 
XI. During the season, players joined us, players left us, but all 
gave it their best when representing the XXII. Our first match 
was always going to be a tough start, against the formidable St 
Edward’s Oxford. It resulted in a loss by 82 runs, but there were 
some decent contributions with the bat from specialist first team 
fielder, Fred Thame, Luca ‘the wall’ Cinquini-Steel and Max ‘de 
Grandhomme’ Conway. A period of terrible weather meant that 
matches against Trent College and Cheltenham College were 
cancelled. Therefore, it was a month between fixtures and next up 
a T20 versus local(ish) rivals Stowe. A fine 67 from Dom ‘no knee’ 
Ritchie and a superb spell of leg-spin bowling from Praan ‘Warney’ 
Moodley meant a convincing win by 28 runs. 

After half-term we had another convincing win, against 
Uppingham. Restrictive opening spells of bowling from Harry Hess 
and Tom Hortop, both with first team experience, set up another 

very convincing win by seven wickets, Dom Ritchie finishing 
things off with another half-century. Weather got the better of 
the Oundle fixture, which left only two, Shrewsbury and Harrow. 
Shrewsbury were rather ruthless, beating us convincingly by 47 
runs in a T2O fixture. However, the XXII were back to their best 
in a long away day fixture at Harrow. A quick fire 17 off not many 
from Alex Watson and a 47 from the ever-reliable Dom Ritchie 
set up a decent total of 150 runs. Wickets were shared amongst 
Gimlette, Shingles, Vaughan, Cade and Conway (his first wicket 
since F Block!): a win by five wickets to seal off a very enjoyable 
season indeed. My thanks go to all of the players who approached 
the season with such excellent spirits and to Mr Shepherd, the 
ever-dependent co-coach.

SPR

3rd XI
P4  W1  D0  L3

The mighty 3rd XI struggled this season in the rankings. Often in 
cricket the stats do not lie, but in this case there is more than meets 
the eye. 28 players turned out in just four matches spreading the 
joy of experiencing cricket far and wide through the student body. 
The season started with a challenging fixture against St Edward’s, 
known for their cricketing prowess, and despite keeping them to 
163, which seemed like a target that could be chased down, the 
team discovered the weakness that would plague them for the 
rest of the games to come: we cannot bat. Nearly a year away 
from the wicket, and torrential rain during training, had reduced 
batting practice to indoor and astro nets, meaning an early grass 
wicket posed all sorts of challenges. Despite scores of 22 from Chris 
Hutchinson and 30 from Ted Pryke we fell for just 89 all out. Chris 
and Ted would leave the 3rds for the 2nd XI in due course, adding 
to our batting woes. Despite this it was clear that our bowling 
attack was pretty deadly, keeping a very able Stowe side to just 81 
runs all out. Guy Wilson took four wickets for just 14 runs and as a 
team we only gave away 12 extras - a phenomenal effort from the 
bowling attack and in the field and something that would become 
a hallmark of the team in future games. 

The tide turned against Uppingham, who won by just 10 runs, but 
a new belief was ignited in the team and some stalwart batting 
from Felix Jameson-Evans (25) and Will Barton (21) nearly snatched 
us our first victory and the boys were hungry for more. Harrow, 
our final game of the season, posed the hardest challenge to date 
and our opponents were rightly confident - even more so when 
we posted only 94 runs, the majority coming from Luke Heseltine 
(27) and his Kilbracken partner Alex Cartwright (14). The bowling 
attack that followed, however, was one for the ages. Again only 
12 extras were given away and wickets spread across the bowling 
attack. Max Broad (2 for 17) and Angus Hill Trevor (3 for 17) were 
standouts in their consistency. XX returnees in the form of Will 
Browne and Nathan Fuentes-Grant added a steely edge as we 
approached the death overs and ran out winners by just seven runs. 

To see the improvement in this team was wonderful and they 
were a genuine joy to spend a few hot sunny afternoons with. 
Top batsmen were Ted Pryke (49 off 27) and Felix Jameson-Evans 
(31 off 31). But our bowling was where the true gold lay. Alex 
Cartwright was outstanding and the only player to play in every 
single game, taking 6 wickets for 62 runs from 11 overs. Jack 
Paybody also put in strong performances across the season taking 
4 wickets for 42 runs and 2 maiden overs. The final game of the 
season will live long in the memory and it was a fitting end for the 
XX who leave us for pastures new. 

RJG
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U15A
P8  W5  D0  L3

After the 2020 season was wiped out due to the COVID 
pandemic, it was a long time coming for this exciting, talented 
group of E Block boys to make their cricket debuts for the 
School. However, to their credit, they did everything they could 
to be ready, with many of them spending hours in winter nets 
as well as hours honing their skills in their gardens or living-
rooms during two lockdowns. In the end, the season was 
rain-affected, especially in May, but at least they played lots of 
cricket and the results were impressive too.

Highlight of the season was reaching the County T20 final. A 
comfortable early win over Bablake was followed by another 
win over Warwick with both victories based on batting first 
and posting a competitive score through building partnerships 
and astute running between the wickets. This was followed up 
by pressure exerted through accurate spin bowling and good 
fielding. In the final against KES Birmingham, it was the first 
time we had to chase and their total of 161 was just a little 
too many despite another good batting performance. With 
hindsight, it was giving away too many extras with the ball and 
being a little too attacking with our fielding positions that made 
the difference between two excellent teams. In the Saturday 
fixtures, the only other defeats of the season came when an 
opposition opening batsman scored a century against us. This 
happened in the opening game against Teddies and the final 
game against Harrow. Otherwise the boys recorded impressive 
victories over Stowe, Uppingham and Malvern. 

Player of the season went to Ed Maclean who recorded two 
half centuries and one score of 46 in his seven innings. Ed was 
a destructive opening batsman who hit some eye-catching 
boundaries all season, none more so than the straight six that 
landed on the Near Turf astro in the Stowe match! His running 
between the wickets in combination with fellow opener, Ben 
Merritt, regularly got the team off to an excellent start. An 
honourable mention for player of the season also goes to left 
arm spinner, Henry Pigott, who opened the bowling in the cup 
games, picking up vital wickets and controlling the run rate. He 
also showed potential with the bat when given an opportunity. 
Henry was one of three players to be given his XI debut this 
season along with Ed Maclean and Joel Jacob (who played the 
entire season but captained the U15s in the cup games). 

With only eight games all term, five of which were T20s, 
consistent opportunities for some players were hard to come 
by, but all the squad had games that showed what they were 
capable of. Alfie Cockburn picked up 4-28 against Teddies and 
hit a destructive cameo at the end of the County final. George 

Liversidge and Luke Swinfen put on 123 for the fourth wicket 
to win us the game against Uppingham. Kit Sharkey, a left arm 
seamer, consistently picked up wickets, finishing as top wicket 
taker. Ollie Brown was outstanding as wicket keeper, especially 
impressive when standing up to the seam bowlers. Oscar Briggs 
and Jon Watson, two hugely talented all rounders, both had 
seasons decimated by injury but came back in the last couple 
of games to show what they could do. Both should push for XI 
selection next year. 

Rugby School cricket has a lot of talented boys coming 
through, many of whom play County age group cricket  
already and I am excited by what they can achieve over the 
next three years. It was a pleasure to coach a group of boys 
who were so eager to learn and who wanted to maximise each 
training session. Finally, a big thank you to the inspirational Mr 
Tester for his coaching expertise both during the season and 
during lockdown. Also a big thank you to Mr Day for umpiring 
many of the matches and providing the pizza prizes for our 
training games!

JMS

U15B 
P5  W3  D0  L2 

The U15B team were thrilled to be back representing the  
School in competitive sport. 15 players represented the team 
this season with all players getting the opportunity to bat. One 
of our most notable victories came against Uppingham where 
we won by eight wickets thanks to an outstanding batting 
display from Marcus Law and Rufus Pearce. Other strong 
performances came against Stowe and Malvern, where we 
won by 104 runs and which included two wickets from U15C 
captain, Laurie Guard, and an impressive batting display from 
Jon Watson and Marcus Law. Over the course of the season, 
Marcus Law scored 95 runs from 93 deliveries. Edgar Coates 
made a strong batting display against Stowe and scored 56 
runs throughout the season. Monty Hinde developed into a 
classy all-rounder giving Harrow a few nervous moments in the 
earlier stages of the final game of the season and he certainly 
deserved his call-up to the A team. Charles Harlow captained 
the side well, bowling consistently and batting with precision 
to find gaps in the field. Arthur Milligan’s bowling is still giving 
nightmares to opposition batsmen. He took seven wickets for 
52 runs and will be a real prospect for the future. Whilst Finlay 
McPherson’s batting opportunities were limited, he bowled 
consistently and took some key wickets - five for 35 runs off 
nine overs. Ultimately this group have an abundance of physical 
ability and their attitude was fantastic, making them a joy to 

work with. Many thanks to the parents who supported their 
children and I look forward to watching the boys perform in the 
senior teams in years to come. 

HCC

U15C
P2  W0  D0  L2 

The U15 C team had an exciting season, albeit short due to rain 
cancellations, with some outstanding individual performances. 
Their first match was played against St Edward’s, and the close 
contest featured an excellent innings from Jovan Cheema and 
some superb bowling from Hugh Salvesen. This intense game 
came down to the last over, where sadly St Edward’s just edged 
out on top. Following this, a mixed fixture was played between 
the U14 and U15C teams, which saw Soh Sasame and Laurie 
Guard scoring 48* and 49 respectively, with Captain Laurie 
Guard agonisingly running himself out just before reaching his 
half century. Finally, the team played a 20 over match against a 
very strong Harrow team, who bowled out Rugby for a mere 33. 
A special mention goes to Hugo Shippey who scored a valiant 
12, taking his chances against some high-level bowling, but 
Rugby failed to defend their score and Harrow knocked down 
the runs fairly quickly. The U15Cs enjoyed the season, developed 
their fielding and cricket knowledge and would no doubt have 
progressed further with more matches.

MEF

U14A
P8  W4  D1  L3

Runners-up medals in the final of the Warwickshire County Cup 
shouldn’t take the gloss off what was an excellent season for the 
U14A side. Wins against Harrow, Uppingham, Cheltenham (twice) 
and Teddies, alongside an exciting, rain-soaked tie against Stowe 
provided numerous success stories amongst the squad. Even 
in defeats by Malvern, Radley and in the cup final against KES 
Birmingham, the games were always competitive. 

The class act in the side was undoubtedly wicket-keeper/ batsman 
Oli Dandy. Averaging just short of three figures, including a quite 
brilliant 134 against Uppingham, Oli led the side in runs with over 
500 over the season. Standing up at the stumps to just about 
everyone, he was equally exceptional. He is a serious talent with 
a bright future. This was far from a one-man team though. In 
Gabriel Downes and James Conway the side had two triple-threat 
players capable of winning games on their own. Excellent in the 
field and with half-centuries to their names, with pace and wrist-
spin respectively, they both frequently put in big performances. 
Gabriel’s elevation to the XI surprised nobody. Most Improved 
Player awards went to Tommy Wright and Oscar Wade. Tommy’s 
new-ball spells always seemed to pin back the opposition with 
nagging accuracy and he was possibly our most reliable bowler. 
Oscar came late to the side but quickly showed what the selectors 
had initially missed: a simple but hugely effective technique and a 
consistent run-scorer. Few will forget the shot of the season with 
his straight drive off a Harrow pace bowler that disappeared on to 
the astro! 

Another who could hit a long ball was Jamie Cowan, though 
his seam bowling regularly took wickets, including five against 
Cheltenham College. Charlotte Hull, once back to full fitness for 
the second half of the season, proved an invaluable addition to 
the side and her County experience and skills were particularly 
impressive during the cup run, as well as restricting Harrow 

to an under-par score. To have had her in the side all season 
alongside the excellent batting of Ffion Purvis would have been 
a real bonus. Ffion’s accomplished innings against both Stowe 
and Cheltenham gave our batting line-up additional steel. The 
leg-spin duo of Albert Cornell and Hal Chessell didn’t quite get 
the number of overs they would have liked, but both developed 
their skills tremendously over the course of the season. Oliver 
Bell and Joe Parker were two more ever-presents in the side: two 
all-rounders who were super team-players and, whilst they might 
not have amassed the amount of runs and wickets they would 
have liked this season, the way they play and train, you can bet 
they will go further up the School. 

Many thanks to all those who represented the U14As. They were 
a pleasure to coach and quality people to be around at matches 
and in training. Most definitely a side to watch develop over the 
coming years.

SF

U14B 
P6  W3  D0  L3 

A great start to the season saw the U14B team beat St Edward’s 
by 10 runs and Malvern by 14 runs: a strong start to the season 
against two strong cricketing schools. Kyle Cullen, Luke Morshead 
and Luca Lowrie demonstrated their skills with bat or ball in two 
closely contested matches. Joe Parker and Harry Gallagher were 
also significant contributors throughout the season. In these 
matches the team amassed 123 and 148 runs respectively and 
defended their totals brilliantly with some excellent bowling that 
was well backed up in the field by Fred Shippey, Harry Gallagher 
and Luke Tuckey. 

The third and final victory of the season came against Stowe 
thanks to a brilliant bowling performance that reduced Stowe to 
48 all out. The team made light work of the target and knocked 
these off in rapid time for the loss of just three wickets. 

A narrow loss to Harrow ended a short but ultimately enjoyable 
season. A huge thanks to Mr Day who umpired the team 
throughout and to the outgoing Mr Lankfer who led the team 
superbly throughout. McNee, Quiviger, Thomson, Sodhi, Shaw, 
Patel and Chessell all played their part. This season more than 
made up for the loss of the 2020 summer and the team is eager 
and ready to go for the 2022 season. 

HJL

U14C 
P4  W1  D0  L3 

The season got off to a great start up on Springhill vs St Edward’s 
Oxford. After being set a reasonable target on a slow outfield, 
Kyle Cullen smashed 50* before retiring. The remaining runs were 
chased down for the loss of just one wicket. Unfortunately, this 
high was not reached again with heavy defeats to Cheltenham 
and Harrow to follow. Enterprising innings from Xander McNee 
demonstrated the resilience required to succeed at the sport but 
were not enough to make a meaningful impact on the result. The 
season also saw the debut of the exciting astro tape-ball format, 
which brought a narrow three-run loss to Stowe on Near Turf. All 
in all, a developmental season for the U14Cs who had missed the 
previous summer of cricket. 

AMB
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GIRLS’ CRICKET 

1st XI 
P10  W4  D0  L6 

U15 
P6  W4  D0  L2 

After a frustrating year when the summer of 2020 has been lost 
to the COVID pandemic, Rugby’s girls were delighted to be back 
playing team cricket. The growth of the game has since been 
excellent and Miss Collis has done a super job in galvanising 
interest and energising all the girls involved in the game. More 
than 45 girls represented the School during the year.

Ffion Purvis was the stand-out performer across the club, 
racking up over 250 runs in all competitions before she was 
even out once. The U15s had an excellent start to the year 
with wins v Bromsgrove, Malvern and St Katherine’s. Steiger, 
McCosh, Mohan, Pigott and Hull were all impressive in 
these victories. Backing up Ffion, who continued her batting 
dominance, the girls maintained their impressive run of 
victories, winning four from six. The development of some 
of the younger members was most impressive. Many got the 
chance to represent the U15 teams and the two senior teams, 
so the future of the girls’ game is looking positive.

The 1st XI team was led brilliantly by both Sharkey and Wilson and 
saw many U14/15/16 girls get their chance to experience senior 
Cricket. Wins against Shrewsbury, Oakham, Trent and Leicester 
Grammar were the highlights. There were excellent batting 
performances in all these victories from Purvis, Gianasso, Sleeman, 
Wilson, Pigott, Fagan, Godber and Merritt. The bowling was 
impressive throughout the season with Ison keeping wicket very 
well. Sharkey, Pigott and Wilson all took several wickets and were 
miserly in their control of line and length. 

A very close-run Marlborough match (13 run defeat) played in 
fantastic spirit on NBS (a historic first) finished off a really positive 
season for the senior teams. Many of the girls who represented 
the School will continue into the 2022 season. Vice-Captain Purvis 
scored her first County Hundred for Warwickshire in the summer 
and has been selected by the Bears EPP for the 2021-22 season. 
The girls playing in coloured clothing on a very picturesque OBS 
with the backdrop of Chapel will live long in the memory. The girls 
were a credit to Miss Collis and demonstrated just how far they 
have come in such a short space of time. Many are now hoping 
to follow in the footsteps of Maia Bouchier (G 12-17) who made 
her international debut for the England Women’s T20 team v New 
Zealand. Rugby is very much hoping that Maia’s achievements will 
inspire the next generation of Rugbeians to take up the game and 
pursue a professional career.

IVC 
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GIRLS’ TENNIS 

1st VI
P5  W4  L1

Having missed much of the winter training season, with the School 
closed due to the lockdown for most of the Lent Term, the girls got 
themselves back into School for the Trinity Term and started to look 
sharp straight away. The opening match against Stowe was won 
6-3, and this was rapidly followed by a win over Trent by the same 
scoreline. We then went to King’s High for the Midlands Schools 
tournament, offered some good performances and ultimately won 
a runners-up place in the B pair competition for Jemima Barlow and 
Harriet Anthony. We went on to meet Repton on a blustery and 
rainy day on which the opposition were the much stronger side, 
leaving us on the wrong end of a 2-7 scoreline. The girls bounced 
back with a second fixture against Trent, though, and were able to 
show how much progress had been made during the term with 
a fantastic 8-1 win. The season finished with an equally excellent 
performance against Cheltenham College in which Captain Emma 
Sweeting played a key role, winning all three rubbers. Sadly, the 
season-ending ISTA Championships had to be cancelled once again 
due to the pandemic, but the team were looking strong for this.

Congratulations to this fine group of young women who were a 
pleasure to coach and a joy to spend time with. The exciting part is 
that there are eight girls who represented the 1st VI at various times 
who will remain at Rugby for the 2022 season, so we are looking 
forward to some more exciting results.

RD

2nd VI 
P6  W4  L2 

The 2nds started the season very well with an 8-1 win against 
Stowe. Two of the pairs (Eliza and May-Ling, Iona and Lucy) had a 
very successful day, winning all three of their games. Subsequent 
to this, the squad faced strong opponents from both Trent and 
Repton. The game against Trent was extremely competitive and 
the girls very narrowly lost 4-5. The match against Repton was 
tough but despite the loss, two of the matches were taken to 

tie-breaks. The remainder of the season saw the girls secure three 
wins in a row against Trent College, Cheltenham College and 
Bromsgrove School. These last three wins are a testament to the 
progress they made throughout the season. The girls bought 
energy, fun and focus to each training session. With many of the 
LXX making up the pairings, I look forward to seeing them play 
next season and hope for the same level of success. 

HVAB

3rd VI
P4  W2  L2 

The 3rds trained very well throughout the season. With two wins 
against Stowe and Repton they started the tennis term very well. 
The girls played especially well against Repton with a 7-2 victory. 
The final two matches against St Edward’s and Cheltenham 
proved to be tough and the team were unable to secure an 
overall win. Nonetheless, there were some excellent performances 
from many individuals. The girls always arrived at each game 
and training session with enthusiasm and determination. A great 
season of tennis! 

KH/TM1

BOYS’ TENNIS
 

Seniors
1st VI P6  W5  L1
2nd VI   P6  W2  L4
3rds/U16A   P4  W2  L2
  
After a 20-month absence of competitive school tennis, 
on 24 April four senior teams hit the ground running with 
comprehensive victories over Bedford School. This was 
followed by tough matches against Warwick, St Edward’s, Eton, 
Cheltenham, Trent and Repton. In the VI, Victor Wiles and 
Albert Sitwell underlined their status as the strongest pair and 
remained undefeated throughout the season. The VI showed 
great grit and determination to come out on top in five of 
their six fixtures. The team’s togetherness was displayed in 
abundance against Repton, which included both singles and 
doubles. With only one match left on court, Captain Mathieu 
Evans battled through in a tie break in which he drew upon 
the support of his teammates. In what was no doubt one of 
the strongest sides in recent years, there was a great sense 
of disappointment when ISTA Championships at Eton were 
cancelled. Although a couple of boys missed this great event, 
there will be an even greater hunger to reach the latter stages 
of the competition next year. Well done to all 30 boys who 
represented the School in the senior fixtures, consistently 
playing at a high standard and showing a lovely desire to 
improve each week.

DRS

U14

With a limited number of fixtures this year and some tough 
opposition this was a challenging season for the U14s. The boys 
nevertheless stuck at it, played with a competitive spirit, and 
gave some creditable performances even if the results didn’t 
always go their way. A particularly enjoyable one-off match 
against Leicestershire Tennis Club was the highlight of the 
season with the boys having the opportunity to play singles and 
doubles against some talented young players. The boys enjoyed 
testing themselves against quality opposition and the match tea 
afterwards was splendid. With the arrival of the new Head of 
Racket Sports the boys will be looking to improve over the winter 
and come back stronger in 2022. 

MF
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ATHLETICS
 

After the absence of Athletics in Trinity 2020, we were 
delighted to see competitive fixtures back in action. Rugby 
School hosted the first fixture on 15 May at Pingles Leisure 
Centre in Nuneaton, the Rugby track being resurfaced. The 
boys’ team were placed 2nd overall and the girls’ team 
achieved a 3rd place finish. There were several individual 
victories on the track, with Dahiru Wada, Joshua Weru and 
Bella Parker either winning or finishing 2nd in both their 
events. Rugby was also well represented in the throwing 
events with strong performances from Leia Gonzalez-Lee, 
Oliver Nilsson and Joseph Gaffan.

We were fortunate to host another competition later in the term 
and the athletics team represented the School at several other 
competitive fixtures over the term. At the Meet on 22 May 
hosted by Bromsgrove, both the boys’ and girls’ teams came a 
respectful second. A special mention must go to the Senior and 
Intermediate boys who won their 4 x 100m relay event. In this 
event, notable individual performances were from Dara Falope, 
Danny Pinthanon and Caris Cripps, who won the two events 
they competed in. A particular mention also goes to Oliver 
Orme-Smith and Hayman Lai who were consistently successful 
in their events across all fixtures this term. 

A number of students were nominated to represent the county 
in the Warwickshire Schools Competition. Congratulations to 
Dara Falope, Dahiru Wada and Eleanor Newbould. 

SP

BASKETBALL 

This year’s team showed plenty of promise in September. New 
talent surfaced in the form of Festus Aboagye, Emmanuel Joseph 
and Ishaan Maker. Tom Sheldon also looked likely to step up to 
1st team level. With strong leadership from Oliver Nilsson and 
Gui Bobone Mendia De Castro, the team trained hard. Informal, 
internal matches were held to help maintain the intensity of 
sessions and the team was coming together well. Newer team 
members not only learned from and built on the fast breaks of 
Oliver Nilsson, but also contributed new ideas to the team. Festus 
Aboagye was particularly strong in attack and some of the shots 
made by Ishaan Maker were frighteningly impressive. It was a 
shame that the team did not get the chance to show off their 
strength against other schools, but we look forward to an even 
stronger season next year. 

WJU 

CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNING

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it was an unusual year in 
many contexts and not least in cross-country as we were 
not at School for the entire Lent Term season! That said we 
worked around the restrictions and limitations to put on both 
the major home events: the House Running Cup and the 
Crick and Barby Runs. 

This year the House Running Cup was held at the end of 
October at a time when many inter-school fixtures were not 
possible but the whole School could participate. Each House 
group set off in waves so there were plenty of mini-races within 

the overall race itself. There were also a few surprises, such as 
Eddie King winning the senior event and finishing the course 
one second faster than Daf Gimblett, despite Daf finishing first 
with a good gap ahead of the second finisher as he started 
in an earlier wave. Town House also had individual winners 
in the Junior (F Block) and Inter (E & D Block) events in the 
form of Ollie Bell and Henry Woodward respectively. With four 
finishers for the House inside the top seven and top six, Town 
House overwhelmingly won the overall event with 465 points 
to second place Sheriff who had 790 (lowest score wins). It 
was closer in the girls’ competitions, but again the day House, 
Southfield, was dominant in winning both of the Middle School 
competitions and winning overall with 720 points to second 
place Rupert Brooke who scored 799. Stanley won the senior 
girls’ competition and there was a good variety of Houses 
represented by individual winners, with Holly Griffin winning 
the Junior event for Tudor, Livi Williams winning the Inter event 
for Southfield and Alice Jackson the Senior event for Griffin.

The Crick and Barby runs were delayed from Lent Term and 
incorporated into the festivities in the last week of the year at the 
end of June. We were pleased to be able to host a more normal 
race with large waves of 30 setting off together so that students 
could compete against each other. Staff as usual set off together 
around ten minutes after the first wave in what was a competitive 
event in its own right. Due to the COVID-19 restrictions, we were 
unable to invite parents and Rugbeians to run in the event at 
School, although they were able to run a virtual version of the 
event. There was an excellent battle up the front of the Crick 
between Daf Gimblett and Ed Delville-Jones as Daf managed to 
keep ahead of Ed over the course to finish just seven seconds 
ahead. Alice Jackson comprehensively won the girls’ Crick, running 
a course record in the process. Alice’s time was 1:15:04 which is 
39 seconds faster than Ella Bromley’s previous record set on the 
course in 2016. Second place Lottie Short also ran a strong time 
of 1:19:00 which would usually be good enough to win the girls’ 
event and she finished inside the top ten overall in ninth place. 

There were no surprises among the staff winners with Andrew 
Siggers and Liz Robinson finishing first, but not for the first 
time. An impressive 38 staff ran with many races within the 
race itself. There was particularly good strength in depth 
displayed by staff with nine staff finishing within three 
minutes of each other around the 1 hour 20 minute mark and 
25 staff ran in under an hour and a half. 

Henry Woodward managed an impressive win in the Barby, 
running close to 40 minutes. Team-mate Ollie Bell was not far 
behind in second place and there may have been more Town 
House runners in the top five if Bede Teeton and Freddie 
Webb hadn’t been blocked by cows on a field just before 
Ashlawn School. Clover de Jonge won the girls’ Barby with 
Evalina Hills finishing a close second.

The Timed Run continued regularly in Advent and Trinity Terms. 
Henry Woodward recorded the fastest time of the year: 14:07 
(although his fastest time on the course is 14:02 which he ran 
in January 2020 and places him as the second-fastest student 
recorded in the past eight years). Other impressive performers 
were Ollie Bell (PB: 14:40), Ed Delville-Jones (PB: 14:45), Alice 
Jackson (PB: 16:39 and second equal fastest-ever time behind 
Clover de Jonge’s 15:28) and Lottie Short (PB: 17:37 which 
places her in the top 10 fastest girls’ times). School House won 
the House Competition in Advent with 35 points to second 
place Town who recorded 26. Town responded in Trinity with 
29 points to second place Dean who scored 13 points.

AJS

CYCLING 

I have been running cycling at Rugby for a number of years. 
Participants have ranged in standard from decent to ‘can just 
about manage five miles before collapsing’. Most ‘cyclists’ have 
been using my sessions to boost their performance in triathlons. 
This year saw a change with just one regular participant, but 
one who is extremely capable. Training rides averaged 30kph 
over distances up to 80km and the limiting factor was the 
ability of the staff member rather than the student.

Motivation for training is better when there is a purpose or a 
goal at the end of it. Boarding school life makes bike racing 
quite difficult but, fortunately, there was a series of mid-week 
time trials in and around Rugby that enabled regular efforts to 
be tested. Edward Delville-Jones took part in several of these 
races during the Trinity Term and proved to be extremely 
competitive. Racing against adults he featured among the 
fastest times each week. Even more impressive was the fact 
that he was competing on a standard road bike rather than 
on the highly specialised, technically superior time-trial bikes 
of his older opposition. In his first race, over ten miles, Edward 
went two minutes quicker than the organisers predicted. He 
has since completed that distance in a very impressive time 
of 22 minutes 30 seconds averaging 26.7mph. In his first 25-
mile event, he clocked 58.56 averaging 25.45mph: another 
excellent performance as beating the hour is a major target 
for most cyclists. His latest outing was probably his most 
impressive when he came second over a very hilly course 
based around Priors Marston and we shall look out for even 
more great results from him in future.

PAB

POLO

Despite limited access to the polo club in the first half of 
the Advent Term, the Rugby School polo players made the 
most of every second that COVID allowed them to ride. 
Unfortunately it did not last all term as the second lockdown 
in November again prevented students from attending the 
polo club, but they made use of other sporting opportunities 
at Rugby during this time. Each week they were able to 
attend their lessons, made their way into the arena and 
refined their riding skills to allow precision and balance 
during a match. There was also a real sense of purpose as 
they practised their mallet skills. Students at different levels 
either tweaked to perfection their shots or practised the basic 
formations as their competence grew.

A senior polo team was able to enter the Lagrima Trophy on 
7-8 November. Gui and Harrison joined their coach James 
to enter the four-goal tournament. Their first match, against 
Sworders, was a triumph and the students left victorious, 
making their way to the final. Their next match was against a 
team called Scandal Candy where they were not so fortunate 
in their goals but their spirits remained high. The team 
was awarded second place overall, which was an excellent 
triumph, especially considering the disruption to training.

PHO
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SAILING

Rugby sailing returned to Draycote Water in June more than 
20 sailors strong. This was the biggest squad we have had for 
a while, strengthened by a new F Block Wednesday activity in 
the Trinity term. COVID curtailed any chance of competing in 
2021, but the pandemic provided an opportunity to train up the 
new squad. We could only manage this with the professionalism 
of Olympic coach Steve Irish and the support of Mr Teeton 
and newcomer to the fleet, Mr Welch. The training was ably 
enhanced by Captain Lucas Marshall, Vice-Captain Max Fisher 
and Charlotte Mayhew, who gave up their free time to instruct 
the F and E Block. Lucas and Charlotte are qualified RYA dinghy 
sailing instructors. Arthur Shaw was outstanding as an expert 
helm and helped bring on the confidence levels of a number of 
new sailors. Sailing gives plenty of opportunities for leadership 
and we are developing this by working with Draycote to offer our 
seasoned mariners RYA dinghy instructor courses in the New Year.

Most remarkable developments were from novice mariners 
Nate Davies, Hamish Newton, Marilena Creaney and Ian Fong 
who all developed into confident crew and hardy helms. Violet 
Mayhew, Ella Pryke, Clara Griffiths, Ben Lees-Jones, Imogen 
Marshall, Oliver Rigby, Freddie Howard, Sophia MacLeod, Holly 
Griffin, Rachel Crane, Torin Wyndham-McCoy and Lucas Selby-
Jerrold built up their repertoire of team sailing tactics to a level 
where we could see a strong sailing squad in 2022. 

We celebrated the end of the season by presenting Lucas 
Marshall with a tankard for his outstanding contribution. He 
is the last member of our teams that scored a spectacular run 
of victories on the national schools sailing circuit, culminating 
in Rugby being crowned Youth National Team Racing 
Champions in 2019. 

Max Fisher (T)

SWIMMING

Unfortunately, due to the restrictions in place throughout 
the year only one fixture took place. A virtual match with 
Uppingham was held with each school swimming in their own 
pool and times being shared online. Uppingham were the 
eventual winners, but the small Rugby team recorded some 
excellent performances. Particular congratulations are due to 
the senior girls who drew their match. The team continued 
to train hard throughout the time we were able to do so and 
this was in large part due to the excellent example set by the 
senior swimmers.

BJR 
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PUSHCART RACE

Applying for a position as a ‘beak’ at Rugby was a big decision 
back in 1996 so I read as much as I could about the place in 
order (hopefully) to talk reasonably knowledgeably at interview. 
One story I discovered, probably in a book because the internet 
was pretty basic back then, was that in the late 18th and early 
19th centuries Dunchurch was the largest site of habitation in 
the area and all Rugby School post went to what is now the 
Dun Cow. Some resourceful boys built carts and raced across 
the fields to collect the post. The seed was sown.

On arriving at Rugby I was immediately drawn to a perfect 
race circuit - The Close - and my inner schoolboy thought it 
would be great fun to organise a competition between the 
Houses. Those who know me will instantly recognise the glee 
I exhibited in planning such a childish event. Then, as now, 
Houses were invited to build a cart to carry two people that 
could be propelled by two pushers. The first few events were 
actually two-hour races with all carts on the track at the same 
time. The winner was the House that completed the most laps. 
An advantageous position on the start grid came earlier in  
the day following a one-lap time-trial with the winners taking 
pole position. 

You can imagine the carnage in the main race. From the start, 
all carts converged on the first corner by the Chapel. Not 
everybody made it past this point and the leaders would often 
start their second lap amid the debris. Overtaking was difficult 
due to the nature of the narrow road. Watch the 1959 film 
Ben Hur to get the idea. In a nod to safety, the entire circuit 
was padded out with straw bales, causing a nightmare for the 
grounds staff, who spent the following days clearing straw from 
around the campus.

School was a different place in the late 90s with tacks on the 
track and other types of sabotage taking place throughout the 
race, often instigated by unscrupulous Housemasters. The Close 
took on a festival mood with enterprising pupils running BBQs 

and ice cream sales. Houses not in it to win it but to have fun 
taking part would dress up and enjoy the carnival.

It took several years before all Houses were brave enough to 
participate and by then the course would be a frenzy of activity. 
The two change zones were always crowded as many more 
pushers were needed for two hours. Teams of marshals became 
necessary to police the racers and count the laps. Controversy 
was never very far away and not all Hms agreed with the 
results. Kilbracken still have a Teddy Bear trophy that their 
Hm awarded them after failing to count as accurately as the 
judges. In the build-up to the event I would enjoy winding up 
the Houses by producing mock newspapers with racing odds 
and inflammatory stories. But, like all good things, the original 
format fell victim to the modern nanny state and, after an 
incident where one boy required stitches, the ‘race’ changed to 
the current time-trial set-up. Nevertheless, albeit slightly more 
sanitised, the race still enables the whole School to be involved 
in what remains a popular annual event. 

The original race was won by Sheriff. After two hours of racing 
they beat Kilbracken’s Porsche racing team entry by less than 
one lap. The winning distance is equivalent to travelling to 
Banbury from Rugby. In recent years the event has been 
dominated by SH who maintained a stranglehold on the cup 
for seven successive years. Sheriff, however, still holds the lap 
record of 2 minutes 15 seconds.

Push Cart 2020 was a somewhat different event, affected as 
it was by COVID restrictions, but it still went ahead in House 
bubbles, enabling Town to break SH’s winning streak and Griffin 
to regain the trophy for their cabinet after a few years’ absence.
Ben Welch will continue to ensure the smooth running of the 
School’s favourite event.

PAB



Phil Byrne (1996)

It is difficult to comment on Phil’s early 
years at Rugby School as there are not 
many of his contemporaries left standing. 
He remembers tutoring in at least six 
houses before arriving in Kilbracken, 
initially as the Assistant Housemaster. 
There is mention of a range of endeavours: 
a part in a staff performance of Chekhov, 
representing the Old Guard on the Close 
and even some musical interludes. All 
pursuits which seem to have fallen away 
as time marches on and our days become 
busier and busier.

One of his early contributions to school 
life was the introduction of the Push Cart 
Race, now an annual event and a firm 
favourite in the calendar. The early format 
of the race was considerably more chaotic 
than what we know today – so much so 
that when he invited Jeremy Clarkson to 
enter a Top Gear team, he was told that 
it wouldn’t meet their health & safety 
requirements. 

Phil has coached (okay, supervised) lots of 
different sports over the past quarter of a 
century. Many a GTA has marvelled at his 
drills during football training, seemingly 
designed to practise getting as muddy 
as possible. And he has served a long 
apprenticeship at the Athletics Track, 
finally achieving a level of skill where he 
can be trusted with a stopwatch in each 
hand. But his passion and talent has long 
been cycling, where he has led students 
and staff alike around the local country 
roads at a furious pace. It’s hard to put 
a figure on the miles ridden, the cups 
of coffee consumed or the motorists 
chastised on a rainy Thursday afternoon. 
Several young teachers have suffered 
because of their naive comment: ‘Oh yes, 
I do a bit of cycling.’ And Mrs Rosser will 
report having received more than one 
phone call from a panting Phil, informing 
her that he had lost a student cyclist. 
Fortunately never for too long. 

Like many others, Phil was drawn in 
by the recruiting posters promising 
worldwide travel, great mates and endless 
windsurfing. Unfortunately, the reality of 
the CCF turned out to be a little different. 
His talent for standing about in a damp 
field waiting for something to happen 
was eventually recognised and he was 
promoted to the role of Contingent 
Commander, where the job description 
mainly focused on translating the angry 
screams of the School Sergeant Major into 
a language the E Block could understand.

In 25 years Phil has been on a fair 
few school trips, but the highlight, 
unsurprisingly, has been the biennial Art 
& Design trip to New York. Taking place 
at the end of Advent Term, the six days 
in the Big Apple is not only a rigorous 
exposure to the creative landscape, 
it’s also a physical challenge, with 
many miles covered on the sidewalks, 
subways and gallery floors. Many a 
student has arrived at the Guggenheim 
sweaty and exhausted, having chased 
Phil across Central Park at a furious 
pace. His approach to trip planning is 
to keep the students busy and to fit 
in as much possible. Those who have 
attended the trips will all have their 
favourite memories, be it standing at the 
top of the Empire State Building in the 
darkness, or ice-skating in falling snow. 
Phil will remember the heart-stopping 
moment when he realised he had only 
booked four nights in the hotel – for 
a five-night trip. Or the day spent in a 
NYPD Precinct with a young lady who 
had lost her handbag. And, just maybe, 
he’ll remember the Virgin Atlantic 
captain announcing his name, the flight 
attendant presenting him with the bottle 
of champagne and the gracious cheers of 
the 50 Rugbeians who filled the aircraft 
for some time afterwards. 

Like all teachers, despite the fun and 
games of co-curricular life, his main focus 
has always been the classroom. Or in Phil’s 
case, the workshop. Having been Head of 
Design for well over 20 years, he has had 
time to make a couple of things along the 
way. Not enough time, though, it would 
seem, as some of the half-finished projects 
he brought with him to the School in 
1996 will be leaving with him in 2021, no 
closer to completion. 

Most of Phil’s students will remember 
him for one of two things: either an 
apparent lack of patience or a seemingly 
inexhaustible supply of advice, knowledge 
and kindness. Those in the FB who 
have arrived at his lesson without their 
prep will speak of their trepidation on 
announcing their mistake, the swift and 
complete chastening they received and 
their decision to keep very quiet for the 
rest of the lesson. Those who make it to 
the XX will know that once they have 
weathered the storm aroused by yet 
another silly mistake, the waters will calm 
and patience, empathy and an obvious 
desire for you to succeed will return. The 
young teachers might seem more cuddly 
and approachable; it’s the old bloke who 
knows what he’s doing.

Those of us who have been lucky enough 
to know Phil well will remember many 
things. But his stand-out qualities form 
a useful list for teachers new and old to 
reflect on. Phenomenally hard-working, 
with little expectation of recognition and 
reward. Fantastically knowledgeable about 
his subject, skilful with tool, pencil and 
pen. And incredibly kind, giving freely 
of his time to help his friends. And okay, 
sometimes he is a bit grumpy as well.

We’ll miss him terribly in Design. 
Eventually, he’ll probably miss us too.

BJW
 

Fiona Fleming (1999)

Fiona joined the staff at Rugby in 1999 
as an experienced teacher of English to 
speakers of other languages (TESOL). 
Her academic background in Mandarin 
and Japanese, followed by an early career 
in Far Eastern Fund Management, had 
given her a broad cultural outlook and an 
easy rapport with students from around 
the world. As an undergraduate, Fiona 
spent a year in China alongside students 
who had missed ten years of their own 
education during the Cultural Revolution. 
After graduating, she was recruited to 
teach English to business executives in 
Shizuoka, Japan, for two years. When she 
arrived at Rugby, the fledgling Learning 
Development Department was instantly 
energised by Fiona’s no-nonsense 
approach. With humour and kindness, 
Fiona has encouraged and cajoled new 
pupils arriving from far-flung places, 
rapidly enhancing their vocabulary and 
confidence. It is often reassuring (and 
always surprising) for them to be greeted 
in their own language at the start of 
their first lesson. Over time, Fiona has 
widened her remit and her professional 
qualifications to become equally ambitious 
for students with dyslexia and other 
specific learning difficulties. Her ‘can-do’ 
attitude has enabled many to succeed far 
beyond their expectations. 

Fiona’s patience, dedication and 
meticulous attention to detail have been 
a great advertisement for the all-round 
support she has offered for 22 years. 
Her commitment has been full and 
wholehearted. She has often taught ‘out 
of hours’ and goes the extra mile with no 
hesitation. Having boarded herself from 
the age of 12, she understands the way 
of life at Rugby and has an instinctive 
empathy with her students. As a tutor in 

Southfield (2001-14) her wise counsel and 
good sense were highly valued. Her own 
daughters passed through the School and 
Fiona brought maternal advice as well as 
pastoral care to her tutees. Lizzie Beesley 
(Southfield Hm 2004-20) remembers: 

She was a very thorough and caring 
Southfield tutor who understood the 
dynamics of the School, having had two 
daughters educated at Rugby, one in 
Southfield and one in Griffin. Fiona brought 
her compassionate SEN training to handling 
tutees with sensitivity, but also enabled 
them to be academically more organised 
and, hence, more successful. She set high 
standards for them all and they responded 
with gratitude and vigour. She participated 
fully in the extra-curricular life of Southfield 
too, whether in a highly competitive round 
of crazy golf with the tutor team at Drayton 
Manor Park or enjoying the high jinks of the 
Christmas supper skits! Fiona, to use a cliché, 
really ‘made a difference’ to all the Southfield 
girls she encountered and all benefited 
immensely from her influence.

Fiona has always kept one foot in the 
Modern Languages Department, offering 
Japanese lessons as a co-curricular option 
and preparing students for GCSE and 
A-level exams. “She has been a tremendous 
contributor to the annual Languages for 
Life Colloquium, where her knowledge 
of both Chinese and Japanese language 
and culture was invaluable and will have 
inspired many ambitious linguists to branch 
out beyond their European languages in 
search of wider challenges. On a musical 
note, she was always willing to step up and 
entertain at MFL summer soirées on the 
department piazza. I have particularly fond 
memories of duetting with her in Patricia 
Kaas’ Mon mec à moi”. (JCS)

Always up for a challenge, Fiona was the 
only female member of the staff rock 
band RockAge. The band’s performances 
at the annual Arts Festival and occasional 
fund-raiser concerts drew loyal audiences. 
Fiona’s harmony provided the perfect 
vocal backing and RockAge itself became 
somewhat legendary, rehearsing all year 
round. Whether it was a tribute to Elvis, 
the Eagles or Fleetwood Mac, some truly 
memorable sounds lingered in those 
balmy summer nights.

Fiona has been an inspirational colleague 
and a good friend to so many of us. She 
will leave a gap that is hard to fill and we 
shall miss her special sense of humour and 
witty observations, as well as her wealth of 
experience. Returning to her roots, Fiona 
will now be settling more permanently at 
her home in Newton Stewart in south-
west Scotland. She is looking forward to 
walking along empty beaches with her 
dogs and browsing in the bookshops of 

Wigtown. We wish her all the very best 
as she relishes the tranquillity and begins 
new projects there. 

ALCB
 

Alex Thomson (2014)

Alex was appointed to teach Classics in 
2014, and at the same time moved into 
School Field as resident tutor. Whilst he 
got his feet firmly under the table, he took 
to his teaching with aplomb, with huge 
numbers of students fighting to be taught 
by him. Alex also threw himself into 
School life very quickly, involved himself 
immediately in coaching rugby, hockey 
and cricket, and doing it all with huge 
enthusiasm.

When the post of Deputy Hm of School 
Field became available in 2016, it was 
clear that there was only one candidate 
for the job. Alex’s calm demeanour, level-
headedness and hugely caring nature 
made him a “gimmie” for the role, and 
so he continued to live in the flat whilst 
adding an extra duty night to his roster. 
I always felt that I could simply walk out 
of the House at any time of day or night 
and leave the boys and the House in Alex’s 
capable hands. He deals with things in a 
very calm and assured way, and the boys 
like knowing exactly where they stand 
with him, which draws huge respect 
from them. His duty nights in the study 
in School Field are filled with a mixture of 
debate, laughter, sports chat and hilarity, 
and he will be sorely missed in this House.

When the opportunity came up for 
Alex to take up the position of Head 
of Classics, there was to be a seamless 
transition as he took up the reins. Always 
willing to put other members of the 
department before himself, his first order 
of business was to promptly move out of 
his classroom, allowing other members 
of the department to teach in the most 
historic classrooms in the Old Quad, 
whilst himself taking the cupboard next 
to the loos for his own! Not many people 
could run a department of three subjects 
with the serenity that Alex seems to 
bring, and the harmoniousness in the 
department is, in large part, due to Alex’s 
leadership of it. Having run Classics trips 
for several years even before becoming 
head of department, Alex’s “Tourist Tat” 
competition was legendary for the staff 
and students who joined him. Many a 
tasteless item of tourist tat was found and 
rewarded on these trips! His apparent glee 
at finding a microphone to talk to the 
students on during literally every trip was 
also a sight to behold; commentaries have 
ranged from a local’s guide to Bath, to 
‘what seems classically inspired from what 

I can see on the London street right now’, 
to a professional commentary on Roman 
tourist attractions and their ancient roots! 
His running of department meetings often 
takes a fun twist too as he does some 
outstanding impressions of errant students 
… Rory Bremner, eat your heart out!

Sport has been a big part of life at Rugby 
too. Alex’s knowledge across a range 
of sports is outstanding, and his long-
suffering support of Bath Rugby gets the 
boys winding him up after every defeat. 
He does rather fancy himself as the next 
Nigel Owens on the rugby pitch too, and 
his own unique style of refereeing has 
certainly drawn its plaudits… (?!) Alex has 
also been an unfaltering Master in charge 
of Cricket for the last few years, helping 
the Director of Cricket to organise fixtures, 
training and touring opportunities for the 
boys and girls, as well as telling the same 
person to “Get out of the lift, Michael!” 
during one memorable trip. His aversion 
to curry was a real issue on a tour to the 
sub-continent, but the less said about 
that, the better! Alex’s main love (apart 
from Lily, possibly) is cycling. The lycra-
clad Thommo cannot survive without a 
daily (sometimes twice daily) cycle around 
the Warwickshire countryside, and when 
he mangled his bike and himself during 
one such outing, he was determined to 
get straight back on his bike a week later, 
despite having taken a whole evening off 
duty! He had forgotten the name of his 
wife, though, after the impact, and so 
Sam Robinson was called upon to be his 
next of kin! It is also a little-known fact 
that Thommo is the reigning European 
Duathlon Bronze Medallist. Having 
entered the competition which was being 
held in Cluj, Romania, he was pushed 
hard by a Moldovan and a Romanian and 
ended up in the Bronze Medal position 
… Shame there were no other entrants! 
Other extra-curricular pastimes include 
rooting around in skips full of old books …
Don’t ask!

Alex will be hugely missed in so many 
areas of school life. His well-deserved 
promotion to Assistant Head at 
Headington will allow him to continue 
to expand his wardrobe of beige chinos, 
beige socks with beige shoes, at least. 
We wish Alex and Lily (and the soon to 
arrive mini-Thomson) well on their move 
to Oxford, and we will look forward to 
welcoming them back for every School 
Field reunion, cricket reunion, rugby 
refereeing opportunity and cycling 
challenge in the future.

Deae sanctissimae Suli devoveo eum qui 
birotam meam involaverit.

RD
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David Blackadder (2015)

On David’s arrival at Rugby School in 
January 2015 it was immediately apparent 
that our music students were incredibly 
fortunate to have a musician of such 
stature to inspire them.

Widely regarded as one of the finest 
trumpet players in the world, and having 
performed and recorded as a soloist on 
many occasions with some of the great 
conductors and interpreters of early 
music, including Franz Brüggen, Sir Roger 
Norrington, Sir Simon Rattle and Trevor 
Pinnock, David was determined to pass on 
skills that he had perfected through this 
work to our students. 

Consequently, one of his first tasks was 
to commission a set of natural trumpets 
in the baroque style, complete with 
banners featuring the Rugby School 
crest, which became known as the Rugby 
Trumpets. It was thrilling to hear this fine 
team of players at Speech Day, playing a 
fanfare before the National Anthem on 
Remembrance Sunday, performing from 
a classroom window on Ascension Day 
and on the many occasions in 2017 when 
they heralded celebrations for the School’s 
450th anniversary.

The 450th anniversary also gave David 
the opportunity to commission a piece 
based on ‘Floreat Rugbeia’ for the Concert 
Band by Rugbeian composer Nathan 
Williamson. David was an outstanding 
Director of the Concert Band, which 
tackled a varied repertoire with a 
deliberate bias towards film scores to the 
delight of its band members. One concert 
even included the introduction of a 
theremin to the ensemble!

Alongside his work at Rugby School, 
David’s career as a player continued to 
blossom, with many opportunities to 
perform at the highest level around the 
world. His most high-profile moment came 
in May 2018 when he performed as a 
soloist at the wedding of Prince Harry and 
Meghan Markle as the bride walked down 
the aisle of St George’s Chapel, Windsor 
Castle. However, it was equally thrilling 
for us at Rugby to hear him play with the 
bugles that he expertly coached each 
Remembrance-tide, as lead trumpeter in 
our Bliss Sinfonia, in the pit for Guys and 
Dolls or for Rugby School social media 
clips. These included sublime playing 
alongside 2017 BBC Radio 2 Chorister of 
the Year, Ischia Gooda, and, being the 
great sport David was inclined to be, rising 
to PJ Green’s challenge of blasting out the 
Star Wars theme on 4 May!

RJT

Harjit Kaur (2016)

Harjit Kaur came to Rugby five years 
ago, fresh off a PGCE. Despite having a 
background in illustration, she found herself 
quickly drafted into the Textiles classroom 
where she has undoubtedly contributed 
to the growth of that subject both here, 
at Rugby, and in the number of students 
choosing to pursue a Fashion/Textiles-
related course at university. Whatever 
the discipline, Harjit brings an endless 
amount of creativity and patience to the 
classroom. Students feel free to develop 
their own ideas and interests, supported as 
they are by her eye for detail and plentiful 
encouragement. Harjit’s own love of 
sketching and printing has undoubtedly 
rubbed off on many a GCSE and Pre-U 
student, not least because, despite her busy 
schedule, Harjit has found time to continue 
to develop her own skills and interests: 
just check out her online Etsy shop to see 
how prolific she is! In modelling her love 
of the subject as well as the honing of her 
craft, Harjit has helped countless Rugbeians 
develop a creativity and talent they did not 
know they had. The students at Shebbear 
College will similarly be lucky to encounter 
Harjit who is already making a pitch to get 
a printing machine in the department for 
her arrival in September!

By Harjit’s own admission, she was 
uncertain about the boarding duty aspect 
of her job when she started at Rugby. 
Being reassured that I would be there to 
induct her fully through the first few duty 
nights, Harjit arrived for her first duty 
night in Rupert Brooke feeling a little bit 
more reassured. That feeling was not to 
last long, though, as she arrived to find 
me leaving the house with a student on 
our way to A&E. Five minutes later Harjit 
found herself in charge of a house full of 
50 teenage girls, none of whom she had 
met, and with no clue to what actually 
went on between the hours of 6-11pm! 
This experience might have put others off 
but Harjit took it all in her stride and, since 
then, she has become a much-treasured 
tutor. Her modest and understated 
manner belies her inner strength and 
wicked sense of humour. She has huge 
emotional intelligence and compassion 
and, as such, has been an incredible asset 
as part of the pastoral team in House. 
In the last few years she has become 
something of a Sixth Form specialist tutor 
and, in particular, has done an exceptional 
job supporting those girls applying for Art 
Foundation courses or Art-based degrees. 
Her gentle cajoling and willingness to 
go the extra mile, as well as the expert 
advice she can give on portfolios, means 
that numerous RB girls have secured 
places on their first choice of course. Harjit 
has always been a big supporter of the 
House beyond simply working with her 

tutees. More than ever, this year, we have 
called on her creativity and she has set 
up various arts and crafts activities, from 
making Christmas decorations to sewing 
an autumnal garland. She has shown the 
same willingness to support the School in 
a variety of ways, from running hockey, 
netball and tennis teams to supporting the 
biennial Art & Design trip to New York. 

We are therefore very sorry to see Harjit 
leave and she, equally, leaves Rugby with 
something of a heavy heart. However, 
the Devon coast is calling her and she will 
soon be spending Friday nights walking 
on the beach with Scott and Elva, her dog. 
The Harjit Kaur seascape prints will not be 
far away!

KH

Joanna Holroyd (2018)

Joey arrived in the autumn of 2018 as 
a newly qualified teacher, ready and 
eager to join the avant-garde of Rugby 
School MFL. She had applied for the post 
of Spanish teacher, so the fact that she 
found herself teaching largely French was 
the first indication of how flexible and 
enterprising she would prove to be. She 
has packed the last three years with all 
manner of endeavours, at the same time 
as perfecting her craft as a much-valued 
classroom teacher. In her first year, she lent 
her services to the German Department 
by accompanying the F Block on a 
cultural visit to Vienna, then subsequently 
embarked on an Outlook expedition 
to Africa with senior students during 
the summer break. As we emerge from 
the COVID restrictions, she is currently 
preparing to help myriad students through 
the expedition element of their Duke of 
Edinburgh expedition.

Having joined the Bradley House team, 
Joey has tutored two cohorts through 
their E and D Block years. Liz Sale observes 
that, as a newly qualified teacher, she was 
impressive in the way she forged warm 
and trusting relationships with her tutees, 
who have valued her linguistic skills as 
well as her pastoral guidance. Joey quickly 
became a valued and reliable colleague 
who readily engaged in all that was 
asked of her and soon became used to 
the loudness of Ben Welch’s greeting of a 
Monday lunchtime! 

The Sports Department, equally, has 
expressed their gratitude for all Joey’s 
hard work; she has made significant 
contributions to sport in all three terms, 
helping with Hockey, Netball and Tennis. 
The pupils have loved having her as 
a coach, and she is always positive, 
empathetic, supportive and enthusiastic 

about each sport. She is a talented netball 
player and as part of the staff netball team 
will be very much missed. 

To quote Liz: “It is little surprising that 
Joey’s gentle professionalism has been 
recognised by Thomas’s, Battersea, and we 
wish her every happiness in her prep school 
chapter.” Joey will take on responsibility 
for the face of Spanish at St Thomas’s, so 
when in the distant future we see our king 
effortlessly greeting Hispanic dignitaries, 
we will know who was behind that! Our 
sincere thanks for everything you have 
done while at Rugby, Joey. You will be 
missed by colleagues and students alike.

CAO

Luke Houghton (2018)

Bringing intellectual enthusiasm, rigour 
and dynamism with him, Luke Houghton 
joined Rugby in 2018. He is famed for his 
excellent teaching of the most challenging 
material to Rugby’s top classicists, under 
the watchful eye (and, in recent times, 
protective surgical mask) of Bystroushka, 
the Grammar Fox. His mentoring of 
Oxbridge applications has yielded success 
in Classics and - as part of a double act 
with the near-homonymous Dr Haughton 
– in History of Art (he is modestly a world 
expert in that field, too). He has coached 
his charges to regional and national 
success in Latin-reading competitions 
and has proven an excellent tour guide, 
whether around London, Rome, or 
the finest gelaterie of Rugby (with his 
Southfield tutor group). As Keeper of 
the Scholars, Luke has introduced the 
Rugby Pioneer, a new publication, and 
has brought several high-profile speakers 
to Rugby. His very own lectures were 
certainly among the best Arnold Society 
has received in recent years; news of his 
talent soon resulted in call-ups to Hydra 
and Landor Society. Always willing to give 
of his time, Luke has turned his hand to 
Social Services Visiting, Primary Maths, 
Off Games, Tea Duty, and Aerobics (in 
a strictly supervisory capacity), before 
finally reaching what he describes as the 
‘dizzy heights’ of U15 recreational tennis. 
In any remaining minutes of the day, he 
has quite remarkably managed to publish 
and co-edit three major academic works, 
as well as writing for several internal 
publications and winning the staff poetry 
competition last year. The authorship to 
be remembered most fondly, however, will 
be the personalised limericks he composed 
for members of the Classics Department 
and Southfield tutors at the start of the 
pandemic. These are a testament to the 
warmth and kindness he has always shown 
towards his colleagues. He leaves Rugby 
to inspire, challenge and enrich the next 

generation of undergraduate and graduate 
students. He is – and will remain – among 
the most intelligent people I have had 
the good fortune to encounter; we are 
privileged to have worked alongside him.

AELT

Herman Lam (2018)

Rugby is fortunate in the calibre of its 
teaching staff but in Herman Lam the 
School struck gold. Herman came to Rugby 
in 2018 having recently graduated with a 
1st class HSPS degree from Corpus Christi 
College, Cambridge. Indeed, in the year 
that the nation has celebrated the rich 
life of the late Duke of Edinburgh, one is 
reminded of the fact that Herman’s path to 
Cambridge was facilitated by his winning a 
coveted Prince Philip scholarship to this seat 
of learning on the River Cam. 

Initially employed as a teacher of Economics 
and Business, Herman quickly established 
the respect of his students and colleagues 
for his academic prowess but also for his 
patience. One could describe Herman 
as a sort of social science polymath, as 
evidenced not only by his eventually 
teaching three subjects, but also by his 
ability to perform all the jobs for which no 
one else in the faculty has an appetite. His 
academic dexterity, devotion to and love 
of ideas and his painstaking patience with 
students of all abilities have been most 
impressive features of Herman’s time here. 

It was not long before Herman’s love of 
Politics emerged and, in a tug of war 
contest with the then Head of Economics 
and Business, a compromise was reached 
whereby Herman might teach some 
Politics. With a full teaching load in three 
subjects, in his second year Herman took 
on the added challenge of studying for 
a PGCE through Buckingham University. 
This he took in his stride and one has good 
reason to believe that Herman’s supervisor 
learned more from Herman than Herman 
did from him. Herman’s colleagues were 
also frequent visitors to his lessons, enticed 
there by an opportunity to glean from him 
new and exciting teaching ideas. Teaching 
three A-level subjects whilst studying was 
a tremendous feat. Finding the time and 
energy to complete university assignments 
whilst marking five sets’ worth of essays 
and preparing lessons is something 
achievable only by the best organised and 
determined of individuals. 

Towards the end of Herman’s second year 
at Rugby, the Head of Oxbridge position 
became vacant. Herman jumped at the 
opportunity to take on this mantle and 
thus he was appointed to the position. 
There is little dispute that he brought to 

the post a sense of structure and direction 
that facilitated the effective identification 
and academic nurturing of the most 
academically gifted Rugbeians. Many of 
his ideas regarding university applications 
have become part of the process of 
transition from school to university. But it 
is the time Herman invested in students 
that stands out. The (literally) hundreds of 
hours of one-to-one and group tutorials 
that Herman gave have left an enduring 
mark on so many, and all in such a short 
period of time. Herman genuinely cares 
for his students; no student or parent 
could ask for more. 

On the co-curricular front, Herman has 
broken fresh ground for Rugby School. 
Never before had debating been so well 
organised and training been so thorough. 
Numerous competitions were entered 
into and much success enjoyed. Herman’s 
competitive nature and his willingness to 
provide opportunities for students across 
the age groups to debate in inter-school 
competitions and in School has honed a 
whole cohort of young Rugbeians in this 
most useful of skills.

Kilbracken will miss Herman. The 
Housemaster Saul Foulds comments 
that, “Herman’s academic clout was 
a welcome addition to his Kilbracken 
tutees. They constantly benefited from 
extremely sound counsel, thoughtfulness 
and wisdom.” He goes on to observe that 
a notable feature of Herman’s evenings 
on duty in the House was not just the 
sight of his tutees deep in conversation 
with him, but also a queue of LXX and 
XX Kilbracken Economists looking to 
boost their knowledge and grades the 
moment that Herman walked through the 
front door. All of which was a constant, 
weekly illustration of the quality time 
and expertise that Herman willingly and 
without question would offer both his 
tutees and hangers-on, enveloped in his 
unfailing patience and kindness.

All members of the Economics/Business 
and Politics faculty are unanimous in 
describing Herman as a dream colleague. 
As he moves to further his career at 
Highgate School this tribute to Herman 
will end with sentiments expressed by 
one of his A-level students who writes, 
“Over the past two years, Mr Lam has 
been the kindest, and most encouragingly 
challenging mentor. He is such a talented 
teacher and has nurtured my interest 
and love for politics that I know I’ll take 
forward into everything I do. He has 
challenged me to think critically and his 
faith in me has encouraged me to take my 
political thinking to the next level.” 

PTE
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Dan Westcott (2018)

After seeing the greed and debauchery 
of the corporate world, Dan joined the 
relative tranquillity of the Geography 
Department in September 2018. This 
tranquillity was not to last: whether it 
was screaming with fright at the smallest 
unexpected footstep or the range of 
sound effects he employed in his lessons, 
Dan brought noise to the department! 
In his interview lesson, the instant 
connection Dan had with the students as 
they engaged with his overflowing love of 
Geography was clear. Few teachers I have 
ever met have shown such empathy, care 
and compassion for their charges. 

It has been wonderful to see Dan grow as 
a professional over the past three years. He 
has progressed from a young enthusiastic 
pup to a truly dedicated professional. His 
analysis of a LXX mock paper, noting the 
nuances in exam language, highlighted to 
me the depth of his knowledge, not only 
of his subject but also of the specifications. 
He truly cares and does everything he can 
to produce the best possible results for 
his students. The road has not all been 
smooth - there have been some potholes 
and high kerbs along the way - but it is 
a testament to Dan that these have been 
rare and he has always learned from 
setbacks to better himself. 

Outside the classroom Dan has been 
invaluable in all areas of the School. He 
will be sorely missed in Dean especially. It 
is fair to say that if Dan had a spirit animal 
it would be a heron. Creator of the Dean 
tie and ardent supporter at all activities, 
Dan has been invaluable to Leanne and 
the whole of the Dean House team, even 
appearing along with Lee in the House 
Music video - a role that will no doubt 
live long in the memory, though not for 
the singing! He voluntarily took on the 
role of FB tutor this year and has been 
instrumental in guiding the girls in their 
first experiences at Rugby School. 

Dan has grown up a lot at Rugby School: 
he now owns more than one suit, he was 
bullied out of bringing overnight oats 
into the office and he has even followed 
his Head of Department in adopting the 
regular wearing of a waistcoat. He continues 
to throw himself into new experiences; few 
will forget his performances on the hockey 
pitch and many students still bear the scars 
from a loose swing. As a member of staff 
who contributes to three main sports, Dan 
is invaluable to the School and epitomises 
the schoolmaster who is a jack-of-all-trades 
and exceptional role model to all, staff and 
students alike. 

Finally, I would like to say a personal thank 
you. It has been a huge pleasure to have 

Dan as part of my department for the 
past three years. He has brought so much 
life and laughter to the department and 
I have genuinely learned so much from 
him. Whether it be Geogstagram or TikTok 
videos about how to access academic 
journals, he makes me feel old but also 
grateful for his presence as a sounding 
board, honest companion and friend. He 
will be sorely missed. 

RG

Matthew Chekurua (2019) 

Matthew joined Rugby in September 2019 
as a trainee Mathematics teacher when 
we little knew, in that busy Advent Term, 
what challenges and changes were on 
the horizon. Yet Matthew has dealt with 
absolute professionalism and never a word 
of complaint with all the extra demands 
and challenges that COVID brought with 
it. This year in particular, I have had the 
privilege of working with him as his PGCE 
mentor as he seamlessly switched between 
teaching in-person, hybrid teaching 
and online teaching with apparent 
ease. Students in his Maths lessons have 
benefitted from his superbly prepared 
lessons, his calm classroom presence, and 
his clear explanations. 

Matthew has also worked tirelessly as 
a tutor in Town where he has been a 
great support to his tutees as they have 
progressed from E Block to D Block. On 
the sports pitch he has helped to lead  
the Senior Girls’ 5th XI hockey across  
two seasons and coached swimming  
and athletics. 

When joining Rugby, I suspect Matthew 
had little idea that his prior experience 
as an air cadet at school would mean he 
was immediately and exceptionally well 
qualified to contribute to the CCF. The 
RAF section has benefitted greatly from his 
time and effort on Wednesday afternoons. 

For much of these past two years, most 
of us have been content to cope with the 
isolation of lockdown and the frustration 
of Microsoft Teams, but Matthew has 
achieved much, much more. In one more 
memorable Maths Department meeting, 
we learned that he had recently been 
awarded his DPhil in wonderfully titled 
research on ‘Non-invasive quantification of 
cerebral oxygenation in ischaemic stroke 
using MRI’. A considerable achievement, 
especially as he completed it whilst 
juggling the many demands of being a 
teacher. 

Prior to COVID, the weddings of members 
of the Maths Department rarely deviated 
from well-established tradition. Matthew, 

however, scoured the quarantine 
regulations of Europe to find a suitable 
destination for his wedding to LaRae. 
COVID meant they couldn’t legally register 
their marriage in the UK, so Gibraltar 
was eventually found as one of the few 
places in the world where the happy 
occasion could take place. We wish both 
Matthew and LaRae the very best in their 
move to the north-west where Matthew 
continues his teaching career as teacher of 
Mathematics at The Rossall School. 

BMWL

Chloe Jeanpierre (2019) 

Chloe joined the Modern Languages 
Department in September 2019 as an 
NQT initially to take over from Wendy 
Corvi who left in December that year, 
and to cover Charlene Piquard during 
her period of maternity leave. It was no 
mean feat to take on another teacher’s 
students part way through the school 
year, but Chloe managed the transition 
with great skill, aplomb and cheerfulness. 
She made the French classes her own in 
no time, and it became clear very quickly 
that Chloe is a natural teacher, highly 
organised, meticulous in her planning 
and delivery of effective and engaging 
lessons and exam support sessions from 
F Block through to the Sixth Form. 
Chloe is thoroughly committed to her 
students and genuinely cares about 
their progress, personal challenges and 
overall wellbeing, guiding and supporting 
them to be the best they can be. This is 
apparent in all she undertakes within the 
department, from F Block enrichment 
to IGCSE and Sixth Form clinics to 
offering one-to-one support as and when 
needed. As a colleague she is always 
professional, thoughtful, helpful and 
happy to share ideas and resources, all of 
which are invaluable. During her second 
year she has expanded her repertoire 
to teaching F Block Spanish, in addition 
to supervising EPQ projects, which is 
particularly challenging when English is 
not one’s native language. During the 
remote learning periods over the past 
year Chloe has managed the online and 
hybrid teaching situation wonderfully, 
maintaining a sense of energy in her 
lessons, and challenging and supporting 
her students in equal measure. As a tutor 
in Southfield, Chloe’s care and support of 
her tutees has been hugely appreciated 
by more than one Housemistress, and 
the girls and House team will miss her 
greatly. During her time at Rugby, Chloe 
has also been involved in service to the 
wider School community by helping 
to coach girls’ hockey, netball and 
tennis, participating in the mentoring 
programme, primary school visiting, 

private study supervision and taking 
co-ownership of a group for the ‘Kissing 
it Better’ initiative for Rugby 360. Within 
the Modern Languages Department 
Chloe is a wonderful and valued 
colleague, and her departure will leave  
a significant void which will be difficult  
to fill. We are extremely grateful to Chloe 
for all her hard work and dedication over 
the past two years. She will be greatly 
missed and we wish her all the very best 
for the future. 

ACL 

Rhys Locke (2019) 

Rhys arrived from Ashby-de-la-Zouch in 
September 2019 and, after two years, 
gallops off to become an assistant 
housemaster at Myddelton College, Wales. 
So if his career has gone west, it’s only 
in the geographical sense. He frequents 
fewer cafes now than in his first few 
months, but we’ll put that down to the 
pandemic: an event that has rendered 
Rhys’ time at Rugby more unique than 
most. In characteristic style, Rhys has taken 
it all in his stride. In his sojourn with us 
he has transformed from a bright-eyed, 
bushy-tailed Cambridge graduate with 
a love of linguistics into a terrific, bushy-
bearded (bright-eyed) teacher with an 
astounding array of suits. There’s the 
tobacco pink one, the sky blue, the three 
piece, the graph check, and the one that 
we love most of all - the abdication suit. At 
the time of writing we can only presume 
that this will be his chosen costume for 
Speech Day, or ‘1567’ as it is now known. 
He has other costumes, of course. Around 
Christmas time there was a fella in his 
classroom with an old white beard and a 
red baggy suit playing a guitar, and latterly 
there’s been a space-age incarnation, with 
Rhys piloting Sue Williams’ COVID masks 
for the deaf.

Rhys has made a splash at Southfield 
too. He’s a popular presence there, and 
goes above and beyond with his tutees. 
He went so far as to perform in the 
House Music video, but that didn’t stop 
Southfield winning the competition.

If this gives the sense of a showman, 
then that may well be the case. Truly, 
though, he is an enthusiast, and never 
more so than when he is teaching A-level 
Language. He has been tireless in his 
efforts to promote the subject and to 
enrich the experience of those lucky 
students taught by him. He’ll have to leave 
them behind now, but at least he can 
treasure Carol Ann Duffy’s autograph, and 
if you buy him a pink gin, he might even 
regale you with the tale of that great lady’s 
visit. He certainly has a few stories to tell 

and, if I were a betting man, I would put a 
few quid on there being some wonderful 
new instalments in Rhys’ life as a teacher. 
I only hope he’ll come back and tell us all 
about them.

All of us wish Rhys the very best. We shall 
miss him!

TEM

Tom Miles (2019) 

Tom joined Rugby as a trainee in 
September 2019 - the same time I joined. 
Consequently, he was thrown into the 
deep end as he had never taught before 
and had a Head of Department who was 
also brand new! Quickly, Tom proved 
himself to be invaluable and has thrown 
himself into everything asked of him. 
He taught himself a new GCSE and 
A-level specification, helped develop a 
new F Block curriculum and helped lay 
the groundwork for Philosophy IB. He 
has had little choice but to act beyond 
the requirements of a trainee on many 
occasions due to the nature of our small 
department. Despite this, Tom has 
approached everything with a cool,  
calm and collected approach - he rarely 
gets flustered. 

With Tom and I starting at the same 
time, there were challenges but joys as 
well. Ultimately, Tom has helped the 
department’s evolution over the last 
two years. He has contributed to the 
promotion of Philosophy and Theology as 
a rigorous, well-respected and organised 
department in the School. His love of 
academic understanding, and his relentless 
questioning of why things are as they are, 
has helped developed a culture in the 
department of not settling but rather of 
being in continued pursuit of excellence 
(with some time for warm drinks and cake 
in the office too). 

In his second year Tom completed 
his PGCE in the most unusual of 
circumstances with pretty much his 
entire second term transitioning to 
online learning. It has been a privilege 
to watch him become more confident 
and competent in the classroom. He 
has proven himself to be a reflective 
practitioner and, as a result, has developed 
in such a way that he keeps bringing the 
best out of those he teaches. He is not 
afraid to learn, he actively asks questions 
and thoroughly seeks answers. 

Tom has tutored F Block in Town for the 
last two years. It has been a delight to 
watch him take his F Block charges around 
the school as they familiarise themselves 
with their new world. As Andy Chessell 

writes, “Tom has been a diligent and 
generous F Block tutor throughout his 
time in Town House. He has taken the 
time and care to get to know the boys 
really well and this is reflected in his 
insightful, supportive tutor reports.” 

Above all, Tom has also been a committed 
colleague, and a great friend, over the last 
two years. He is understated, kind and 
remarkably thoughtful. The Philosophy 
and Theology Department will most 
definitely miss him. 

PHO

Patrick Thill (2019) 

Patrick and I joined the School in the 
same year, and I feel I should say that  
I enjoyed working with him over the  
last two years. I really did though. 
Honest and fair in everything he did (or 
attempted to do), Patrick always looked 
for ways to improve himself, or the 
routines around him.

Dr Thill has been a strong contender for 
the best accent in department award 
since joining - another trait that united 
us. In fact, he was competing for the 
title in two departments at the same 
time: split in two between Physics and 
Mathematics, Patrick pursued order 
and excellence in both sets of the 
many classrooms that he got to teach 
in. Racking up the daily steps around 
campus, he found ways of bringing out 
the best in all his students. He inspired 
the future Physicists, Mathematicians 
and Engineers, sometimes enjoying the 
dubious pleasure of teaching the same 
students in two different disciplines. 
Some might say it will take two teachers 
to replace Patrick, and this is true… 
mostly due to the awkwardly shaped 
gaps in the timetable that he is leaving 
behind for his two heads of department 
to sort out.

The attention to detail that Patrick puts 
into lesson planning is matched only by 
the care he takes of his hairstyle. Never 
a single strand out of place, smooth and 
visibly effortless – Patrick’s lessons have 
allowed his students to value the order 
and sense of control that he offers in the 
classroom. Nothing gets brushed aside, 
with the students feeling they can get all 
the clarification they need just by asking.

Patrick wholly embraced the use of 
technology in the classroom, which was 
exceptionally valuable during the difficult 
times of this year. His relationship with IT 
was quite one-sided initially, and, like all 
relationships, required a lot of patience 
and perseverance. Never before have I 
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seen computers despise anyone more 
than Patrick, but he would not give up: 
replacing stylus after stylus, battery after 
battery; stubbornly connecting and 
reconnecting to projectors, screens  
and Teams meetings. He fought his 
windmills, he tamed the elements; he 
came out on top. I am sure that his 
experience and determination will serve 
him well in the future.

I know that he is really looking forward 
to flexing his skills in industry and to the 
wedding with his wonderful partner, 
who makes him almost as happy as the 
day when the barbers reopened after 
lockdown. It was a pleasure to write 
an obnoxious and unfunny Vale at his 
personal request, and I wish Patrick all 
the best in his future career.

IK 

Cherry Briggs (2020)

Cherry joined us in September 
2020 having had her PhD in Social 
Anthropology put on hold due to 
the global pandemic. A graduate in 
Biochemistry from Oxford and with 
previous experience in similar schools 
to Rugby, she has been something of 
a saviour in the Biology Department, 
filling in a temporary staffing shortage. 
Cherry had a can-do attitude from day 
one, always helpful and willing to step 
in when needed, and she has brought 
a wealth of Biology knowledge to the 
department. Having previously taught IB, 
she has been very helpful in planning the 
course in preparation for September, and 
with Theory of Knowledge preparation 
in particular. A keen rower, she was 
looking forward to lending her expertise 
in this area, only to discover that Rugby 
has no real river. That said, she has been 
a key member of the coaching staff in 
U14 Netball and Athletics, developing 
exceptional cone placement and removal 
skills. She has been around the Houses, 
tutoring initially in Sheriff before moving 
on to Dean, where she has become a 
specialist in remote support and tuition. 
It is a great shame she has not been able 
to enjoy Rugby in its usual glory this year: 
I know she would have enjoyed lunching 
in different Houses and the social side of 
the SCR. 

Cherry has made the tough decision to 
continue her PhD in Sri Lanka as soon as 
she can. She will be greatly missed by the 
department and all at Rugby School; we 
wish her all the best for the future and 
will welcome her back to Rugby any time!

SPR

Graduate Training and 
Modern Language 
Assistants

Isabel Arranz Benito (2020)

Isabel arrived towards the end of summer 
2020, taking up residence in New House 
along with our international students to 
self-isolate before starting her year as our 
Spanish assistant. I was already impressed 
by her bravery and sense of adventure; 
leaving home in such uncertain times, 
determined to make the most of the 
opportunity to learn about our School 
and guide our students to become more 
proficient Hispanists. She has worked 
hard and, above all, always cheerfully, 
not only with our Sixth Formers, but 
across the year groups, to enthuse and 
encourage. Isabel navigated the online 
period with equal dedication from her 
home in Madrid, eventually returning to 
us for the beginning of the Trinity Term. 
She has seen the first of our independent 
students through the new AQA A-level, 
including analysis of a text and film, and 
her help has been invaluable. She leaves 
us to return to Spain where she will 
commence her Masters to become  
a teacher.

CAO

Isabelle Collis  
(Sports) (2019)

Izzy Collis joined Rugby in 2019 as a 
Sports GTA. Her cricketing and rugby 
knowledge coupled with her love of 
coaching has brought a real energy to 
the Sports Department and especially 
to the girls’ cricket programme. There 
are now over 40 girls engaged in this 
and thanks to her excellent work and 
connections in the women’s game, we 
have new girls joining the School in 
September 2021 specifically to further 
their aspiration to become professional 
cricketers. 

Izzy stayed on for a second year as 
Senior GTA and in this time delivered 
exceptional online sessions to our young 
sporting boys and girls, keeping them 
active and inspired during the lockdown 
periods. We wish her every success in 
the future; she is an outstanding young 
female coach. Rugby School’s loss is 
most certainly Worth School’s gain 
and Izzy will be sorely missed by all of 
us, especially by those aspiring female 
cricketers who have developed no end 
under her tutelage.

DLS

Chloe Cross  
(Sports) (2020)

Chloe joined the department in 2020 
as the physiotherapy intern and during 
her year has been a key member of the 
Sports Department. She has gone above 
and beyond to support and contribute 
to the School’s way of life outside her 
physiotherapy duty, assisting with any 
job at hand from CCF to departmental 
administration, and ensuring it is done 
to a high standard. Her ability to adapt 
and contribute to remote learning during 
the lockdown periods has been highly 
regarded. She has made a difference to 
the students’ lives, ensuring they are fit for 
sport and forming a rapport that has built 
trust and confidence in all the students she 
has met. In addition, Chloe continued her 
working ethos during the school holidays 
to ensure continuity of physiotherapy care 
for her list of injured athletes. We wish 
Chloe all the best and are certain she has 
a very successful career in physiotherapy 
ahead of her. 

DLS

Harry Lankfer  
(Sports) (2020)

Harry joined the School in September 
2020 as a GTA for the Sports Department, 
working primarily in hockey. With his 
background as a National League hockey 
player at Leeds Beckett University, Harry 
was asked to coach the U15A girls’ team 
in his first term, which he led to a glorious 
100% winning season (Played 1, Won 
1). The COVID pandemic and national 
lockdown may have helped with these 
stats but it was clear that Harry was a 
well-liked and respected coach who had 
an easy-going style the students warmed 
to. It was a shame he did not get to 
experience a fully competitive Rugby 
School sports year, but he also ran 1:1 
sessions all year round with some of our 
elite players, as well as coaching cricket 
in the Trinity term. Harry is a supremely 
talented all-around sportsman and can 
seemingly turn his hand to all sports, 
including golf, tennis, football and cricket. 
We thank Harry for his efforts this year and 
wish him all the best in the future.

DLS

Chloe Lansley  
(Performing Arts) (2020)

Well, what do I say about Ms Lansley 
in only a few words? She is quite 
extraordinary. Talented? Yes. Principled? 
Gosh yes. Committed? And then some. 
Chloe came to us fresh out of Cambridge, 

armed with a First Class degree in 
Education, English and Drama and a 
loaded gun full of ideas, fresh perspectives 
and wholesome goodness. Goodness, 
which at her very core, brought inspiration 
not only to the young actors who have 
been lucky enough to work with Chloe in 
the Macready but to the wider community 
of students and colleagues too. Her 
unswerving belief in the good brought 
her, I’m glad to say, to the immediate 
attention of Stanley’s Hm Alix Scott-
Martin, as she gave the girls time and 
care beyond the mere act of ‘babysitting’ 
on a duty night, bringing women’s 
issues to the fore in a compassionate, 
calm and sensitive way from the start. 
Chloe’s natural pastoral instincts drew her 
inevitably towards the PSHE programme 
where she sprang to life as an active 
campaigner and spokesperson for a range 
of causes, notably taking a lead on the 
vigil in the Memorial Chapel and the 
School’s reflections on the life and tragic 
death of Sarah Everard. Chloe’s goodness 
here brought the voices of girls and boys 
to a platform which has allowed for and 
encouraged honest, open and tolerant 
conversations to begin across the whole 
School. Quite an impact for a Graduate 
Assistant only with us for a year. 

And I haven’t really even mentioned 
her ‘day job’ as a director and producer 
of theatre in the Macready. This year’s 
Scholars’ Showcase perhaps exemplifies 
Chloe’s direct, no-nonsense ‘let’s get 
on with it’ approach. Undaunted by 
the restrictions of social distancing and 
the ‘virtual’ nature of theatre in 2021, 
Chloe not only empowered the Scholars 
to perform with a professional quality 
rarely seen in schools, but she was able 
single-handedly to attract not just one or 
two, but a dozen of the country’s leading 
theatre, TV and film agents to tune in to 
the showcase which was professionally 
live-streamed from Macready. A happy 
accident, perhaps - forcing us to stream 
the show rather than play to a live 
audience - but the fact that Chloe, in 
the way she navigated through these 
restrictions, managed to put our students 
into the homes and minds of so many 
agents was truly remarkable. She then 
turned her hand to assisting with our 
National Theatre Connections play where 
no job has been too big or too small. She 
has also masterminded the workshop 
programme at this year’s Festival on The 
Close, ably assisted with our ill-fated 
main school production of Macbeth and 
brought free feminine hygiene products 
to the Macready loos. I don’t think we 
have had a Graduate Assistant ever before 
who has offered so very much, been so 
very humble and yet made such a huge 
impact, not only on the theatrical life but 
on so many other areas of Rugby School 

children’s lives in such a short space of 
time. We thank you, and we will miss you, 
Ms Lansley; you will change the world.

TDC

Rosie Lowles  
(Sports) (2020)

Rosie arrived at Rugby on a one-year 
Sports Science placement from Coventry 
University, where she studies Sport and 
Exercise Science. She settled quickly into 
School life, becoming a valuable member 
of the Sports Department and Bradley 
House. In the first term Rosie worked 
tirelessly to help pupils return to fitness 
following the first lockdown, monitoring 
training load and fitness via GPS data, 
as well as contributing to the CCF and 
enrichment programme across the School. 
She delivered a wide range of sports 
sessions online, leading the very popular 
yoga and five-minute flexibility remote 
sessions, helping to keep the School 
community moving. Rosie really came 
into her element during the final term 
with the return of sports fixtures. She was 
instrumental in enabling the school to 
livestream fixtures for spectators who could 
not be on site due to COVID restrictions. 
She took responsibility for overseeing both 
boys’ and girls’ fixtures in hockey, tennis 
and rugby and became an invaluable 
member of the cricket department, helping 
with streaming, scoring and clipping film 
at both home and away fixtures. Rosie 
leaves us to continue her university studies 
and pursue a career in sports analysis. We 
wish her all the best for her final year of 
studies and look forward to hearing of her 
successes in the future.

DLS

Vanessa White  
(Music) (2020)

In Vanessa White and Frannie Millar we 
were fortunate to recruit two incredible 
Music GTAs for the 2020/21 academic 
year as their skill sets have complemented 
each other brilliantly.

Although her father, Chris, has been 
co-ordinating the string teaching and 
coaching since September 2020, Vanessa 
was appointed to the role entirely on 
her own merit. She hugely impressed 
at audition with her wide range of 
ability and musical interest. She had just 
completed undergraduate study as a 
violinist at the Royal Northern College 
of Music, but we were also pleased to 
discover an impressive clarinettist, keen 
choral singer and somebody with some 

experience of presenting music online, 
something that was clearly going to be of 
great use for us in COVID times. Perhaps 
more importantly, she came across as 
a naturally gifted musical coach with 
excellent ideas for mentoring students in 
their music practice.

With an exciting and unusually large influx 
of excellent string players to Rugby in 
September 2020, Vanessa has been the 
perfect role model. She says that “it’s been 
a lot of fun working alongside my father 
to achieve the high quality that the senior 
strings have produced this year” and she 
has certainly been inspirational in her work 
with an outstanding group of 2nd violins 
in senior strings sectional rehearsals. A 
wonderful chamber music coach, she has 
enjoyed working on the Mozart Clarinet 
Quintet and the Beethoven Clarinet Trio 
and is particularly proud of a recording 
that one of her groups made of the Haydn 
‘Bird’ Quartet. 

Individuals whom Vanessa has coached for 
exams have enhanced their marks because 
of the generous amounts of time that 
she has given them and insightful tips on 
how to improve their pieces, scales and 
sight-reading. There is no doubt that she 
has improved both the confidence and 
practice techniques of many musicians 
over the course of this year. 

Vanessa has enjoyed working with 
younger children at Bilton Grange, where 
she has assisted with string ensemble 
on Mondays and string quartets on 
Fridays. She says that it has been “a great 
experience watching the amazing work 
that Kirsten Gray does and very motivating 
to work alongside her during the BG 
rehearsals”. 

It’s been a great joy to welcome such a 
keen choral singer into our choirs. Vanessa 
says, “I was delighted to be carrying on 
singing! I’ve really enjoyed the Sunday 
morning filming sessions with the Temple 
Consort. The standard of singing is very 
high and it’s a pleasure to have been a 
part of the choir!”

Vanessa has worked closely with James 
Williams as the department has developed 
its streaming capability. She has recorded 
and edited many of the performances that 
are now available to view on the Music 
Department’s YouTube channel. She says 
that “At the start of the year I was very 
new to the tech world. Now I can edit 
material so much faster and efficiently. It’s 
been great to learn how the equipment 
works for a livestream.”

Vanessa was delighted to be given the 
opportunity to be part of Griffin House. 
She has enjoyed getting to know the tutor 
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team and her evenings talking to the girls 
in the House. ”Everyone is so friendly 
in the House that it feels like a nice little 
escape during the busy school week!”

Vanessa says, “I’m so grateful to have 
been given the opportunity to work full 
time at Rugby School. I have learnt that 
I’d love my career to include teaching 
the violin and coaching chamber 
music as well as being a performing 

musician. I have been hugely inspired 
by the fantastic peripatetic teachers in 
the department and the other full-time 
teachers.” Whilst we are delighted that 
Frannie will be staying with us for a 
second year, Vanessa is off to London’s 
Guildhall School of Music in September 
for postgraduate study with our thanks 
and best wishes, but we look forward to 
regularly welcoming her back to perform 
in concerts at Rugby School. Judging by 

the extraordinary quality of her recital 
on 14 May 2021, alongside Rob Colley, 
which included Beethoven’s Violin Sonata 
No. 8 and Prokofiev’s Violin Sonata No. 
1, Vanessa has an exciting musical career 
ahead of her as a performer, but she has 
also proved that she has what it takes to 
be an outstanding teacher.

RJT
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Afterword from the Chaplain

Jerusalem is the hymn that 
vicars hate and congregations 
love. Yet when the School 
assembled in Chapel at the 
beginning of the Advent Term 
2021, the first time we’d been 
together for 18 months, that 
was the one we sang.

Why do the clergy hate that 
hymn? Well, it’s nonsense, 
isn’t it? The first verse consists 
of four questions, the answer 
to each of which is “No”. 
William Blake, the insane genius 
who wrote it, was part of a 
movement which believed that 

Jesus came to England when he was a little boy. Nonsense.

The second verse is worse – Jerusalem is, and always has been, 
a city of conflict and division, where armed soldiers patrol 
the streets, where people fight over land and territory, where 
concrete walls and wire fences divide communities and even 
so-called Christians within one of the holiest of pilgrimage sites 
regularly come to blows over who’s in charge. Who would want 
to build that in England’s green and pleasant land?

So why did the Chaplain allow – even encourage – the School 
to sing it on our return to chapel in September? Well, after what 
the world has been through, if ever there was a time to sing this 
hymn, it’s now. 

Let’s go back in time to the year 605BC. The global superpower 
was the empire of Babylon, based in what’s now Iraq. In that 
year, Babylon attacked and conquered the capital city of Judah, 
the land of the Jews – that capital city was, yes, Jerusalem. The 
city was destroyed and the people were taken away as slaves, 
captives, to imprisonment and exile in Babylon.

It was a lockdown. The Jews in exile didn’t know when – or 
if ever – they would get out of lockdown. Does this sound 
familiar? Worse, they knew that their beloved capital city had 
been destroyed so if they were released they didn’t know what 
they’d be going back to.

But they didn’t give up hope. They knew they had to depend 
on each other, and they had to find new ways of being a 
community. Even while they were far from Jerusalem, the very 

idea of it sustained them, as they continued their work, their 
activities, their relationships, in very different ways from those 
they knew. Does that sound familiar?

And then at last there came a time to return. The Jewish exiles’ 
lockdown lasted 70 years, which overshadows our 18 months 
somewhat, but still, yes, it sounds familiar. With great joy the 
Jews returned to their ancient, beloved home, in a gradual 
easing of lockdown measures, cautiously but irreversibly 
returning to Jerusalem. But it wasn’t just a question of walking 
in and picking up where they had left off. There was work to be 
done. Jerusalem had been demolished, and lain deserted for 70 
years.

You can read what happened next in the Bible, and even at a 
distance of 2500 years you can sense the atmosphere among 
the returning exiles – does this sound familiar? – a mixture of 
excitement at being back tinged with a nagging fear that an 
invisible enemy might return.

But a wonderful thing happened – as the community built 
the walls, so the walls built the community. This group of 
people, beaten down and oppressed, with few resources and 
nothing but hope in their hearts, got together in the common 
task of rebuilding, setting aside their differences, embracing a 
common cause and the common good, and emerging not just 
with strong buildings, but with stronger relationships, stronger 
hearts, and an infinitely stronger future than they ever could 
have imagined. Without a doubt, they built back better.

We too face a bright and hope-filled future, though we will 
never forget that the last 18 months have held sadness and loss 
for so many. Here are a few lines from the Bible describing the 
rededication of Jerusalem, in 537BC:

When the builders had completed the foundations, the priests 
and musicians took their places and sang, “Praise to the Lord for 
he is good; his love endures for ever!” And all the people gave 
a great shout of praise, and the sound was heard from far away. 
But the elders wept, for they remembered what was lost.

They rejoiced that day, in their ancient, beloved and symbolic 
capital - Jerusalem. And there was only one song we could 
possibly sing when we returned to Chapel after our short exile. 
We raised the roof.
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